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SECTION I 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

1. 1 PURPOSE OF INSTRUCTION BOOK. 

SECTION I 
General Description 

This instruction book contains instructions for the installation, operation, and maintenance of 

Linear Power Amplifier 204F-1. 

1. 2 PURPOSE OF EQUIPMENT. 

Linear Power Amplifier 204F-1 is a three-stage, linear power amplifier that is designed to amp
lify low-power radio frequency signals from an associated exciter unit to a level suitable for trans
mission from an antenna. The 204F-1 is primarily intended for single sideband operation, but can 

be used with any type of input signal that does not exceed its bandwidth and power capabilities. The 
amplifier may be switched to either of two channels, and either channel may be tuned to any fre

quency between 2 and 30 megacycles. The 204F-1 is capable of delivering either 2. 5 kilowatts 

peak envelope or 2. 5 kilowatts average power continuously. It can be operated locally or 

remotely. 

1. 3 EQUIPMENT SUPPLIED. 

Linear Power Amplifier 204F-1 is contained in a single cabinet, which is shown in figure 1-1 and 
described in paragraph 1. 5. 

1. 4 EQUIPMENT REQUIRED BUT NOT SUPPLIED. 

Linear Power Amplifier 204F-1 is not intended for use as a single unit, but is intended for use as 

one portion of a complete system. The quantity and type of equipment required but not supplied 
will be deter:mined by the individual installation. 

� L 5 PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION. 

' , 
All components of Linear Power Amplifier 204F-1 are enclosed in an aluminum cabinet that is 

painted with a light -grey enamel. This cabinet is self supporting., and is 20 inches wide, 20 inches 

deep, and 70 inches high. With all components installed, the unit weighs approximately 600 pounds. 
Upper a.1d lower cabinet doors form the front surface of the cabinet and provide access to all 

interior areas of the cabinet. Cooling air is dravm into the equipment by an internal blower unit 
through a filter located oa the lower door. Heated air is exhausted through an opening in the top 
of the cabinet. All power and. signal connections are made through the top of the cabinet. 

The 11pne:r cabinet door pro-.·�des a mounting surface for two meters and access to the upper half of 
thP c:c�binet interior. Two hinged acce s s  pa.'1els in the upper door provide access to all operating 
conu·r;l;,;, The upper half of the cabinet is divided into three compartments (see figure 1-2). The 

compartment is refnred to as the input-output compartment. All power and signal 

functions enter and leave the cabinet through this compartment. The next compartment down from 
the top of the cabinet 1s referred to as the r·-f compartment. This compartment encloses the power 

amplifier tubes and all the components assoc iated with the anode circuits of these tubes. A small 

panel loc ated along the upper edge of the compartment provides a mounting surface for the tuning 

controls associated with the· r-f output circuits. These controls are accessible through the upper 
hinged panel 1:1 the upper cabinet door. 

(, The lowest of the three compartments that comprise the upper half of the cabinet is referred to as 
the grid compartment. All oi the components associated with the input and driver amplifier stages, 

and those a ssociated with the filament, cathode, control grid and screen grid elements of the power 

amplifier tube s,  are loc ated in this compartment. The majority of the components are mounted in 

1 



SECTION I 
General Descrlptlon 

I-NPUT-OUTPUT 
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POWER SUPPLY 

COMPARTMENT 

Figure 1-2. Linear Power Amplifier 204F-1, Cabinet Doors Open 

a rectangular enclosure that has been named grid box. This enclosure, which ls removable for 
servicing, is divided into two parts. The input amplifier and ooth driver amplifier tubes are 
mounted on the partition that divides the enclosure. All components in the anode circuit of the 
driver amplifier stage and the filament, cathode, control grid, and screen grld circuits of the 
power amplifier stage are in the area to the right of this divider wall. (Fi.lament transformer T4 
ls mounted on the cabinet wall and l.s not removed from the cabinet with the grid box). The compo
nents of the input amplifier stage and the filament, cathode, control grid, and screen grid circuits of 
the driver amplifier stage are located to the left of the divider wall. The tuning controls associated 
with the input ampll.fier and driver amplifier stages are mounted on the front surface of the grid box, 
and are accessible through the opening normally covered by the lower hinged panel ln the upper 
cabinet door. 
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SECTION II 
Installation 

The lower cabinet door provides access to the power supply compartment which occupies the lower 
half of the cabinet. All components associated with the transformation of primary power to the 
voltages necessary to operate the circuits of the linear power amplifier are located in this com
partment. Operating controls for the power supply circuits are mounted on a small panel at the 
top of the power supply compartment. This panel is hidden from view when the grid box is in place, 
but the operating controls are brought out through openings in the front surface of the grid box. 

1. 6 ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS. 

FREQUENCY RANGE: 2 to 30 megacycles. 

TUNING: Manual adjustment to frequency by front panel controls, tap changes, and capacitor 
changes. 

TYPES OF EMISSION: Any type not exceeding bandwidth or power capabilities. Superior for SSB 
operation. 

BANDWIDTH: At least 16 kilocycles wide at 1-db points. 

POWER OUTPUT: 2. 5 kilowatts peak envelope power or 2. 5 kilowatts average power continuously. 

INPUT IMPEDANCE: 50 ohms. 

OUTPUT IMPEDANCE: 50 ohms. 

EXCITATION REQUIRED: 0.1 watt nominal, 0.2 watt maximum, from external exciter. 

SSB DISTORTION: At least 35 db signal-to-distortion ratio. 

TUBE COMPLEMENT: One input amplifier (6CL6) 
Two driver amplifiers (6146) 
T wo power amplifiers (4CX1000A) 
Two high voltage rectifiers (872A or 4B32) 

POWER SOURCE: 200 to 250 volts, single phase, 50 to 60 cps, six kva capacity. 

}'\ 1. 7 OPTIONAL FEATURES. 

""' 

w 
Linear Power Amplifier 204F-1 can be equipped with several features not normally supplied. One 
of these is a one-shot, recycle unit, which will automatically return the equipment to service if a 
temporary overload condition causes the power control circuits to remove normal operating volt
ages. Another is dual r-f input and dual r-f output circuits, which will allow the equipment to be 

alternately used in two separate systems. A third one is a wattmeter mounted on the upper door 
w ith a switch for reflected or forward power selection. If present, these features will be factory 
installed. Some mention of these optional features will be made in this instruction book. 

SECTION II 

INSTALLATION 

2. 1 GENERAL. 

( Space and floor loading considerations are the primary factors in determining a location for the 
Linear Fower Amplifier 204F-1. The equipment should be installed in a building or shelter to pre
vent direct exposure to the elements. The linear power amplifier is partially disassembled and 
the various components are either crated or boxed for shipping. 

3 



SECTION II 
Installation 

2. 2 UNPACKING AND INSPECTING THE EQUIPMENT. 

The method and routing of shipments, and the number of amplifiers included per shipment, will 
determine the type of shipping containers used and the general contents of each box or crate. A 
typical method of shipment is given in table 2-1. Minor variations from this method should be 
expected. The number of boxes and crates received should always be checked against the shipping 
invoice. The crating and packing materials should be removed carefully, and the contents of each 
container carefully inspected for physical damage and breakage. Any claims for damage should be 
filed promptly with the transportation agency. If such claims are to be filed, all packing material 
must be retained. Screws and bolts required for assembly of parts, which have been removed for 
shipping purposes, are attached to the part, tied to the cabinet near where the part is to be 
installed or packed in a separate box as accessores. 

CAUTION 

Extreme care must be exercised when handling electron tubes. 
A sharp blow or impact may cause breakage of internal parts. 

It is recommended that the heavier components, such as the cabinet, be uncrated as close as 
possible to the actual point of installation. This will facilitate handling and also reduce the 
possibility of damage. 

TABLE 2-1. TYPICAL SHIPPING DATA 

��
- -- l 

I BOX I 

!NUMBER I CONTENTS 
DIMENSIONS 

LENGTH WIDTH HEIGHT 
! 
I 

l 
WEIGHT I I I I 

1 1  l 
I 2 I 
I 

3 I I I 

Linear Power Amplifier 204F-1 
Power Transformer T6 
Filter Choke L22 

2Q 3 INSTALLATION. 

---+---- r-1 25 
12 

9 

26 
18 
12 

80 

18 
12 

800 
100 

' 50 i 
I i __!___ _______ ! 

The installation of a 204F-1 can be accomplished as described in the following subparagraphso 

2. 3. 1 LOCATION. 

The first thing to be accomplished is the choice o f  a suitable location for the equipment (see fig
ure 2 -1). Space and floor loading considerations are the pr imary factors involved. The linear 
power amplifier occupies only a small area, 20 inches in width and 20 inches in depth, but allow
ance must be made for access to the front of the equipment. This small area must be capable of 

supporting the equipment weight, whic h  is approximately 600 pounds " Ali external connections arc 

made through the top of the cabinet, which is 70 inches talL 

Cooling air is a secondary, but very important consideration. Cooli.ng air is obtained from the 

room in which the equipment is installed and is drawn directly from the room through a filter 

located on the lower front door. The warmed air is e xhausted through an opening in the top of the 
cabinet to a duct or directly into the room. 

2. 3.2 CABINET INSTALLATIONS. 

The cabinet should be moved as close as possible to the selected installation site in its original 
shipping crate, ru1d then the following steps taken. 
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SECTION II 
Installation 

a. Place the cabinet in an upright position with the front of the cabinet facing in the same 
direction that it will face after installation. Carefully remove all_ of the shipping crate except the 

base. 

b. Slide the cabinet an inch or two so that the rear of the cabinet extends over the base of the 
shipping crate. Tilt the cabinet backward and slide the base out from under the cabinet. Set the 
cabinet in an upright position. 

c. Remove the panels, which are secured by machine screws, that cover the two rear 
corners of the cabinet. Inspect interconnection cabling for obvious signs of damage. 

d. Open both the upper and lower cabinet doors. If locked, unlock with the keys provided. 
Remove all packing and bracing material. Inspect cabinet interior for obvious signs of damage. 

e. Slide the cabinet into place, and open both doors. 
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Figure 2-1. Linear Power Amplifier 204F-l, Mounting and Outline Dimensions 

2. 3. 3 PRIMARY POWER CONNECTION. 

-iN 
N 

The linear power amplifier requires a source of primary power that can provide up to six kilovolt
amperes at 200 to 250 volts, single-phase, 50 to 60 cycles-per-second. This power should be con
nected to the equipment through a double-pole, 30-ampere capacity, disconnect switch. The 
connection should be made as follows. 
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SECTION II 
Installation 

a. Mount the disconnect switch near the equipment and connect the line side to an adequate 
source of power. 

CAUTION 

Do not install any fuses in the disconnect switch until after the equip
ment installation has been completed. 

b. Connect the switch and the cabinet with a one-inch conduit. Provision is made for 
connecting the conduit to the top of the cabinet just above terminal board TB2. Insert two number 
6 AWG and one number 10 AWG rubber insulated wires through the conduit, through the input
output compartment, down one corner of the cabinet, and into the power supply compartment. 
Connect the load side terminals of the switch to terminal 2 and 3 of terminal board TB1, by means 
of the number 6 AWG conductors. Connect the number 10 AWG conductor to terminal 1 of TB1 
and to the ground terminal of the switch. 

2.3.4 INSTALLATION OF COMPONENTS REMOVED FOR SHIPPING. 

Power transformer T6, filter choke L22 and one of the two high voltage shorting sticks were re
moved from the cabinet during shipment. Proceed to install these items in the cabinet as follows: 

a. Remove transformer T6 and filter choke L22 from their shipping containers. 

b. Open the lower cabinet door. Slide transformer T6 into the rear left corner of the cabinet 
with the terminals on the transformer facing the right cabinet wall. 

c. Position the transformer over the mountihg holes provided in the base of the cabinet. 
Secure the transformer to the base of the cabinet with the four 5/ 16 - 18 NC machine screws 
furnished. 

d. Connect equipment wiring to the terminals of T6. 

NOTE 

All wires and terminals from which wires were removed are tagged 
with corresponding numbers. Match numbers and terminals. 

e. Slide filter choke L22 into the front left corner of the cabinet with the terminals of the unit 
facing the front of the cabinet.. 

f. Position the choke over the four mounting holes provided, and secure the choke to the cab
inet base with the four 1/ 4-20 NC machine screws furnished. Connect wiring to terminals of L22. 

g. Mount the high voltage shorting stick in the clips furnished on T6. 

h. Connect the wire from the shorting stick to cabinet ground. 

2. 3. 5 COMPENSATION FOR LINE VOLTAGE. 

The primary power source voltage may be anywhere in the range between 200 and 250 volts. By 
making proper connections within the equipment, any voltage within the 200 to 250 volt range can 
be transformed to provide the correct voltages required for operation of the linear power amplifier. 
These connections are made as follows: 

6 

a. Determine the level of voltage available at the line side of the disconnect switch. 

b. Connect the movable primary power lead (this is a white wire with a brown tracer) to the 
appropriate terminal of Tl. Determine the correct terminal from the table shown in figure 2-2. 
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SECTION II 
Installation 

c. Connect the movable primary power lead (this is the white wire with the orange tracer) to 
the appropriate terminal of T6. Determine the appropriate terminal of T6 from the table shown in 
figure 2-2. 

2. 3. 6 

NOTE 

Transformer Tl and T6 are both located in the power supply 
compartment. T 1 is mounted on the shelf that is secured to 
the right cabinet wall. T6 is located in the lower left corner 
of the power supply compartment. Terminal locations for 
both T 1 and T6 are shown in figure 2-2. 

INSTALLATION OF TUBES. 

Do not install any tubes in the linear power amplifier until directed to do so. 

2. 3. 7 SIGNAL AND TGC CONNECTIONS. 

The linear power amplifier is connected to the associated exciter unit by either three or four co
axial cables. Three cables are required if the 204F-1 is furnished with a single r-f input, and four 
cables are required if the 204F-l is furnished with the dual r-f input feature. In either case, two 
of these cables couple the output of the transmitter gain control (TGC) to the associated exciter. 
One cable provides a gain control signal to the portion of the exciter that is furnishing the channel 
A signal, and the other cable is connected to the portion of the exciter that is producing the channel 
B signal. When the single r-f input feature is furnished, the third cable connects either the 
channel A or channel B signal from the exciter to the 204F-1. When the dual r-f input feature is 
installed, the channel A and channel B input signals are coupled by separate cables. 

Separate provision is made for connecting the r-f signal output to the associated antenna. The 
204F-1 may be equipped with either single or dual output facilities. If the single output feature is 
furnished, a single length of semi-rigid transmission line may be used to connect the output of the 
204F-1 to the associated antenna. If the dual output feature is installed7 two lengths of semi
rigid transmission line are required. 

The input signal, TGC, and output signal connections are made as described in the following steps: 

a. Prepare three lengths of RG-58/ U coaxial cable, which will reach from the linear power 
amplifier to the associated exciter unit, with one end of each terminated in a UG-88C/ U or UG-
260B/ U connector. Run all three cables through the 3/ 4-inch conduit. Connect the cables to the 
three r-f connectors that are located to the right and on the same mounting bracket as terminal 
boards TB2 and TB14. The second end of each cable should be fitted with the type of connector that 
will mate with the connectors on the associated exciter unit. The cable that mates with the connector 
which is labeled <Tl should be connected to the signal output of the associated exciter unit. The 
other cables, which are connected to J2 and J37 should be connected to the channel A and channel B 
transmitter gain control (TGC) input terminals7 respectively, of the exciter. 

NOTE 

If the dual input feature is incorporated in the equipment, prepare 
four lengths of RG-58Cj U coaxial cable. Two cables must be long 
enough to reach the source of channel A r-f input signals. The other 
two cables must reach the source of channel B r-f input signals. 
Terminate one end of all four cables in UG-88Cj U connectors. Run 
all four cables through the 3/ 4-inch conduit. Connect the cables to 
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SECTION II 
Installation 

J2, J3, J9 and J10. The other end of the cables connected to J2 
and J9 should be fitted with the proper type connectors and connect
ed to the TGC and signal output terminals, respectively, of the chan

nel A r-f signal source. The other end of the cables connected to 
J3 and J10 should be fitted with the proper type connectors, and con
nected to the TGC and signal output terminals, respectively, of the 

channel B r-f signal source. 

b. Remove the two plates that cover the rear portion of the top of the cabinet. Remove any 

packing material that was inserted to prevent shipping damage, and inspect the components in the 
input-output compartment for obvious signs of damage. Remove the tape covering the top of the 
directional coupler unit. Connect the directional coupler to the associated antenna circuits with 
RG-17/ U, semi-rigid transmission line. Replace and secure the top cabinet cover plates. 

2. 3. 8 

NOTE 

If the dual output feature is incorporated in the equipment, two direct

ional couplers are furnished. 

POWER CONTROL CONNECTIONS. 

The linear power amplifier may be connected for either local or remote operation. If only local 
operation is desired, certain terminals of TB2 must be interconnected. If remote operation is de

sired, certain terminals of TB2 and TB14 must be connected to operating controls and indicators 
that are located at the remote location. The necessary wiring to the remote location should enter 

the cabinet through the same 3/ 4-inch conduit that is used to connect the input signal and TGC cir
cuits to the associated exciter. When the 204F-1 is to be operated from a remote location, an. 

optional feature which provides automatic reapplication of power if a temporary overload condition 
causes the equipment protective devices to function, may be installed in the cabinet. If this device 
is installed, the remote control circuits are connected in a slightly different manner. The connec
tions that must be made for each of the three possible conditions are explained in the following sub-· 

paragraphs. 

2. 3. 8.1 LOCAL OPERATION ONLY. -If local operation only is desired, certain terminals of TB2 
must be interconnected. Proceed as follows: 

a. Connect terminals 1 and 2 of TB2. 

b. Jumper terminals 3, 9 and 11 of TB2 with insulated wire. 

NOTE 

Terminals 9 and 11 may be connected through the contacts of a relay 
that is controlled by the key line of the exciter. 

2. 3. 8. 2 REMOTE OPERATivN WITHOUT AUTOMATIC RECYCLE. -If it is desired to operate the 

204F-1 from a remote location, the controls and indicators at the remote site must be connected to 
the terminals of TB2 and TB14. The exact manner in which these circuits are connected will be 
determined by the individua� installation. A typical method of making these connections is shown 

in figure 7-3 and may be used as a guide. 

2. 3. 8. 3 REMOTE OPERATION WITH AUTOMATIC RECYCLE. -If the one-shot, recycle feature 

is installed, the remote control circuit connections to TB2 and TB14 are slightly different than 
those made when this feature is not installed. A typical method of making these connections and a 
schematic of the recycle unit are shown in figure 7-4. This diagram may be used as a guide in 

making the connections for a given installation. 
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2. 3. 9 VISUAL INSPECTION AND MECHANICAL CHECKS. 

The linear power amplifier should be visually inspected and certain physical checks performed 

after all installation effort is completed. Proceed as follows: 

a. Open the upper and lower cabinet doors. 

b. Remove the grid box from the cabinet. 

NOTE 

The grid box is removed from the cabinet by removing the knob from 
the MULTIMETER switch, loosening six twist-lock screws, pulling 
the grid box slightly forward, disconnecting coaxial connector P7 from 
J7, and pulling the grid box straight forward out of the cabinet. 

c. Visually inspect the circuitry mounted in the grid box, and check that the input amplifier 
and driver amplifier tubes are not installed. Return grid box to cabinet. 

d. Visually inspect all wiring to terminal boards and components. Check all connections for 
tightness. 

e. Manually operate all relays. Check for smoothness of operation. 

f. Manually operate the upper and lower door interlocks. They should operate freely 
without binding. 

g. Manipulate all operating controls and switches to ensure tightness of knobs and freedom 
from binding. 

h. Manually operate the PA PLATE circuit breaker to ensure freedom of operation. 

i. Check to see that both high voltage shorting sticks are in their mounting clips. One is 
mounted to the rear surface of the upper door, and the other is mounted on T6 in the power supply 
compartment. Check that the wire of each shorting stiek is connected to a good cabinet ground. 

j. Check that all active fuse holders contain a fuse of the proper value. 

k. Check that the power amplifier, TGC, and high voltage rectifier tubes are not installed in 
their sockets. 

l. Check that the power amplifier air chimneys are in place. 

m. Remove all foreign material from interior of cabinet. 

n. Close both the upper and lower cabinet doors. 

o. Replace the two panels that cover the rear corners of the cabinet. 

2. 4 INITIAL TESTS AND ADJUSTMENTS. 

After the linear power amplifier has been properly installed as described in paragraph 
2. 3, the initial test and adjustments described in the following paragraphs should be 
performed. 

10 
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2. 4. 1 EQUIPMENT SET UP. 

SECTION ll 
Installation 

(' 
In order to properly check out the linear power amplifier, the following steps should be performed 
before any testing is attempted. 

\} 
'-!\ 

' 

( 

a. Open the upper and lower cabinet doors. 

b. Remove the grid box from the cabinet and place in safe location. 

NOTE 

The grid box is remuved from the cabinet by removing the 
knob from the MULTIMETER switch, loosening six twist
lock screws, pulling the grid box- slightly forward, discon
necting coaxial connector P7 from J7, and pulling the grid 
box straight forward out of the cabinet. 

c. Cover the openings in the cabinet shelf, which separates the r-f and grid compartments, 
through which the power amplifier tubes normally pass. Leave the upper half of the PA air 
chimneys inserted in their appropriate positions. 

NOTE 

Cover these openings with masking tape or some other 
material that will not be moved by air pressure. 

d. Disconnect the r-f signal input. This can be accomplished by disconnecting the cable at 
J1, or cables at J9 and JlO, from the associated exciter unit. 

e. Disconnect all control circuit wiring from terminal boards TB2 and TB14, tagging each 
lead as it is removed. 

f. 

g. 

h. 

WARNING 

If the 204F-1 is connected for r emote control operation, 
operating voltages may be present on the leads to TB2 
and TB14. 

Connect terminals 1 and 2 of TB2 together. 

Connect terminals 3 and 9 of TB2 with insulated wire. 

Turn the LEFT PA BIAS and RIGHT PA BIAS adjustments fully counterclockwise. 

i. Determine that primary power is applied to the proper terminals of transformers T 1  and 
and T6 as described in paragraph 2. 3. 5. 

j. Place the PA PLATE circuit breaker in the OFF position. 

k. Place the LOCAL-REMOTE switch in the LOCAL position. 

1. Place the CHANNEL A-CHANNEL B switch in the CHANNEL A position. 

m. Place the MULTIMETER switch in the PA PLATE VOLTS position. 

n. Close both the upper and lower cabinet doors. 

11 
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o. Insert two 30-ampere fuses in the external disconnect switch, and place the switch in the 
ON position. 

2. 4. 2 POWER CONTROL CIRCUITS. 

After the steps of paragraph 2. 4. 1 have been performed, proceed to check the power control circuits 
of the linear power amplifier as follows: 

a. Depress the FILAMENTS ON pushbutton, and observe that the FILAMENTS indicator lights. 

b. Depress the FILAMENTS OFF pushbutton switch, and observe that the FILAMENTS 
indicator is extinguished. 

c. Open the lower cabinet door, depress the FILAMENTS ON switch, and observe that the 
FILAMENTS indicator does not light. 

d. Close the lower cabinet door, and open the upper cabinet door. Depress the FILAMENTS 
ON pushbutton. Observe that the FILAMENTS indicator does not light. 

e. Remove one of the power amplifier tube air chimineys, close the upper cabinet door, and 
depress the FILAMENTS ON switch. Observe that the FILAMENTS indicator does not light. 

., 

f. Open the upper cabinet door. Replace the air chimney that was removed in step e, and then � 
remove the other air chimney. Close the upper cabinet door, and depress the FILAMENTS ON \..:).. 
switch. Observe that the FILAMENTS indicator does not light. '('\ 

g. Open the upper cabinet door, and replace the air chimney removed in step f. 

h. Close the upper cabinet door. Depress the PLATE ON pushbutton switch. Observe that 
the FILAMENTS indicator lights immediately. Hold the PLAT E ON pushbutton in the depressed 
position, and observe that the PLATE indicator lights after approximately three minutes. Release 
the PLATE ON button, and observe that the PLATE indicator is extinguished. 

i. Depress the FILAMENTS OFF switch, and observe that the FILAMENTS indicator is 
extinguished. 

j. Place the external disconnect switch in the OFF position. 

2. 4. 3 POWER CONTROL AND FILAMENT CIRCUITS. 

After the power control circuits have been partially tested as described in paragraph 2. 4. 2, proceed 
to test the power control and filament circuits as follows: 

a. Observe that the external disconnect switch is in the OFF position. Then open the lower 
cabinet door. 

b. Insert type 872A or 4B32 tubes in the sockets labeled XV6 and XV7, which are located on 
a shelf that is fastened to the left cabinet wall in the power supply compart ment. Place the anode 
caps firmly in place on the tubes. 

c. Connect a Weston Model 433 (0 to 15 and 0 to 30-volt scales) a-c voltmeter, or equivalent, 
across the filament terminals of either XV6 or XV7. Connect the meter for operation on the 0 to 
15 volt scale. 

d. Block the lower door interlock in its closed position, and leave the lower cabinet door 
open. 

12 
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e. Place the external disconnect switch in the ON position. Depress the FILAMENTS ON 
switch. Observe that the voltmeter is indicating 5 ± 0.25 volts. Allow equipment to operate with 
filaments on ONLY for one-half hour. This allows the mercury in·the high voltage rectifier 
tubes to distribute properly. 

NOTE 

If the filament voltage is not within the specified limits: 
depress the FILAMENTS OFF switch, place the external 
disconnect switch in the OFF position, and change taps 
on transformer Tl as described in paragraph 2.3.5. 
Then repeat step e. 

f. Place the PA PLATE circuit breaker in the ON position, and depress the PLATE ON 
switch. 

g. After the PLATE indicator lights, observe that the two high voltage rectifier tubes are 
glowing with uniform brightness and color. 

h. Depress the PLATE OFF switch, and observe that the PLATE indicator is extinguished. 

i. Depress the FILAMENTS OFF switch, and observe U1at the FILAMENTS indicator is 
extinguished. Place the external disconnect switch in the OFF position. Disconnect the voltmeter 
fro m the rectifier tube socket. 

2.4.4 BIAS, SCREEN; AND Ph-\TE SUPPLY CIRCUITS. 

After it has been determined that the power control and filament supply circuits are functioning 
properly as described in paragraph 2. 4. 3, proceed to test the bias, screen, and plate supply 
circuits as follows: 

a. Open the upper cabinet door. Connect a Triplett Model 630 voltohmmeter, or equivalent, 
between feed thru capacitor C55 and ground. Set the meter to read a negative voltage of approxi
mately 310 volts. 

NOTE 

The meter leads should be conneded to the end of C55 that 
protrudes into the grid con1.partment. The meter should be 
positioned so that t.':le meter face is visible wiLl} the upper 
cabinet door closed, but 'mth the lower access panel op en, 
or the meter leads should be brought out through the access 
panel opening to the meter outside the cabinet. 

b. Close the upper cabinet door. Plaee L'1e external disconnect switch iL the ON position, 
and depress the PLATE ON switch. After the PLATE indicator is illuminated, observe that the 
meter is indicating -310 ± 10 volts. 

c. Set the MULTIMETER switch in the PA PLATE VOLTS position1 and observe that the 
MULTIMETER is indicating 3200 ±200 volts. 

d. Depress the FILAMENTS OFF switch. Place the external disconnect switch in the OFF 
position. Open the upper cabinet door o 
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e. Disconnect the meter from C55 and connect it to feed through capacitor C49. Set the meter 
to read a negative voltage of greater than 400 volts. Close the upper cabinet door. 

,', 
f. Place the external disconnect switch in the ON position, and depress the PLATE ON push-

button switch. After the PLATE indicator lights, observe that the voltmeter is indicating app roxi-
mately -400 volts. 

g. Turn the LEFT PA BIAS adjustment fully clockwise, and observe that the meter indication 
decreases to approximately -350 volts. Turn the LEFT PA BIAS adjustment fully counterclockwise. 

N OTE 

The location of the LEFT PA BIAS adjustment can be 
determined by referring to the front panel of the grid 
box. 

h. Depress the FILAMENTS OFF switch, and then place the external disconnect switch in the 
OFF position. Open the upper cabinet door. 

1. Disconnect the voltmeter and remove it from the cabinet. 

2.4. 5 MULTIMETER CALIBRATION. 

Calibration of the MULTIMETER should be checked with all tubes installed in the grid box, and 
with the grid box installed in the cabinet. If the procedures of paragraphs 2. 4. 1 through 2. 4. 4 have 
been accomplished, proceed to check the meter calibration as follows. 

a. Observe that the external disconnect switch is in the OFF position, and that the upper 
cabinet door is open. 

b. Open the lower cabinet door, and block the lower door interlock switch in the closed 
position. 

c. R�move the two access hole cover plates that are located on the shelf that separates the 
grid compartment and power supply compartment. 

d. Connect a Weston Model 433 (0 to 15 and 0 to 30-volt scales) a-c voltmeter, or equivalent, 
between terminals 7 and 8 of transformer T4 (see figure 2-3). Connect the meter for operation on 
the 0 to 15-volt scale. 

N OTE 

The meter should be located outside of the cabinet. The 
meter leads run down through one of the access holes, 
through the power supply compartment, and out of the 
cabinet. 

e. Insert one type 6CL6 and two type 6146 tubes in the tube sockets of the grid box. Remove 
the tube shield that is mounted to the socket labeled XVl, and insert the 6CL6 tube. Replace the 
tube shield. Insert the two 6146 tubes in the sockets labeled XV2 and XV3. Mount suppressor 
assembly Z2 on the plate caps of XV2 and XV3. 

f. Place the grid box in the cabinet. Mate coaxial connector P7 to J7, and secure the six 
twist-lock screws. Replace the knob on the MULTIMETER switch. 
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SECTION ll 

Installation 

g. Place the MULTIMETER switch in the PA FIL VOLTS position. Place the DR TUNE-PA 
TUNE-OPERATE switch in the DR TUNE position. Close the upper cabinet door. 

h. Place the external disconnect switch in the ON position, and depress the FILAMENTS ON 
switch. Observe that both the meter connected to transformer T4 and the MULTIMETER are 
indicating some voltage. 

i. Turn the PA F1LAMENT control clockwise until the meter connected to transformer T4 
is indicating exactly six volts. Observe that the Multimeter is indicating exactly six volts. 

NOTE 

If the MULTIMETER does not indicate correctly, adjust 
R45, which is located on a m ounting panel in the upper 
left corner of the power supply compartment, until it 
indicates exactly six volts. 

j. Depress the FILAMENTS OFF switch, and place the external disconnect switch in t he OFF 
position. Open the upper cabinet door and remove meter. 

I 

I 0 0 0 
I 2 3 

0 0 0 
4 5 6 

0 0 0 
7 8 9 

0 
10 

Figure 2-3. Filament Transformer T4, Terminal Location 
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2.4.6 STATIC CURRENT CHECKS. 

After the calibration of the MULTIMETER is completed as described in paragraph 2. 4. 5, proceed 
to check the static currents of the r-f amplifier stages as follows: 

a. Observe that the external disconnect switch is in the OFF position, and that the upper 
cabinet door is open. 

b. Remove the covering from the openings in the shelf that separates the r-f and grid 
compartments. Install two type 4CX1000A tubes in the sockets provided. 

NOTE 

It will be necessary to slide the air chimneys upward in 
order to fit the tubes in their sockets. After the tubes 
are installed, slide the air chimneys downward and fit 
to the tube. 

c. Connect a jumper between terminals 9 and 11 of TB2. 

d. Place the MULTIMETER switch in the PA SCREEN position, and the DR TUNE-PA TUNE
OPERATE switch in the OPERATE position. 

e. Close the upper cabinet door. Place L�e external disconnect switch in the ON position, and 
depress the PLATE ON switch. After the PLATE indicator lights, observe that the MULTIMETER 
is indicating zero milliamperes. 

f. Place the MULTIMETER switch in the DRI'/ER PLATE position, and observe that the 
MULTIMETER is indicating approximately 120 milliamperes. 

g. Place the MULTIMETER switch in the LT PA C ATH position. Turn the LEFT PA BIAS 
adjustment clockwise until the MULTIMETER is indicating 250 milliamperes" 

h. Place tJ1e MULTIMETER switch in the RT PA CATH position, and turn the RlGHT PA BIAS 
adjustment clockwise until the MULTIMETEH is indicating 250 milliamperes. Observe that the 

PLATE C1JRRENT meter is indicating 0. 5 amperes. 

i. Depress the FILAMENTS OFF switch, and L�en place LlJ.e external disconnect switch i11 the 
OFF position. 

2. 4. 7 THERMAL OVERLOAD CIRClriT. 

After the static current checks of paragraph 2� 6 havr:: been made� proceed to check the L�ermal 

ovF':>:ioad circuit as follows: 

a. Observe tt'lat the external disconnect switch is in the OFF position. 

b. Remove the two plates that cover the rear portion of the top of the cabinet. Connect <t 

Weston Model 433 (0 to 15 and 0 to 30-volt scales) a-c voltrneter, or equivalent, between terminals 

and 2 on TB13., Connect the meter for operatiOn on t.'le 0 to 30-volt scale. 

16 

NOTE 

The terminals of TB13 are not numbered. Terminal 1 is the 

terminal that has a white w1re with brown and orange tracers. 

Terminal 2 is the terminal with a white wire with black and 
green tracers. 
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c. Place the external disconnect switch in the ON position, and depress the PLATE ON push
button. After the PLATE indicator is illuminated, set the OVERLOAD control for a reading of 23 
volts on the meter. Allow the equipment to operate for 15 minutes. 

d. Turn the RIGHT PA BIAS adjustment until the MULTIMETER is indicating 350 milli
amperes. Place the MULTIMETER switch in the LT PA CATH position, and adjust the LEFT PA 
BIAS adjustment until the MULTIMETER is indicating 350 milliamperes. Within one minute, the 
thermal overload circuit will operate removing screen and plate voltage from V 4  and V5. Operation 
of the overload circuit will be indicated by the PLATE indicator being extinguished. 

NOTE 

The setting of the OVERLOAD control is a function of 
ambient temperature. The adjustment for an indication 
of 23 volts applies only when the room temperature is 
29 degrees C (84 degrees F). 

e. Turn both the LEFT PA BIAS and RIGHT PA BIAS controls counterclockwise. Depress 
the F1LAMENTS OFF switch, and place the external disconnect switch in the OFF position. 

f. Disconnect the voltmeter from TB13, and replace the two plates on the rear portion of the 
top of the cabinet. 

2.4.8 R-F AMPLIFIER CffiCUITS. 

After the thermal overload circuit is checked as described in paragraph 2. 4. 7, check the r-f 
amplifier circuits as follows. 

a. Observe that the external disconnect switch is in the OFF position, then open the upper 
cabinet door. 

b. Reconnect the r-f signal input that was removed in step d. of paragraph 2. 4. 2. Determine 
that the associated exciter is not delivering a signal to the linear power amplifier. 

c. Disconnect the r-f feedback signal at C4 in the grid box. Accomplish this by removing the 
end of C4 that is attached to a mounting post, and connecting this end of C4 to the grounding post 
provided. 

d. Set the turn shorting device on L1, which is located in the left half of the grid box directly 
above the CHANNEL A INPUT AMP TUNING control, to short out all except two turns. Set the 
turn shorting device by lifting the support rod slightly and sliding the shorting contact. 

e. Set t.he CHANNEL A INPUT AMP TUNING control to a dial setting of 17. 

fo Set the turn shorting device on L6, which is located in the right half of the grid box 
directly above the CHANNEL A DRIVER TUNING control, to short out all except one turn. 

g. Set the CHANNEL A DRIVER TUNING control to a dial setting of 12. 

h. Set the CHANNEL A PA TUNE control to a dial setting of 68. 

i. Open the knife blade switch that is located directly below C26 which connects C26 to the 
parallel combination of C92 and C38. 

j. Set the lower shorting clip to the lowest turn possible on L14, and the upper shorting clip 
to turn 18 on the coil. Lock both clips in place. 

17 
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k. Open both the knife blade switches that are located directly below capacitors C42 and C44. 

1. Set the CHANNEL A PA LOAD control to a dial setting of 50. 

m. Set the DR TUNE-PA TUNE-OPERATE switch in the DR TUNE position. 

n. Place the MULTIMETER switch in the PA LOAD position. 

o. Close the upper cabinet door. Place the external disconnect switch in the ON position. 
Depress the PLATE ON switch. 

p. Mter the plate indicator lights, set the controls of the associated exciter to produce an 
unmodulated r-f signal of approximately 26 megacycles. Increase the level of this signal until an 
indication is observed oh the MULTIMETER. 

q. Alternately adjust the CHANNEL A INPUT AMP TUNING and CHANNEL A DRIVER TUNING 
controls for a maximum indication on the MULTIMETER. Adjust the input signal level at the exciter 
unit until the MULTIMETER indication is approximately half scale. Readjust the CHANNEL A 
INPUT AMP TUNING and CHANNEL A DRIVER TUNING controls for a maximum indication on the 
MULTIMETER. Reduce th e r-f signal level at the exciter until there is no visible indication on the 
MULTIMETER. 

r. Place the MULTIMETER switch in the LT PA CATH position, and the DR TUNE-PA TUNE
OPERATE switch in the PA TUNE position. Turn the LEFT PA BIAS adjustment until the MULTI
METER is indicating 250 milliampers. Place the MULTIMETER switch in the RT PA CATH 
position, and turn the RIGHT PA BIAS adjustment until the MULTIMETER is indicating 250 milli
amperes. 

s. Place the MULTIMETER switch in the PA LOAD position. Increase the r-f signal level 
at the exciter until the indication on the MULTIMETER is approximately one-third scale. Adjust 
the CHANNEL A PA TUNE control for a dip in the indication on the MULTIMETER. 

t. Increase the r-f signal level at the exciter until the PLATE CURRENT meter is indicating 
0. 8 amperes. 

u. Place the MULTIMETER switch first in the LT PA CATH position and then in the RT PA 
CATH position. If the indications on the MULTIMETER are not approximately equal, adjust the PA 
GD B AL control until the currents are in balance. 

v. Alternately place the MULTIMETER switch in the PA LOAD and PA SCREEN positions and 
increase the r-f signal level at the exciter unit. Keep adjusting the CHANNEL A PA TUNE control 
f or a dip as indicated on the MULTIMETER and monitoring the power amplifier screen current as 
the r-f signal is increased. If necessary, adjust the CHANNEL A PA LOAD control to maintain 
the power amplifier screen current at a maximum of 75 milliamperes. Increase the r-f signal level 
until the PLATE CURRENT meter is indicating 1. 45 amperes. 

2.4.9 R-F V OLTMETER CALIBRATION. 

After the r-f amplifier circuits are checked as described in paragraph 2. 4. 8, check the cali
bration of the r-f voltmeter circuit as follows: 

18 

a. Place the MULTIMETER switch in the PA LOAD position. 

b. Observe that the needle on the MULTIMETER is indicating exactly zero. 

c. If the MULTIMETER indication is not correct, adjust R42 for proper indication. 
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NOTE 

R42 is located in the grid box, and cannot be adjusted 
with power applied. To perform this adjustment de
energize the equipment, open the upper cabinet door, 
turn the adjustment slightly in one direction, reenergize 
the equipment, and observe the effect. Repeat this 
procedure until the proper indication is obtained. 

2. 4. 10 PLATE OVERLOAD CIRCUIT. 

After the r-f voltmeter calibration is checked as described in paragraph 2. 4. 9, check the plate 
overload circuit as follows: 

a. Place the M ULTIMETER switch in the PA SCREEN position. 

b. Increase the r-f signal level at the exciter until tre plate overload circuit operates. 
Operation of the over load circuit, which is indicated by the PLATE indicator being extinguished, 
should occur when the PLATE CURRENT meter is indicating between 1. 6 and 1. 7 amperes. 

CAUTION 

Do not let the power amplifier screen current exceed 80 
milliamperes. Reduce the amount of screen current 
with the CHANNEL A PA LOAD control if necessary. 

c. Decrease the r-f signal level at the exciter unit. 

d. Depress the PlATE OFF switch, wait app roximately'three minutes, then depress the 
FILAMENTS OFF switch. 

� 
e. Place the external disconnect switch in the OFF position. 

\\\. 2. 4.ll TGC CIRCUIT. 

\\\ 

( 

After the plate over load circuit is checked as described in paragraph 2. 4. 10 check the operation 
of the TGC circuit as follows: 

a. Observe that the external disconnect switch is in the OFF position. 

b. Insert a probe T connector (Hewlett Packard 455A or equivalent) in series with the 
transmission line that is connected to DCl. 

c. Disconnect the coaxial cable that couples the TGC signal to the channel A frequency 
source at the r-f signal source end. Connect a dummy load, which consists of a one megohm 
resistor and a one microfarad capacitor in parallel, across the cable terminals. Connect a 
Hewlett Packard Model 410B, or equivalent, vacuum tube voltmeter across the dummy load. 
Connect the meter to read a negative voltage of greater than ten volts. 

d. Connect a single-tone, audio signal to the input of the associated exciter unit. Set 
the exciter unit controls to produce a single sideband signal at the frequency to which the 
channel A circuits are tuned. 

e. Connect a Hewlett Packard Model 410B vacuum tube voltmeter that is equipped wit."IJ. a 
Hewlett Packard 453A capacitive voltage divider, or equivalent, to the probe T connector. Set 
the meter to read an a-c voltage of greater than 35 volts. 
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NOTE 

The meter will be used to measure a voltage of 
approximately 3 55 volts, but the capacitive voltage 
divider provides a ten-to-one step down ratio. 

f. Place the external disconnect switch in the ON position, and depress the PLATE ON 
switch. 

g. After the PLATE indicator lights, increase the audio signal level of the input to the 
exciter until the vtvm that is connected to the T connector gives an indication of 35. 5 volts. 
Observe that the other voltmeter is indicating exactly -10 volts d-e. If the voltmeter is not 
indicating exactly -10 volts, turn the TGC adjustment until the meter does indicate the correct 
voltage. 

h. Reduce the level of the audio signal to the exciter until the voltmeter that is connected 
to the T connector is indicating 31.6 voltso Observe that the other voltmeter indicates less than 
0. 3 volts d-e. 

i. Depress the PLATE OFF switch, wait approximately three minutes, and depress the 
FILAMENTS OFF switch. Place the external disconnect switch in the OFF position. 

j. Disconnect the voltmeter from the TGC dummy load, but leave the other voltmeter 
connected. 

k. Disconnect the dummy load from the coaxial cable, and reconnect the cable to the 
associated exciter unit. 

2. 4.12 POWER AMPLIFIER NEUTRALIZATION. 

After the operation of the TGC circuit is checked as described in paragraph 2. 4. 11, perform the 
following steps to check the neutralization of the power amplifier stage. 

a. Place the external disconnect switch in the ON position, and depress the PLATE ON 
switch. 

b. After the PLATE indicator lights, increase the level of the audio signal input to the 
exciter unit until the voltmeter connected to the T connector is indicating approximately 30 volts. 

c. Rock the CHANNEL A PA TUNE control. Observe that the indication on the voltmeter 
reaches a peak at the same time that the indication on the PLATE CL'RRENT meter reaches a 
minimum. 

d. If the indication on the voltme ter reaches a peak and the indication on the PLATE 
CURRENT meter reaches a minimum at the same time, the power amplifier stage is properly 
neutralized, and step e. through i. may be ignored. If the power amplifier stage is not properly 
neutralized, p erform step s  e. through i. 

e. Observe whether the voltmeter indication reaches a maximum or the PLATE CURRENT 
meter indication reaches a minimum first as the CHANNEL A PA TUNE control is rotated 
clockwise. 

''· 
\ ,  

.) 

f. Depress the PLAT E OFF switch, wait approximately three minutes, and depress the 
. · .... FILAMENTS OFF switch. Place the external disconnect switch in the OFF position. � 

g. Open the upper cabinet door. Adjust Cl8, which is located in the r-f compartment, one 
turn either clockwise or counterclockwise depending on the indication obtained in step e. If the 
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voltmeter indication reached a maximum first, decrease the capacity of C18. If the PLATE 
CURRENT reached a minimum first, increase the capacity of C18. · 

h. Close the upper cabinet door, place the external disconnect switch in the ON position, and 
depress the PLATE ON switch. 

i. After the PLATE indicator lights, repeat steps c. and d. until proper neutralization is 

obtained. 

j, When the power amplifier stage is properly neutralized, depress the PLATE OFF switch. 
Wait approximately three minutes, then depress the FILAMENTS OFF switch, and place the 
external disconnect switch in the OFF position. 

k. Disconnect the voltmeter from the T connector, and remove the T connector from the 
output tra..."lsmission line. 

2. 4.13 DRIVER AMPLIFIER NEUTRALIZATION. 

After the power amplifier stage is properly neutralized as described in paragraph 2. 4. 12, 
proceed as follows to check the neutralization of the driver amplifier stage. 

a. Observe that the external disconnect switch in in the OFF position. Open both the upper 

and lower cabinet doors. 

b. Connect a Hewlett Packard Model 410B, or equivalent, voltmeter to the control grid of 

either V2 or V3. Connect a second Hewlett Packard Model 410B, or equivalent, voltmeter to 
the plate of the same tube. Set the meter that is connected to the grid to read a voltage of 
approximately 10 volts a-c. Set the second meter to read an a-c voltage of greater than 

100 volts. 

NOTE 

Both voltmeters should be located outside of the 
cabinet, and the meter leads run through the 
power supply compartment and up through the access 
holes in the panel that separates the grid and power 

supply compartments. 

c. Block the lower door interlock switch in the closed position, and leave the lower cabinet 

door open. Close the upper cabinet door, 

d. Place the DR TUNE-PA TUNE-OPER ATE switch in the OPERATE position. 

e. Depress the PLATE ON switch, and observe that the PLATE indicator lights within 
three minutes. 

f. After the PLATE indicator lights, increase the level of the audio signal input to the 
associated exciter unit until the voltmeter that is connected to the plate of either V2 or V3 is 

indicating approximately 100 volts a-c. 

g. Adjust both the CHANNEL A INPUT AMP TUNING and CH ANNEL A DRIVER TUNING 
controls for a maximum indication on this same voltmeter. 
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h. Rock the CHANNEL A DRIVER TUNING control. Observe that indication on the meter that 
is connected to the grid of either V2 or V3 does not change as the control is moved. 

NOTE 

An unneutralized circuit will cause the driver grid 
voltage to decrease as the tuning control is moved 
either side of resonance. Since the driver stage is 
being operated class AB

1 the voltage decrease in the 

grid circuit will be small. The voltage decrease may 
only be 0. 5 volts. 

i. If the indication on the grid circuit meter does not vary as the CHANNEL A DRIVER 
TUNING control is moved, ignore steps j. through m. If neutralization is required, perform steps 
j. through m. 

j. Depress the PLATE OFF switch, wait approximately three minutes, then depress the 
FILAMENTS OFF switch. Place the external disconnect switch in the OFF position. 

k. Open the upper cabinet door. A djust C10, which is located in the grid box adjacent to V2 
and V3, approximately one turn in either direction. 

l. Close the upper cabinet door, and repeat steps e. through h. Observe the effect of 
adjusting C10. Repeat steps j. and k., and adjust C10 in the proper direction. 

m. Repeat step l. as many times as necessaFy to obtain exact neutralization. 

�, 

� 
� 

n. Depress the PLATE OFF switch, wait approximately three minutes, and then depress the ') FILAMENTS OFF switch. ·· 

o. Place the external disconnect switch in the OFF position. Open the upper cabinet door, 
and disconnect both voltmeters. 

p. Remove the block from the lower door interlock switch. 

2. 4.14 PREPARATION FOR NORMAL OPERATION. 

After all the checks that are described in paragraphs 2. 4. 2 through 2. 4. 13 have been accomplished, 
prepare the equipment for normal operation as follows: 

a. Observe that the external disconnect switch is in the OFF position, and both cabinet doors 
are open. 

b. Remove the grid box from the cabinet. 

NOTE 

The grid box is removed from the cabinet by removing 
the knob from the MULTIMETER switch, loosening six 
twist-lock screws, pulling the grid box slightly forward, 
disconnecting coaxial connector P7 from J7, and pulling 
the grid box straight forward out of the box. 

c. Replace the two access hole cover platAs, which are used to cover the two openings in the 
shelf that separates the power supply and grid compartments. 
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do Disconnect C4, which is located in the grid box, from the grounding post, and reconnect to 
its mounting post. 

e. Replace the grid box in the cabinet. 

f. Remove the jumpers installed on TB2, and replace the control circuit wiring removed in 
step e of paragraph 2. 4. 2. 

g. Close both the upper and lower cabinet doors. 

3.1 GENERAL. 

SECTION III 

OPERATION 

Linear Power Amplifier 204F-l is designed for either attended or unattended operation. Power 
supply and frequency selection circuits can be controlled locally or remotely. All power supply 
circuits are equipped with protective devices that prevent damage to the equipment or injury to 
operating personnel. Either of two complete sets of tuned circuits may be selected by relay action. 
Each set of tuned circuits may be tuned to any frequency in the range between 2 and 30 m egacycles. 
Each set of tuned circuits must be pretuned to the desired frequency. Variable capacitors, tapped 
coils, and padding capacitors are provided in each set of tuned circuits. 

3. 2 

WARNING 

The operation of Linear Power Amplifier 204F-l involves 
the use of high voltages that could be fatal. Under no 
circumstances should any person reach within the cabinet 
without the immediate presence of another person w ho is 
capable of rendering aid. Do not depend on interlocks or 
shorting switches. Always use the high voltage shorting 
sticks that are furnished. 

LOCATIONS AND FUNCTIONS OF ADJUSTMENTS, CONTROLS, AND INDICATORS. 

Figure 3-1 shows the location of the adjustments, controls and indicators that are used to operate 
the linear power amplifier. The functions of these adjustments, controls, and indicators are 
discussed in the following sub-paragraphs: 

3. 2.1 POWER SUPPLY CIRCUITS. 

The majority of the adjustments, controls and indicators of the 204F-l are associated with the 
power supply and power control circuits. These items are located on the upper cabinet door, 
behind the upper hinged panel in the upper cabinet door and behind the lower cabinet door in the 
power supply compartment. The filament circuits are energized by the F1LAME�TTS ON push
button switch and deenergized by the F1LAMENTS OFF pushbutton switch when the LOCAL
REMOTE switch is in the LOCAL or REMOTE position. In addition the filament circuits can be 
energized from a remote location when the LOCAL-REMOTE switch is placed in the REMOTE 
position. Whenever the filament circuits are energized, the FILAMENTS indicator is illuminated. 
The voltage applied to the filaments of all tubes, except the two high voltage rectifiers, is adjusted 
by means of the PA F1LAMENT control. When the MULTIMETER switch is placed in the PA F1L 
VOLTS position, the value of voltage being supplied to the left power amplifier tube (V4) filament 
is indicated on the MULTIMETER. The bias, screen, and pla te supply circuits are energized by 
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the PLATE ON switc�when the LOCAL-REMOTE switch is in the LOCAL or REMOTE positions, 
and by a similar switch in the remote circuits when the L OCAL-REMOTE switch is in the REMOTE 
position. The bias, screen, and plate supply circuits can be deenergized by either the FILAMENrS 
OFF or PLATE OFF switches when the LOCAL-REMOTE switch is in the LOCAL position, and by 
these same switches or a similar switch in the remote control circuits when the LOCAL-REMOTE 
switch is in the REMOTE positiono 

The power control circuit of the 204F-1 is so designed that the screen and plate supply circuits 
cannot be energized until the filament circuits have been energized for a predetermined time 
(approximately three minutes). If the PLATE ON switch is depressed before the FILAMENTS ON 
switch, or the switch in the remote circuit that is similar to the PLATE ON switch is depressed 
when the LOCAL-REMOTE switch is in the REMOTE position, the filament control circuit and 
bias will be energized first, then after a preset time delay, the screen and plate supply circuits 
will be energized. Regardless of the methods, the PLATE indicator will be illuminated whenever 
the screen and plate supply circuits are energized. 

Fixed values of bias are applied to the input and driver amplifier stages. The bias applied to each 
of the power amplifier tubes can be individually set. The adjustment that is labeled LEFI' PA BIAS 
determines the value of bias voltage applied to V4. The RIGHT PA BIAS adjustment determines the 
value of bias voltage applied to V5. 

A built-in multimeter circuit is provided to measure pertinent voltages without the need of connec
ting test equipment to the 204F-l. An eight-position wafer switch, which is labeled MULTIMETER, 
is used to connect the panel meter labeled MULTIM:ETER across appropriate shunt resistances. 
The function measured and the scale of the meter for each position of the MULTIMETER switch 
are clearly marked adjacent to the control. 

The TGC adjustment is provided to set the operating point of the TGC circuit, which controls the 
level of the r-f input to the 204F-l. The OVERLOAD control is provided to set the operating point 
of the thermal over load circuit, which ensures that power will not be applied to the bias, screen, 
and plate circuits unless adequate cooling air is being supplied to the 204F-l. The PLATE C URRENT 
meter is connected directly into the power amplifier stage anode circuit, and continuously indicates 
power amplifier stage plate current. 

3. 2. 2 RADIO FREQUENCY AMPLIFIER CIRCUITS. 

Each of the three stages of r-f amplification in the 204F-l contain two complete sets of tuned circuit 
components. Relay action, which is controlled by the CHANNEL A-CHANNEL B switch, is used to 
select the appropriate set of components. When this switch is in the CHANNEL A position, the 
CHANNEL A INPUT AMP TUNING control is used to tune the input amplifier stage, the CHANNEL 
A DRIVER TUNING control is used to tune the driver amplifier stage, and the CHANNEL A PA 
TUNE and CHANNEL A PA LOAD controls are used to tune and load the channel A output network. 
Placing the switch in the CHANNEL B position p:rovides that the CHANNEL B INPUT AMP TUNING 
control tunes the input amplifier stage, the CHANN"EL B DRIVER TUNING control tunes the driver 
amplifier stage, and that the CHANNEL B PA TUNE and CHANNEL B PA LOAD controls are used 
to tune and load the channel B output network. The MULTIMETER switch and meter are used 
during the tuning process. The PA GD BAL adjustment is used in either position of the CHANNEL 
A-CHANNEL B switch to adjust the dynamic cathode current of the tubes in the power amplifier 
stage. 

3. 3 LOCAL OPERATION. 

Before attempting to operate the linear power amplifier it should be determined that the 204F-l is 
properly installed and the initial checks and adjustments have been made as described in Section 
IT of this manual. It should also be determined that the associated equipment is properly installed 
and tested as described in the system instruction book. 
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3.3.1 PRE-OPERATION PROCEDURE. 

Before attempting to place the linear power amplifier in service for the first time, after any 
" 

maintenance is performed, or after an extended shutdown, the following precautionary steps shall ,, 
be taken: 

a. Place the external disconnect switch in the OFF position. 

b. Open the upper cabinet door. Visually inspect the interior of the cabinet for loose connec
tions, foreign material, and obvious signs of damage. Observe that the power amplifier tube air 
chimneys are properly installed. Close the upper cabinet door. 

c. Open the lower cabinet door. Inspect the interior of the cabinet for loose connections, 
foreign material, and obvious signs of damage. Check to see that all active fuseholders contain a 
fuse of the right value. Observe that the PA PLATE circuit breaker is in the ON position, reset 
if necessary. Close the lower cabinet door. 

d. Place the CHANNEL A-CHANNEL B switch in the CHANNEL A position, the LOCAL
REMOTE switch in the LOCAL position, the DR TUNE-PA TUNE-OPERATE switch in the DR 
TUNE position, and the MULTIMETER switch in the PA FIL VOLTS position. Turn the PA 
FILAMENT adjustment fully counterclockwise. 

e. Place the external disconnect switch in the ON position. Depress the FILAMENTS ON 
switch. Observe that the FILAMENTS indicator is lit. Determine that the blower motor is oper
ating without excessive noise. 

f. Observe the MULTIMETER and adjust the PA FILAMENT control for a reading of exactly 
six volts. 

g. Wait approxi mately three minutes, then depress the PLATE ON switch. Observe that 
the PLATE indicator is illuminated .. 

h. Place the MULTIMETER switch in the PA PLATE VOLTS position. Observe that the 
MULTIMETER is indicating approximately 3200 volts. 

i. Determine that the associated exciter unit is not delivering a signal to the linear power 
amplifier, then place the DR TUNE-PA TUNE-OPERATE switch in the OPERATE position. 

j. Place the MULTIMETER switch in the DRIVER PLATE position. Observe that the 
MULTIMETER is indicating approximately 120 milliamperes. 

k. Place the MULTThlETER switch in the LT PA CATH position. Observe that the MULTI
METER is indicating 250 milliamperes. Adjust tre LEFT PA BIAS adjustment to obtain this 
reading if necessary. 

l. Place the MULTilV!:ETER switch in the RT PA CATH position. Observe that the MULTI
METER is indicating 250 milliamperes. Adjust the RIGHT PA BIAS adjustment to obtain this 
reading if necessary. 

m. Observe that the PLATE Cl..TRREhTT meter is indicating 0. 5 amperes. 

n� Place the MULTIMETER switch in the PA SCREEN position, and observe that the 
MULTIMETER is indicating zero milliamperes. 

o. Place the MULTIMETER switch in the PA GRID position. Observe that the MULTI
METER is indicating zero milliamperes. 
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p. Depress the PLATE OFF switch, wait approximately three minutes, then depress the 
F1LAMENTS OFF switch. Place the external disconnect switch in the OFF position. 

3. 4 TUNING PROCEDURE. 

The linear power amplifier contains two complete sets of tuned circuit components in the input 
amplifier stage, driver amplifier stage, and in the output network. Selection of one set of com
ponents in each amplifier stage and the output network is accomplished through relay action. The 
various relays involved are controlled by the CHANNEL A-CHANNEL B switch. Hence, the two 

" 

sets of components are referred to as the channel J\ and channel B circuits.. Each set of com-
ponents may be tuned to any frequency in the range between 2 and 30 megacycles. Continuously 
variable capacitors, tapped coils, and padding capacitors are provided to cover this freque ncy 
range. A guide to the setting of the variable capacitors, setting of the taps on the coils, and 
amount of padding capacity required for a given frequency is presented in the form of a tuning 
chart that is fastened to the rear surface of the lower hinged panel on the upper cabinet door. 

3. 4.1 CHANNEL A TUNING PROCEDURE. 

The tuned circuit components that are selected when the C!i.A1,i'NEL A-CHANNEL B switch is in 
the CHANNEL A position are set oo a given frequency as follows: 

a. Remove all power from the 204F-l py depressing the F1LAMENTS OFF switch and then 
placing the external disconnect switch in the OFF position. 

b. Open the upper cabinet door. Set the turn shorting device on Ll, which is located in 
the left half of grid box directly above the CHANNEL A INPUT AMP TUNING control, to the 
number of turns specified in the Coil Turns column under the Input Amp Plate heading of the 
tuning chart. Set the shorting device by lifting the support rod slightly and sliding the shorting 
contact. 

c. Set the turn shorting device on L6, which is located in the right half of the grid box 
directly above the CHANNEL A DRIVER TUNING control, to the number of turns specified in the 
Coil Turns column under the Driver Plate heading of the tuning chart. 

d. Set the CHANNEL A INPUT AMP TUNING and CHANNEL A DRIVER TUNING controls to 
the setting indicated in the tuning ch art. Interpolate where necessary. 

e. Set the CHANNEL A PA TUNE control, which is located on the narrow panel at the top 
of the r-f compartmen� to the setting indicated in the tuning chart. The information listed in 
the Variable column under the PA Plate Tuning Cap heading should be used. Interpolate if 
necessary. 

fo Note the information in the Fixed column under the PA Plate Tuning Cap heading. (The 
first figure given is the value of capacitance that should be connected in parallel with capacitor 
C26, if the operating frequency lies in the lower half of the frequency band.) Refer to table 3-l 
to determine the method of obtaining this capacitance. Connect the proper capacitors in parallel 
with C26. 

g. Set the lower shorting clip on Ll4, which is located in the left half of the r-f compartment, 
to the number of turns specified in the PA Coil Turns column of the tuning chart. Set the upper 
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shorting clip to turn number 18, or on the turn which is half way between the turn to which the 
lower clip is set and the top turn, whichever is greater. 

ho Set the CHANNEL A PA LOAD control to the setting indicated in the Variable column 
under the PA Plate Loading Cap heading in the tuning chart Interpolate if necessary. 

I 

I 

VALUE OF 
PADDING 

CAPACITY 

547 C92 

472 C92 
I 

322 I C92 

I 
247 ' C92 

I 
172 I C92 

97 I C92 

50 C92 

TABLE 3-1. PADDING CAPACITY SELECTION 

CAPACITORS IN PARALLEL WITH C26 

I 
C38 C28 C30 C36 C90 C46 

C38 C28 C30 C36 C90 C46 
I I 

I C38 C28 C30 C36 C90 

C38 C28 C30 C36 

C38 C28 C30 

C38 C28 

C38 

C34 C32 

C34 

NOTE: Capacitors C92 and C38 are permanently connected in parallel, and may be con-
to C26 by closing a knife blade type switch that is located directly below C26 in 
the r-f compartment. C28, C30, C36, C90, C46, C34 and C32 are connected 
together and to the combination of C92, C38 by removable links. - -------------- ----- ------- ------

i. Note the value of capacitance indicated in the Fixed column under the PA plate 
Loading Cap heading of the tuning chart. The two figures given are the values of capacitance 
that should be placed in parallel with C40 when the operating frequency lies in the lower and upper 
half of the frequency band, respectively. If the value of capacitance required is 2400 micromicro
farads, connect both C42 and C44 in parallel with C40. This is accomplished by closing the two 
knife blade type switches that are located directly beneath the capacitors. If 1600 micromicro
farads are required, connect C44 in parallel with C40. When 800 micromicrofarads are 
required, connect C42 in parallel with C40. 

j. Place the MULTIMETER switch in the PA FIL VOLTS position, the CHANNEL A
CHANNEL B switch in the CHANNEL A position, the DR TUNE-PA TUNE-OPERATE switch in the 
DR TUNE position, and the LOCAL-REMOTE switch in the LOCAL position. 

k. Close both the upper and lower cabinet doors. Place the external disconnect switch in the 
O N  position. Depress the PLATE ON switch. Observe that the FILAMENTS indicator lights 
immediately, and that the PLATE indicator lights approximately three minutes later. 

1. Observe that the MULTIMETER is indicating exactly six volts. Adjust the PA FILAMENT 
control to obtain this reading if necessary. 

m. Place the MULTIMETER switch in the PA LOAD position. Determine that the associated 
exciter unit is delivering a signal of the proper frequency and of normal amplitude to the linear 
power amplifier. 
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n. Adust the CHANNEL A INPUT AMP TUNING control for_: a maximum indication on the 
MULTIMETER. Adjust the CHANNEL A DRIVE TUNING control for a maximum indication on the 
MULTIMETER. 

o. Place the DR TUNE-PA TUNE-OPERATE switch in the PA TUNE position. Determine 
that the keying relay is energized. 

p. Adjust the CHANNEL A PA TUNE control for a dip in the i.'l.dication on the MULTIMETER .. 
Adjust the CHANNEL A PA LOAD control for a zero indication on the MULTIMETER. 

q.. Readjust the CHA�'"EL A PA TUNE control for a dip in the indication on the MULTI
METER. 

r. Place the MULTIMETER switch in the PA SCREEN position, and the DR TUNE-PA TU:N""E
OPERATE switch in the OPERATE position .. Observe that the MULTIMETER is indicating less 
than 80 milliamperes, and the the PLATE CURRENT meter is indicating less than 1. 5 amperes. 

CAUTION 

If t.iJ.e MULTIMETER or PLATE CURRENT meter 
indication exceed the stated values, immediately 
depress the FILAMENTS OFF switch. Check the 
setting of the TGC adjustment as described in 
Section V. 

3� 4. 2 CHANNEL B TUNING PROCEDURE. 

I 

The tuned circuit components that are selected when the CHAN::r..TEL A-CHANNEL B switch is in the 
CHANNEL B position are set to a given frequency as follows: 

as Remove all power from the 204F-1 by depressing the FILAMENTS OFF switch and then 
placing the external disconnect switch in the OFF position. 

b. Open the upper cabinet door. Set the turn shorting device on L2, which is located in the 

left half of the grid box directly above the CHANNEL B INPUT AMP TUNING control, to the number 
of turns specified in the Coil Turns column under the Input Amp Plate heading of the tuning chart. 
Set the shorting device by lifting the support rod slightly and sliding the shorting contact. 

c. Set the turn shorting device on L6, which is located in the right half of the grid box 
directly above the CHANNEL B DRIVER TU!\I"'ING control, to the number of turns specified in Coil 
Turns column under the Driver Plate heading of the tuning ch art. 

d. Set the CHANNEL B INPUT AMP TUNING control to the dial setting indicated in the 
Tuning column under the Input Amp Plate heading of the tuning chart. Set the CHANNEL B DRIVER 
TUNING control to the dial setting indicated in the Tuning column under the Driver Plate heading of 
the tuning chart. Interpolate where necessary. 

e. Set the CHANNEL B PA TUNE control, which is located on the narrow panel at the top of 
the r-f compartment, to the setting indicated in the tuning chart. The information listed in the 
Variable column under the Pa Plate Tuning Cap heading should be used. Interpolate if necessary. 

f. Note the information in the Fixed column under the Pa Plate Tuning Cap heading. (The 
first figure given is the value of capacitance that should be connected in parallel with capacitor 
C27, if the operating frequency lies in the lower half of the frequency band). Refer to table 3-2 
to determine the method of obtaining this capacitance. Connect the proper capacitors in parallel 
with C27� 
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g. Set the lower shorting clip on L15, which located in the right half of the r-f compartment, 
to the number of turns specified in the Pa. Coil Turns column of the tuning chart. Set the upper 
shorting clip to turn number 18, or on the turn which is half way between the turn to which the 

lower clip is set and the top turn, whichever is greater. 

h. Set the CHANNEL B PA LOAD control to the setting indicated in the Variable column 
under the Pa. Plate Loading Cap heading in the tuning chart. Interpolate if necessary. 

i.. Note the value of capacitance indicated in the Fixed column under the Pa. Plate Loading 
Cap heading of the tuning chart. The two figures given are the values of capacitance that should 
be placed in parallel with C41 when the operating frequency lies in the lower and upper half of the 
frequency band, respectively. If the value of capacitance required is 2400 micromicrofarads, 
connect both C43 and C45 in parallel with C41. This is accomplished by closing the two knife 
blade type switches that are located directly beneath the capacitors. If 1600 micromicrofarads 
are required, connect C45 in parallel with C41. When 800 micromicrofarads are required, 
connect C43 in parallel with C41. 

VALUE OF 
PADDING 
CAPACITY 

547 C47 

472 C47 

322 C47 

247 C47 

172 C47 

97 C47 

50 C47 

TABLE 3-2. PADDING CAPACITY SELECTION 

CAPACITORS IN PARALLEL WITH C27 

C35 C33 C31 C37 C89 C91 

C35 C33 C31 C37 C89 C91 
' 

C35 C33 C31 C37 C89 

C35 C33 C31 C37 

C35 C33 C31 

C35 C33 

C35 

C39 C29 

C39 

NOTE: Capacitors C47 and C35 are permanently connected in parallel, and may be con
nected to C27 by closing a knife blade type switch that is located directly below 
C27 in the r-f compartment. C33, C31, C37, C89, C91, C39 and C29 are 
connected together and to the combination of C47 and C35 by removeable links. 

j. Place the CHANNEL A-CHANNEL B switch in the CHANNEL B position, the DR TUNE
FA TUNE-OPERATE switch in the DR TUNE position, and the LOCAL-REMOTE switch in the 
LOCAL position. 

I 

I 

k. Close both the upper and lower cabinet doors. Place the external disconnect switch in the 
ON position. Depress the PLATE ON switch. Observe that the FILAMENTS indicator lights 
immediately, and that the PLATE indicator lights approximately three minutes later. 

l. Place the MULTIMETER switch in the PA FIL VOLTS position. Observe that the MULTI
METER is indicating exactly six volts. Adjust the PA FILAMENT control to obtain this reading if 

necessary. 

m. Place the MULTIMETER switch in the PA LOAD position. Determine that the associated 
exciter unit is delivering a signal of the proper frequency and of normal amplitude to the linear 
power amplifier. 
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n. Adjust the CHANNEL B INPUT AMP TUNING control for a maximum indication on the 
MULTIMETER. Adjust the CHANNEL B DRIVER TUNING control for a maximum indication on the 
MULTIMETER. 

o. Place the DR TUNE-PA TUNE-OPERATE switch in the PA TUNE position. Determine 
that the keying relay is energized. 

p. Adjust the CHANNEL B PA TUNE control for a dip in the indication on the MULTIMETER. 
Adjust the CHANNEL B PA LOAD control for a zero indication on the MU LT IMETER. 

q. Readjust the CHANNEL B PA TUNE control for a dip in the indication on the MULTIMETER. 

r. Place the MULTIMETER switch in the PA SCREEN position, and the DR TUNE-PA TUNE
OPERATE switch in the OPERATE position. Observe that the MULTIMETER is indicating less 
than 80 milliamperes, and that the PLATE CURRENT meter is indicating less than 1. 5 amperes. 

CAUTION 

If the MULTIMETER or PLATE CURRENT meter indi
cations exceed the stated values, immediately depress 
the FILAMENTS OFF switch. Check the setting of the 
TGC adjustment as described in Section V. 

3. 5 LOCAL OPERATION STARTING PROCEDURE. 

If the pre-operation precautions described in paragraph 3. 3 have been observed, and the linear 
power amplifier has been tuned as described in paragraph 3. 4, the 204F-1 can be operated locally 
as follows: 

a. Place the MULTIMETER switch in the PA SCREEN position. 

b. Select the desired operating frequency by means of the CHANNEL A-CHANNEL B switch. 

c. Place the LOCAL-REMOTE switch in the LOCAL position. 

d. Place the external disconnect switch in the ON position. 

e. Depress the PLATE ON switch. Observe that the FILAMENTS indicator lights immed
iately, and the PLATE indicator lights approximately three minutes later. 

I 

f. Place the MULTIMETER switch in the PA FIL VOLTS position. Observe that the MULTI
METER is indicating six volts. Adjust the PA FILAMENT control to obtain this reading if 
necessary. Return the MULTIMETER switch to the PA SCREEN position. 

g. Energize the keying relay, and observe that the MULTIMETER indication does not exceed 
80 milliamperes, and the PLATE CURRENT meter indication does not exceed 1. 5 amperes. 

CAUTION 

If the MULTIMETER or PLATE CURRENT meter indi
cations exceed the above values, immediately depress 
the FILAMENTS OFF switch and perform corrective 
maintenance. 
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3� 6 LOCAL OPERATION STOPPING PROCEDURE. 

The linear power amplifier can be turned off by performing the following two steps& If for any 
reason it is desired to remove power f rom the screen, and plate supply circuits but not the 
filament supply circuits, only the first step should be performed. 

a. Depress the PLATE OFF switch, and observe that the PLATE indicator is extinguished. 

b. Wait approximately three minutes, then depress the FILAMENT OFF switch. Observe 
that the FILAMENTS indicator is extinguished. 

NOTE 

Damage will not result if the three minute delay of step 
b. is not observed. This delay is recommended to allow 
cooling air from the blower to reduce the temperature of 
the power amplifier tubes in the interest of maximum tube 
life and also to prevent injury to maintenance personnel. 

c. Place the external disconnect switch in the OFF position. 

3. 7 EMERGENCY SHUT-DOWN PROCEDURE. 

The linear power amplifier is equipped with adequate protective devices, but can be completely 
disabled in moments if any emergency should arise. It is recommended that the following steps 
be taken in an emergency: 

a. Depress the FILAMENTS OFF switch. 

b. Place the external disconnect switch in the OFF position. 

3. 8 OPERATION \\'HILE PERFOR MING MAINTENANCE. 

The linear power amplifier is equipped with several protective devices that are designed to pre
vent injury to the equipment and operating personnel. These devices can be bypassed by a skilled 
technician, but should not be disabled unless absolutely necessary. The 204F-1 may be operated 
with the lower cabinet door open for purposes of maintenance, but should not be operated under any 
conditions with the upper cabinet door open. 

3. 9 REMOTE OPERATION. 

The linear power amplifier is capable of being operated from a remote location. The exact manner 
in which this is accomplished will be determined by the individual installation, and will be described 
in the system instruction book. 

3.10 OPERATION WITH OPTIONAL FEATURES. 

The 204F-1 can be equipped with several optional features. In most cases the operation of the 
linear power amplifier will not be altered. In the installations where an optional feature does 
affect the operation of the 204F-1, revised operating procedures will be included in the system 
instruction book that applies to the installation. 
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SECTION IV 

PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION 

4. 1 GENERAL. 

SECTION IV 
Principles of Operation 

Linear Power A mplifier 204F-1 is a three stage linear power amplifier that is designed to amplify 
radio frequency signals of approximately one-tenth watt amplitude to a level of 2. 5 kilowatts and 
deliver this power to an associated antenna for transmission. Either of two operating frequencies, 
which are in the range between 2 and 30 megacycles, can be selected. Channel changing is accom
plished by switching with relays between two sets of tuned circuits in each stage. Each channel is 
capable of being tuned to any frequency within the range of the equipment. All necessary operating 
voltages are developed within the equipment from an external source of single phase power. Power 
control circuits and a variety of protective devices provide a maximum of protection with a minimum 
of complexity. An integral blower unit is provided to maintain the equipment at the proper operating 
temperature. 

4. 2 POWER SUPPLY CIRCUITS. 

All power to operate the circuits of the linear power amplifier enters the equipment as a single
phase voltage at the terminals of TBl (see figure 7-1). This voltage may be at any level between 
200 and 250 volts a-c, and may have a frequency of either 50 or 60 cps. This voltage is applied 
both directly and through pm;er control circuitry to the filament, bias, screen, and plate supply 
circuits of the linear power amplifier. Primary power voltage is applied directly to the primary of 
transformer Tl, which is a combination auto-transformer and step-down transformer. The auto
transformer feature of Tl is used to ensure t."'lat the level of voltage applied to filament transformers 
T2 and T4, and power transformer T3 is approximately 230 volts regardless of the level of the 
primary power input voltage9 The step-down feature of Tl is used to supply operating voltages to 
power control, channel switching, TGC bias, and thermal overload circuits. The primary power 
voltage is applied through the contacts of relays Kl, K4, and K6, which are controlled by a power 
control circuits and circuit breaker CBl to all filament, bias, screen, and plate supply circuits. -

4. 2. 1 POWER CONTROL CffiCUITS. 

The power control circuits of the linear power amplifier have two primary functions. The first is 
to provide the proper sequence of application of primary power to the various power supply circuits 
of the 204 F- L The second is the automatic removal of plate and screen supply voltages in case of 
an overload. 

4. 2.1. 1 LOCAL OPERATION. The secondary voltage of Tl, which is approximately 115 volts 
a-c, is used as a power control. voltage throughout the 2 04F-1 when LOCAL-REMOTE switch S8 
is in the LOCAL position. The power control voltage is connected through one pole of S8, lower 
door interlock Sll-C, upper door interlock 812 -C, power amplifier V4 air chimney interlock 
S13, power amplifier V5 air chimney interlock S14, and FILAMENTS OFF switch Sl to 
FILAMENTS ON switch 82. S2 is normally open, but when depressed connects the power control 
voltar;e to the coil of relay Kl. Relay Kl is energized when 82 is depressed and remains so after 
S2 is released. Holding contacts provide that the power control voltage is applied to the coil 
of relay Kl and to the actuatiag circuit of time delay relay K2 whenever Kl is energized. The 
other contacts of relay Kl connect the primary power voltage through fuse F3 to blower motor 
Bl, and a voltage of approximately 230 volts a-c from the primary of transformer Tl through 
fuse F5 to filament transformer T2, through fuse F2 to power transformer T 3, and through air 
interlock switch S6 and fuse F4 to filament transformer T4. FILAMENTS indicator DSl is 
connected in parallel with the cell of relay Kl, and i.s provided to indicate that the relay is ener
gized when S2 is depressed :h'1d remains so when 82 is released. The power control volt age at 
the load side of FILAMENTS OFF switch Sl is applied through PLATE OFF switch 83 to PLATE ON 
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switch S4. When normally open switch S4 is closed, the power control voltage is applied through 
the normally closed contacts of relay KB, circuit breaker CBl, and thermal-overload switch S5 to 
the coil o! relay K3. The coil circuit of relay K3 is completed through the normally closed contacts 
of relay K5. Relay K3 is energized when S4 is depressed, and remains energized when the switch 
is released due to the action of holding contacts on K3. The holding contacts on relay K3 also 
provide a p ath for the p ower control voltage to the contacts of time delay relay K2. The combined 
action of the holding contacts and a second set of contacts on the relay p rovide the same function 
as the FILAMENTS ON switch (apply the power control voltage to the coil of relay Kl, indicator 
DSl, and the actuating circuit of time delay relay K2) during sequence-start operation. A third 
set of contacts on relay K3 p rovide a discharge p ath for capacitor C73, and are in use when the 
relay is deenergized. 

Relay K2 is a time delay relay, and is set to close a pair of contacts approximately three 
minutes after the power control voltage is applied to its actuating circuit. If the FILAMENTS ON 
switch is depressed prior to depressing the PLATE ON switch, the power control voltage will be 
applied to the actuating circuit through the holding contacts on relay Kl. If sequence-start operation 
is desired, the PLATE ON switch may be depressed without first depressing the FILAMENTS ON 
switch. This will apply the power control voltage to the coil circuit of relay Kl, through the con-

I tacts of K 3, and to the actuating circuit of relay K2 through contacts on relay Kl. In either case, 
the contacts of relay K2 will not close until approximately three minutes after the power control 
voltage has been applied. This will allow time for the filament circuits, which are energized when 
relay Kl is energized, to warm up. If the FILAMENTS ON switch is depressed first and more than 
three minutes elapse before depressing the PLATE ON switch, the power control voltage from the 
holding contacts of relay K 3  will be applied immediately to relay K4, PLATE indicator DS2, and 
a time delay circuit in the coil circuit of relay K6 when the PLATE ON switch is depressed. If 
the PLATE ON switch is depressed in less than three minutes after the FILAMENTS ON switch , 
the power control voltage will not be applied until the contacts of relay K2 close, which will be 
app roximately three minutes after the FILAMENTS ON switch is depressed. 

If relay K3 is energized and the contacts of relay K2 are closed, the power control voltage is applied 
to the coil of relay K4. (PLATE indicator DS2 is connected in parallel with the coil of relay K4 and 
is provided to indicate that relay K3 is energized and the contacts of relay K2 are closed). In the 
energized condition, the normally open contacts of relay K4 connect the primary power voltage 
present at the load side of circuit breaker CBl to power transformers T5 and T6. The primary 
power voltage is applied to T5 and T6 through resistor R21, which is connected across the contacts 
of relay K6. R21 is a dropping resistor, and prevents the application of full primary power to the 
transformers. Fuse F6 is connected in the primary of T5, and provides overload protection for 
the transformer. Overload protection for T6 is provided by circuit breaker CBl. 

The power control voltage is applied to the time delay circuit in the coil circuit of relay K6 at the 
same time it is applied to the coil of K4. This time delay circuit provides that relay K6 will not 
become energized until 0. 15 seconds after relay K4. The power control voltage is rectified by 
CR16. The pulsed d-e from CR16 is used to charge C73, which is in parallel with the coil of relay 
K6. Approximately 0. 15 seconds after the power control voltage is applied, the voltage developed 
across C73 is sufficient to energize relay K6 and does so. When relay K6 is energized, resistor 
R21 is shorted out and full primary power is applied to transformers T5 and T6. Whenever K3 is 
deenergized relays K4 and K6 are deenergized. One set of contacts on relay K3 is provided to 
discharge capacitor C73 so that the time delay circuit will control the operation of K6 when K3 is 
reenergized. 

The power supply circuits of the linear power amplifier may be deenergized by depressing the 
PLATE OFF switch and then the FILAMENTS OFF switch, or by merely depressing the FILAMENTS 
OFF switch. If the PLATE OFF switch is depressed first and approximately three minutes are 
allowed to elapse before depressing the FILAMENTS OFF switch, plate and supply voltages will be 
removed from the r-f amplifier stage but cooling air will still be provided to reduce the temperature 
of components. This procedure is not required but is advisable. When the FILAMENTS OFF switch 
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( is depressed, whether or not the PLATE OFF switch has been depressed, all filament, bias, 
screen, and plate voltages are removed from the r-f amplifier stages. Primary power is still 
present in the power supply compartment, and the 204F-1 can be completely deenergized only by 
placing the external disconnect switch in the OFF position. 
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4. 2.1. 2 REMOTE OPERATION. See figure 7-3 for typical remote circuit connections. The 
secondary voltage of T1 is brought out to terminal 9 of TB2, and may be used as the power control 
voltage when the LOCAL-REMOTE switch is placed in the REMOTE position. If it is to be used 
as the power control voltage, terminal 9 of TB2 will be connected through a normally closed 
switch in the remote control circuits to terminal 10 of TB2. If this voltage is not used, a voltage 
that originates in the remote control circuit may be connected through a normally closed switch, 
also in the remote control circuit, to terminal 10 of TB2. (This permits normal local operation 
even though the LOCAL-REMOTE switch is in the REMOTE position). The power control voltage 
at terminal 10 of TB2, regardless of source, is connected to a normally open switch in the remote 
control circuits. When this switch is depressed, the power control voltage is connected to termi
nal 12 of TB2. From this terminal, the power control voltage is connected through one pole of S8 
and through the normally closed contacts of relay K8, circuit breaker CBl, and thermal-overload 
switch S5 to the coil of K3. The power control circuits will respond in the same manner as if the 
PLATE ON switch were depressed, but the FILAMENTS ON switch were not. (See paragraph 
4. 2. 1. 1). 

4. 2. 1. 3 THERMAL OVERLOAD CIRCUIT. When relay K3 is energized (as explained in the 
previous paragraphs), one set of contacts on the relay connects a voltage of approximately 25 volts 
a-c through OVERLOAD adjustment R22 to the heating element of thermal-overload switch S5. 
Cooling air from blower Bl passes over this heating element preventing the heat generated from 
affecting the switching element. If the blower should cease to operate, or if the temperature of 
the cooling air should rise above a certain level, the heat generated by the heating element will 
cause the switching element to operate. This will open the coil circuit of relay K3 and deenergize 
the relay. When relay K3 is deenergized, the power control voltage is removed from relays K4 
and K6. This in turn removes primary power from the primaries of trai'lsformers T5 and T6. 
Transformers T5 and T6 supply the screen and plate supply circuits; therefore, screen and plate 
supply voltages are removed from the r-f amplifier stages. 

4. 2. 1. 4 GRID OVERLOAD CIRCUIT. If for any reason an excessive amount of grid current 
flows in the power amplifier stage, relay K5 will become energized. When relay K5 is energized, 
relay K3 is deenergized causing the removal of screen and plate voltages from the r-f amplifier 
stages (see paragraph 4. 2. 1. 3). 

4. 2.1. 5 PLATE OVERLOAD CIRCUIT. Relay KB is energized when, for any reason, an 
excessive amount of plate current flows in the power amplifier stage. When relay K8 is energized, 
relay K3 is deenergized. When relay K3 is deenergized, screen and plate supply voltages are 
removed from all of the r-f amplifier stages (see paragraph 4. 2. 1. 3). 

4. 2.1. 6 ONE-SHOT RECYCLE CIRCUIT. A one-shot recycle unit, which is an optional feature 
on the 204F-1, may be connected to the power control circuits. Refer to figure 7-4 for a 
schematic of this unit and a typical method of COIL'1.ecting it to the 204F-L A d-e voltage of 
approximately 28 volts positive with respect to ground is applied directly to terminal 4, and I 
through toggle switches to terminals 2 and 3, of TB1 of the recycle unit. When the toggle switches 
are placed in the closed position, the d-e voltage is applied to the coil circuit of relays Kl a.'ld 
K2 of the recycle unit. When K2 is energized, the power control voltage from the secondary of 
Tl is connected to terminal 10 of TB2 and the d-e voltage is applied to terminal 1 of TB14 and to 
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an alarm circuit. When Kl is energized, the power control voltage from the secondary of Tl is 
connected to terminal 12 of TB2. Sequence-start operation will take place (see p aragraph 4. 2. 1. 1). 
After approximately three minutes, the power control voltage will appear at terminal 4 of TB2, 
which is connected to the actuating circuit of timer Bl in the recycle unit. This timer is set to ·� operate a set of contacts app roximately five seconds after the power control voltage is applied. 
The contacts are located in series with the coil circuit of relay K1 in the recycle unit. Therefore, 
a little over three minutes after relay K1 is energized by operating a toggle switch in the remote 
control circuits, Kl is automatically deenergized. Terminals 1 and 2 of TB14 are jumpered by 
the contacts of relay K4 in the 204F-1 at approximately the same time as relay Kl in the recycle 
unit is deenergized. This connects the d-e voltage to the coil circuit of a relay in the remote 
control circuits. In the energized p osition of this relay, the d-e voltage is applied to an mdicator 
lamp, which is used to indicate that the p ower circuits of the 204F-1 are energized. In the 
deenergized position, the d-e voltage is applied to an alarm circuit. A toggle switch is connected 
in the alarm circuit to prevent sounding an alarm during the first three minutes of operation. 
This switch is closed after the indicator lamp becomes lit. 

When relay K3 is deenergized for any reason (overload or accidental depression of the PLATE OFF 
or FILAMENTS OFF switch) , the remote control alarm circuit is energized and the recycle unit 
attempts to reenergize the power supply circuits of the 204F-1. The remote control alarm circuit 
is energized when relay K4 is deenergized, which occurs whenever relay K3 is deenergized. The 
power control voltage is no longer present at terminal 4 of TB2 when relay K3 is deenergized. The 
contacts of timer Bl close when the power control voltage is removed. When the contacts of the 
timer close, relay Kl in the recycle unit is energized. This connects the power control voltage to 
terminal 12 of TB2, hence to the coil of relay K3. Depending on whether the filament, bias, platey 
and screen supplies, or just the plate and screen supplies have been deenergized, the power control 
voltage will be restored to the actuating circuit of timer Bl in three minutes or immediately. Relay 
Kl in the recycle unit will, therefore, be deenergized in either a little over three minutes or in 
approximately five seconds. 

4� 2. 2 F ILA.M:ENT CIRCUITS� 

The filament voltages for all tubes in the linear power amplifier are supplied from two transformers. 
Filament transformer T 2  supplies approximately five volts a-c to operate the filaments of high 
voltage rectifier tubes V6 and V7. Filament transformer T4 supplies approY.imately 60 3 volts a-c 
to input amplifier tube Vl and to driver amplifier tubes V2 and V3, approximately 6. 3 volts a-c to 

power amplifier tubes V4 and V5, and approximately 6. 3 volts a-c to TGC tube V8. The eY.act 
value of voltage applied to the primaries of T2 and T4, hence the exact value of secondary voltages, 
is determined by the setting of the tap on transformer T1. A time lapse indicator, M4, is con
nected in parallel with the primary of T4, and is provided to indicate the time that power has been 
applied to the filaments of V4 and V5. 

4. 2. 3 BIAS, SCREEN, AND PLATE SUPPLY CffiClJITS4 

Three d-e power supply circuits are used to develop all the bias, screen, and plate supply voltages 
required to operate the linear power amplifier� Transformer T6, high voltage rectifiers V6 and 
V7, and associated component parts constitute a d-e power supply that develops a voltage of 
approximately 2700 volts. Transformer T5, silicon power rectifiers CRl through CR12, and 

associated components develop a d-e voltage of approximately 300 volts. A d-e voltage of approxi
mately 120 volts is developed in a supply circuit that consists of transformer T3, silicon power 
rectifiers CR17 fr.rough CR20, and ass:Jciated components. The negative end of the 2700-volt 
supply is connected to the positive end of the 300-volt supply through meter Ml in series with 
resistor R46 and the coil of relay K8 in parallel. The negative end of the 300-volt supply is con-

) 

nected through the coil of K5 and meter shunt R49 to the positive end of tile 1.20-volt supply. 
'¥,� 
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The output of the 300-volt supply is used to provide plate and screen _supply voltages for the input 
amplifier and driver amplifier stages. The negative end of the supply is connected to the filament 
and cathode elements of these tubes while the positive end of the supply is connected to the plate 
and screen elements. The positive end of the 300-volt supply is connected to ground through meter 
shunt R27, and is therefore at ground potentialo 

The output of the 300-volt supply is also used to provide screen voltage and part of the plate voltage 
for the power amplifier stage. The cathode circuit of the power amplifier stage is returned to the 
negative terminal of the 300-volt supply, and the screen grid elements of the two power amplifier 
tubes are grounded. The positive end of the 2700-volt supply is connected to the plate circuit of the 
power amplifier stage. This combination effectively places a potential of 300 volts between screen 
and cathode and a potential of 3000 volts between plate and cathode. The negative end of the 300-volt 
power supply is connected to the cathode circuit of the power amplifier stage through the contacts of 
keying relay K7. Thus, there will be no screen or plate voltage on the power amplifier stage unless 
the keying relay is energized. 

The outputs of the 300-volt and 120-volt power supplies are combined to provide fixed bias voltages 
for V4 and V5 in the power amplifier stage. The bias voltages for V4 and V5 are developed across 
R15 and R 41 respectively. R15 and R41 are variable resistances. The bias voltage appearing at 
the arm of eit..her resistor has a range of -35 to -85 volts with respect to the negative end of the 
300-volt power supply (effectively the cathode of the power amplifier stage). 

High voltage grounding switches Sll and 812 are connected to both the positive end of the 2700-volt 
supply and to the negative end of the 300-volt power supply. Sll, which is the lower door interlock 
switch, automatically grounds these two points when the lower door is opened. 812, which is the 
upper door interlock switch, automatically grounds these same points when the upper door is opened. 

4. 3 RADIO FREQUENCY AMPLIFIER CffiCUITS. 

See figure 7-2. The radio frequency amplifier circuits of the linear power amplifier consist of an 
input amplifier stage, driver amplifier stage, power amplifier stage, and an output network. An 
r-f signal that originates in the associated exciter unit is applied to the input amplifier stage at a 
level of approximately one-tenth watt (0.1 watt nominal and 0. 2 watt maximum). This signal is 
amplified in the input amplifier, driver amplifier, and power amplifier stages and delivered 
through the output network to the associated antenna at levels of up to 2. 5 kilowatts of peak envelope 
or average power. Swamping networks in the input amplifier and driver amplifier stages are 
designed to reduce variations in gain, and feedback around all three stages is designed to reduce 
distortion3 

The input signal may be either one of two predetermined frequencies in the range between 2 and 
30 megacycles. Relay action, which may be controlled either locally or remotely, is used to 
select either of two pretuned r-f channels. 

All filament, bias, screen, and plate supply voltages that are required for the proper operation of 
the radio frequency amplifier stages are developed within the linear power amplifier. Filament 
transformer T4 supplies the filaments of V1 through V5. Cathode bias is developed in the input 
amplifier and driver amplifier stages, and fixed bias is supplied to the power amplifier stage. 
Plate and screen voltages for the input and driver amplifier stages are obtained from a 300-volt 
power supply. Screen voltage for the power amplifier stage is obtained from this same supply. 
Plate voltage for the power amplifier stage is obtained by combining the output of the 300-volt and 
2700-volt power supplies. The cathode circuits of all three amplifier stages are operated at 
approximately 300 volts negative with respect to ground. The screen circuit of the power ampli
fier stage is operated at ground potential. The screen and plate elements of the input amplifier 
and driver amplifier stages are operated slightly negative with respect to ground. The plate 
circuit of the power amplifier stage is operated at approximately 2700 volts positive with respect 
to ground. 
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4. 3. 1 INPUT AMPLIFIER STAGE. 

The input amplifier stage consists of a single 6CL6 pentode tube, Vl, and associated components. 
This stage is operated as a class A voltage amplifier. Filament voltage for Vl is supplied by 
filament transformer T4. Cathode bias is developed across R2. Plate and screen voltages are 
obtained from the 300-volt power supply circuit through dropping resistor R4. The supply side 
of R4 is connected to the positive end of the 300-volt supply, which is returned to ground through 
meter shunt R27. The grid and cathode circuits of Vl are returned to the negative end of the 
300-volt supply through dropping resistor R40, which is shorted out when DR TUNE-PA TUNE
OPERATE switch S9 is in the OPERATE positione Therefore, the potential on the plate of V 1 is 
negative with respect to ground, but positive with respect to the cathode. The amount of this 
voltage is determined by the position of S9, and is greater when S9 is in the OPERATE position, 
R7 and L3 k eep r-f out of the power supply. 

NOTE 

If the linear power amplifier is furnished with a dual r-f input circuit, refer to 
figure 7-5. 

The r-f signal from the associated exciter enters the linear power amplifier at r-f connector Jl, 
and is coupled to the cathode circuit of Vl by a coaxial cable. An untuned input circuit terminates 
this input line, and connects the incoming signal to the cathode element of Vl. (A second input to 
Vl is an r-f feedback signal from the power amplifier stage, which is applied to the control grid 
element). The amplified input signal is developed across either one of two tuned circuits in the 
plate circuit of Vl. One tuned circuit, which is composed of Ll and C6, is connected into the plate 
circuit whenever relay K9 is energized. (This tun�d circuit is referred to as the channel A tuned 
circuit inasmuch as relay K9 is energized when the CHANNEL A-CHANNEL B switch is in the 
CHANNEL A position). The other tuned circuit, which is composed of L2 and C7, is connected 
into the plate circuit of Vl when relay K9 is deenergized. To prevent loss of r-f energy, Ll is 
shorted out when L2 is in the circuit and vice-versa. Zl is placed in the plate circuit of Vl to 
suppress parasitic oscillation. Inductors Ll and L2 are equipped with a turn shorting device that 
is manually positioned to short out an appropriate number of turns so that the tuned circuit will 
resonate at the correct operating frequency. The output of the input amplifier stage is coupled 
through capacitor C8 to the grid circuit of the driver amplifier stage. The series combination of 
L4 and R8 in the grid circuit of the driver amplifier stage is the swamping network for the input 
amplifier stage. 

4. 3. 2 DRIVER AMPLIFIER STAGE. 

The driver amplifier stage utilizes a pair of 6146 tubes, V2 and V3, connected in p arallel. This 
stage is operated as a class AB

1 
voltage amplifier. Filament voltage for both V2 and V3 is obtained 

from the same winding of filament transformer T4. Cathode bias voltage is developed across 
resistors R9 and RlO. Plate and screen supply voltage is obtained from the 300-volt power supply. 
The plate elements of V2 and V3 are connected to the positive end of the 300-volt power supply, 
which is effectively at ground potential, through r-f chokes L8 and L9 and meter shunt R18. Screen 
voltage is tapped off a divider network that consists of Rll and R12. This divider is connected 
between the positive end of the 300-volt power supply and the cathode circuit of V2 and V3. The 
cathode and �id circuits of V2 and V3 are returned to the negative end of the 300-volt supply 
through resistor R40, which is shorted out when S9 is in the OPERATE position. 

The output of the input amplifier stage is coupled to the grid circuit of the driver amplifier stage 
through capacitor C8. The input signal is applied through parasitic supp ressors Z3 and Z4 to the 
control grid elements of V2 and V3. The series combination of L4 and R8 provides a d-e return 
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for the grid elements and also acts as a swamping network for the input amplifier stage. The input . ··� 
signal is amplified by the parallel combination of V2 and V3. The amplified input signal is coupled ·c.i!il 
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through parasitic suppressor Z2 to the plate circuit of the driver amplifier stage. The plate circuit 
contains a swamping network and two tuned circuits. The swamping network, which consists of L5, 
R56 through R61, and C85, has the effect of reducing undesirable variations in gain. The combi
nation of L6 and C14, which is referred to as the channel A tuned circuit, is connected into the 
plate circuit when relay KlO is energized. The combination of L7 and C15, which is referred to a s  
the channel B tuned circuit, is connected into the plate circuit when relay KlO is deenergized. T o  
conserve r-f energy, L6 is shorted out when L7 is i n  the circuit and vice-versa. Capacitor C l O  is 
provided to neutralize the plate-to-grid capacity of the driver amplifier stage. Capacitor C12 
couples a small portion of the driver amplifier stage output signal to a metering circuit. Inductors 
L6 and L7 are equipped with a turn shorting device. This device is manually set so that the tuned 
circuits will resonate at the proper frequency. The output of the driver amplifier stage is coupled 
to the power amplifier stage through capacitors Cl6, C99, ClOO. and parasitic suppressors Z5 and Z6. 

4. 3. 3 POWER AMPLIFIER STAGE. 

The power amplifier stage uses a pair of 4CX1000A tubes connected in parallel. This stage is 
operated as a class AB

1 
power amplifier. Filament voltage for V4 and V5 is obtained from filament 

transformer T4. The screen elements of V4 and V5 are connected directly to ground. The cathode 
element of V4 is connected through r-f choke L19, meter shunt R36, the contacts of relay Kll and 
either dropping resistor R69 or the contacts of relay K7 to the negative end of the 300-volt supply. 
The cathode of V5 is connected through r-f choke L20, meter shunt R37, the contacts of relay Kll, 
and either dropping resistor R69 or the contacts of relay K7 to the negative end of the 300-volt 
supply. The plate elements of V4 and V5 are connected through r-f choke L12 to the positive end 
of the 2700-volt supply. The control grid of V4 is connected through r-f chokes L27 and L28 to 
LEFT PA BIAS adjustment R15. The control grid of V5 is connected to RIGHT PA BIAS adjustment 
R41 through r-f chokes LlO and Lll. 

The output of the driver amplifier stage is coupled through dual capacitor C16 to the grids of V4 
and V5. The relative amount of signal input to each tube is determined by the setting of C16, 
which is mechanically driven by the PA GD BAL control. The input signal is amplified by V4 and 
V5 and delivered to the output network through capacitor C25. Capacitor C18 is provided to 
neutralize the plate-to-grid capacity of the power amplifier stage. Capacitor C2 couples a portion 
of the power amplifier stage output signal to the control grid circuit of the input amplifier stage 
(as an r-f feedback signal) and a portion to an output metering circuit. 

4.3.4 OUTPUT NETWORK. 

The signal output of the power amplifier stage is connected through the contacts of relay Kll to 
either one of two Pi networks. One network is provided for each channel. The purpose of the 
network is to match the power amplifier stage to the associated antenna and to provide harmonic 
attenuation. The output of the network in use is connected through the contacts of relay Kl4 to 
directional coupler DC2. The r-f signal present at the output of DC2 is the r-f output of the 
linear power amplifier. 

NOTE 

If the linear power amplifier is equipped with the dual 
r-f output feature, refer to figure 7-5. 

Relay Kll is an assembly of two relays that are designated KllA and KllB. Either KllA or KllB 
will be energized at all times that power is applied. Relay KllA will be energized when relay Kl2 
is deenergized and channel A operation is desired. KllB will be energized when channel B 
operation is desired. When relay KllA is energized, the signal output of the power amplifier stage 
is connected to the network that contains C26, Ll4, and C40. Depending on the frequency of 
operation, C26 may be shunted by two or more capacitors (C92 and C38 in parallel, C28, C30, C36, 
C90, C46, C34, and C32). C92 and C38 in parallel are connected to C26 by the action of a knife 
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blade switch that does not have a reference designation. C28, C30, C36, C90, C46, C34, and C32 ·� 
are connected to the parallel combination of C92 and C38 and to each other by removable links. 
Two shorting clips are furnished on L14. One is used to select the proper number of turns for the 
operating frequencyo The second shorting clip is used to divide tlw remaining shorted turns into 
two circuitso This configuration prevents the shorted turns from acting as a tuned circuit at a 
harmonic of the output frequencyo Such a tuned circuit could absorb part of the r-f output power, 
To prevent the unused output network from absorbing any r-f power, the contacts of relay KllB, 

I which is deenergized, short out L30 and L15. Capacitors C42 and C44 may be connected in 
parallel with C40o Either one or both of these capacitors may be placed in parallel with C40 through 
the action of knife blade type switches, which have not been assigned a reference designation. The 
output of the channel A network is coupled through the normally closed contacts of relay K14 to 
directional coupler DC2. The circuits of this unit both couple the r-f output to a transmission line 
that connects to the associated antenna and produces a current that is proportional to the amount of 
r-f power output. The circuits of DC2 that produce this current are brought out to the terminals of 
TB14. These terminals may be used to connect a meter, which when properly calibrated can be 
used as a wattmeter. 

When relay KllB and K14 are energized, the channel B network, which is identical to the channel A 
circuit except for reference designation, is used to couple the output of the power amplifier stage to 
the associated antennao 

4o 4 TRANSMITTER GAIN CONTROL CIRCUIT o 

See figure 7-2. The level of power output from the linear power amplifier is controlled by 
limiting the level of signal input. Automatic control of the signal level from the associated exciter 
unit is accomplished by a biased rectifier circuit, which is referred to as the transmitter gain 
control (TGC) circuit. A small portion of the signal present in the anode circuit of the driver stage 
is coupled to the cathode element of one-half of dual triode V8. (The other half of the dual triode is 
used as a rectifier, and is part of the supply that develops a bias voltage for the first half)o This 
cathode is biased positively. The amount of bias is determined by the setting of TGC adjustment 
R63o When the signal at the input to the linear power amplifier, hence on the anode of the driver 
stage, exceeds a certain level, V8 conducts on the negative signal peaks. The output of VB is 
connected through relay K12 to either J2 or J3. (The contacts of relay K12 connect the output of the 
TGC circuit to J2 when the relay is deenergized and to J3 when the relay is energized). Relay K12 
is energized when the CHANNEL A-CHANNEL B switch is in the CHANNEL B position. 

During the time that the linear power amplifier is being tuned, the input amplifier and driver 
stages are operated at reduced plate and screen voltages. The signal level in the anode circuit of 
the driver amplifier stage will not be great enough to drive the power amplifier stage to a dangerous 
level, and will not be great enough to produce an output from the TGC circuit. 

4. 5 METERING CIRCUITS. 

See figure 7-2. Panel meters are provided to give a visual indication of: driver amplifier stage 
plate current, power amplifier V4 cathode current, power amplifier V5 cathode current, power 
amplifier stage grid current,r-f amplifier tuning, power amplifier stage screen current, power 
amplifier stage filament voltage, and power amplifier stage plate voltage. The panel meter that is 
labeled PLATE CURRENT is permanently connected into the power amplifier plate circuit, and 
continuously indicates the amount of current flowing in the power amplifier plate circuit. The meter 
that is labeled MULTIMETER is connected across a series of suitable shunt resistances and 
multipliers by an eight position wafer switch, which is also labeled MULTIMETER. The function of 

'CO 

4'\ 

� 

) 

the MULTIMETER in each of the MULTIMETER switch positions is discussed in the following <'• 
paragraphs. i'<ii/1 

In the DRIVER PLATE position of the MULTIMETER switch, the MULTIMETER is connected across 
R18, which is in the plate supply circuit of the driver amplifier stage. The value of the R18 is such 
that the scale of the MULTIMETER is 0 to 400 milliamperes. 
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When the LT PA CATH position of the MULTIMETER switch is selected. The MULTIMETER is 
connected across R36. R36 is electrically located in the cathode circuit of V4, and is of such a 
value that the scale of the MULTIMETER is 0 to 800 milliamperes. 

The scale of the MULTIMETER is 0 to 800 milliamperes and the MULTIMETER is connected 
across R37 when the MULTIMETER switch is placed in the RT PA CATH position. R37 is in the 
cathode circuit of V 5. 

The MULTIMETER is cormected across R49 in the PA GRID position of the MULTIMETER switch. 
The combined grid current from V4 and V5 flows through this resistor. The meter scale is 0 to 4 
milliamperes when connected across this resistor. 

The output of an r-f voltmeter circuit is connected to the MULTIMETER when the MULTIMETER 
switch is placed in the PA LOAD position. The voltmeter circuit is composed of C87, C8 8, CR14A, 
CR14B, L25, and L26, and R42. In the DR TUNE position of the DR TUNE-PA TUNE-OPERATE 
switch, the voltage at the arm of R42 is proportional to the level of r-f signal developed across the 
tuned circuit in the driver amplifier stage. In the PA TUNE and OPERATE positions of the DR 
TUNE-PA TUNE-OPERATE switch, the voltage at the arm of R42 is proportional to the difference 
of the level of r-f signals developed across the tuned circuits in the driver amplifier stage and in 
the output network. The voltage applied to the MULTIMETER is applied through R39 if the D R  
TUNE-PA TUNE-OPERATE switch is in the D R  TUNE position. This resistor limits the applied 
voltage to a value that will not overdrive the meter movement. This position of the MULTIMETER 
switch is used in the tuning of the r-f amplifier stages. The tuned circuits of the input and driver 
amplifier stages are tuned for a maximum indication when the DR TUNE-PA TUNE-OPERATE 
switch is in the DR TUNE position. The output network is tuned for a minimum indication when 
the DR TUNE-PA TUNE-OPERATE switch is in the PA TUNE position. 

Placing the MULTIMETER switch in the PA SCREEN position connects the MULTIMETER across 
R 271 which is in the screen supply circuit to the power amplifier stage. The scale of the MULTI
METER in the PA SCREEN position of the MULTIMETER switch is 0 to 400 milliamperes. 

The same filament voltage that is applied to V5 is applied to t.t'le MULTIMETER through a voltage 
divider and rectifier circuit when the MULTIMETER switch is placed in the PA FIL V OLTS position. 
The actual voltage applied to the meter is determined by the setting of R45, which is used as a 
calibration adjustment, and is proportional to the applied filament voltage. The meter scale is 0 
to 8 volts when properly calibrated. 

The MULTIMETER is connected across R35 when the MULTIMETER switch is placed in the PA 
PLATE V OLTS position. R35 is one of a series of resistors (R30 through R35) that are connected 
�)etween the positive end of the 2700-volt power supply and the negative end of the 300-volt power 
supply. The voltage applied to the meter is proportional to the 3000 volts developed between these 
two points. The meter scale in this position of the MULTIMETER switch is 0 to 4 kilovolts. 

4. 6 CHANNEL SWITCHING CIRCUIT. 

Channel switching is accomplished by relay action. Channel A circuits are in use in the energized 
position of the relays, and channel B circuits are in use when the relays are deenergized. 

4. 6. 1 LOCAL OPERATION WITH INTERNAL 120 V A-C. I 

When the linear power amplifier is connected for local operation only, the LOCAL-REMOTE switch 
must be in the LOCAL position for the channel switching circuits to function properly. In this mode 
of operation, terminal 2 of TB2 is grounded and terminal 3 of TB2 is jumpered to terminal 9 of TB2. 
This connects the power control voltage from the secondary of transformer T1 to the coil of relay 
K12, and the coil circuit of relay K12 is completed through the CHANNEL A-CHANNEL B switch. 
In the CHANNEL A position of this switch relay K12 is deenergized. The power control voltage is 
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applied through the contacts of relay K12 to the coil circuits of relays K9, K10, and Kll-A. In the 
CHANNEL B position of the CHANNEL A-CHANNEL B switch, relay K12 is energized and the 
power control voltage is applied to the coil circuits of relay Kll-B and K14. Another set of 
contacts on relay K12 switch the output of the transmitter gain control circuit. 

4. 6. 2 REMOTE OPERATION. 

When the 204F-1 is connected for remote operation, the channel switching circuit may be controlled 
by either the CHANNEL A-CHANNEL B switch or a similar switch in the remote control circuits. 
The channel switching circufts function as described in paragraph 4.6.1 when the LOCAL-REMOTE 
switch is in the LOCAL position. When the LOCAL-REMOTE switch is placed in the REMOTE 

I 
position, a ground is provided for relay control voltage through terminal 5 of TB2, if channel B 
operation is desired. This ground, at terminal 5 of TB2, will cause relay K12 to energize. 

4. 7 KEYING RELAY CIRCUIT. 

Plate and screen voltage is applied to the power amplifier stage of the linear power amplifier only 
when relay K7 is energized. One side of the coil of relay K7 is returned to ground through the DR 
TUNE-PA TUNE-OPERATE switch (when this switch is in the PA TUNE or OPERATE positions) , 
resistors R72 and 73 in parallel, capacitor C109, inductor L16, directional coupler DC2, and the 
associated antenna system. The other side of the coil of relay K7 is brought to terminal 11 of TB2. 

4. 7. 1 LOCAL OPERATION. 

See figure 7-1. When the 204F-1 is connected for local operation only, terminal 11 of TB2 is 
connected to terminal 9 of TB2. Terminal 9 of TB2 is connected to the secondary of transformer 
Tl. Therefore, the power control voltage is connected to one side of relay K7. If the antenna 
system is properly connected, relay K7 will be energized when the DR TUNE-PA TUNE-OPERATE 
switch is placed in either the PA TUNE or OPERATE positions. A relay that is operated from the 
key line of the associated exciter unit may be inserted between terminals 9 and 11 of TB2. If so, 
the relay and the DR TUNE-PA TUNE-OPERATE switch are used together to control relay K7. 

4. 7. 2 REMOTE OPERATION. 

See figure 7-4. When the linear power amplifier is connected for remote operation, the voltage to 
energize relay K7 originates in the remote control circuit. This voltage may or may not be 
connected through the contacts of a relay controlled from the keyline of the associated exciter unit. 
The DR TUNE-PA TUNE-OPERATE switch must be in the PA TUNE or OPERATE positions for the 
remote control voltage or keying relay to be effective. 

SECTION V 

MAINTENANCE 

5. 1 GENERAL. 

Maintenance of Linear Power Amplifier 204F-1 can best be performed by qualified persons who are 
familiar with the physical layout, method of operation and principles of operation of the equipment. 
Therefore, it is recommended that maintenance personnel be thoroughly familiar with the previous 
sections of this instruction book before any maintenance is attempted. 

The locations of all component parts are shown in the parts identification illustrations of Section VI. 
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Component reference designations are clearly marked on panels, walls, etc. adjacent to the actual

. 
,. components. The locations of components in the r-f compartment are shown in a diagram that is ·

located on the rear surface of the upper cabinet door. It should be kept in mind at all times that the 
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equipment operates on voltages which are dangerous to life. Maintenance personnel should never 
depend on interlocks, but always use the high voltage shorting sticks that are furnished to determine 
that circuits are deenergized. Under no circumstances should maintenance personnel reach within 
the cabinet for the purpose of servicing or adjusting the equipmem without the immediate presence 
or assistance of another person capable of rendering aid. 

5. 2 TEST EQUIPMENT. 

The following items of test equipment are required to perform maintenance on the equipment. 

a. VTVM Hewlett-Packard Model 410B, or equivalent 

b. Capacitive Voltage Divider Hewlett-Packard 453A, or 0quivalent 

c. Precision A-C Voltmeter Weston Model 433, or equivalent 

d. Volt-Ohmmeter Triplett Model 630, or equivalent 

e. Probe T Connector Hewlett-Packard 455A, or equivalent 

5. 3 PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE. 

The faithful performance of the preventive maintenance procedures given in the following paragraphs 
will eliminate many costly repairs and reduce the time that the equipment is inoperative. It is 
assumed that the equipment is operated eight hours a day or more. If the equipment is operated 
less than eight hours a day, the following procedures should be performed as required. 

5. 3 .. 1 DAILY INSPECTION-POWER NOT APPLIED. 

The following steps should be performed daily, without power applied to the equipment. 

a. Observe that power is not applied to equipment. If necessary, depress the FILAMENT 

OFF pushbutton and then place the external disconnect switch in the OFF position. 

b. Open the upper cabinet door. Check the tightness of all connections on terminal boards 
TB2 and TB14. 

c. Check the tightness of connections to both meters mounted on the upper cabinet door. 

d. Check the tightness of the connections on power amplifier filament transformer T4. 

e. Check all connections to amplifier tubes for tightness and signs of overheating. 

f. Close the upper cabinet door and open the lower cabinet door. 

g. Inspect all transformer, relay, power contactor, etc. connections for tightness. 

h. Check that both high voltage rectifier tubes are firmly seated in their sockets and the 
anode caps are firmly in place. 

i. Inspect the air filter on the lower cabinet door.. Clean, if dirty, as outlined in paragraph 
5 .  3. 8. 

j. Close the lower cabinet door. 
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5. 3. 2 WEEKLY INSPECTION- POWER NOT APPLIED. 

The following steps should be performed weekly, without power applied to the equipment. 

a. Perform all the steps outlined for a daily inspection with power removed. 

b. Clean interior and exterior of cabinet, either by wiping with a lintless cloth or blowing out 
dust with dry air under pressure. Special attention should be paid to the heat radiating fins on the 
power amplifier tubes. 

c. Inspect exposed contacts of all contactors and relays for excessive burning and pitting. 

d. Check the tightness of the connections at the blower motor terminal board. Rotate impeller 
slowly by hand to detect any bearing roughness. 

5. 3. 3 MONTHLY INSPECTION - POWER NOT APPLIED. 

The following steps should be performed monthly, without power applied to the equipment. 

a. Perform all the steps outlined for daily and weekly inspection with power removed. 

b. In addition to normal cleaning, clean the blower impeller blades, air ducts and power 
amplifier air chimneys. 

c. Inspect all wiring connections for tightness, and condition of all wiring and cabling. 

d. Inspect tightness of all mechanical fastenings, bolts, etc. including air duct fastenings. 

5. 3. 4 DAILY INSPECTION - POWER APPLIED. 

The following steps should be performed daily with power applied to the equipment. 

a. Perform all the steps outlined for daily inspection with power not applied. 

b. Place the MULTIMETER switch in the PA TIL VOLTS position. 

c. Place the LOCAL-REMOTE switch in the LOCAL position. 

d. Place the CHANNEL A-CHANNEL B switch in the CHANNEL A position. 

e. Place the DR TUNE-PA TUNE-OPERATE switch in the DR TUNE position. 

L Determine that the associated exciter is not delivering an r-f signal to the linear power 
amplifier. 

g. Place the external disconnect switch in the ON position, and depress the FILAMENTS ON 

switch. 

h. Observe that the FILAMENTS indicator is lit and that the MULTIMETER is indicating 
exactly six volts. If necessary, adjust the PA FILAMENT control for the correct indication. 

i. Depress the F1LAMENTS OFF switch, and observe that the F1LAMENTS indicator is 
extinguished. 
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jo Open the lower cabinet door, and block the lower door interlock switch in its closed 
position.. Leave the cabinet door open .. 

k. Place the MULTIMETER switch in the PA PLATE VOLTS position. Depress the PLATE 
ON switch. 

1. After the PLATE indicator lights, observe that the two high voltage rectifier tubes are 
glowing with uniform brightness and color. Further observe that the MULTIMETER is indicating 
approximately 3200 volts., 

m. Place the MULTIMETER switch in the DRIVER PLATE position, and the DR TUNE-PA 
TUNE-OPERATE switch in the OPERATE position. 

n.. Observe that the MULTIMETER is indicating approximately 120 milliamperes. 

NOTE 

If the equipment is interconnected with a keying relay, the relay 
will .have to be energized to obtain the proper indication for the 
following two steps. 

o. Place the MULTIMETER switch in the LT PA CATH position .. Observe that the MULTI
METER is indicating exactly 250 milliamperes.. Set the LEFT PA BIAS adjustment for a correct 
indication if necessary. 

p.. Place the MULTIMETER switch in the RT PA CATH position. Observe that the MULTI
METER i.s indicating exactly 250 milliamperes.. Set the RIGHT PA BIAS adjustment for a correct 
indication if necessary� 

q. Depress the PLATE OFF switch, wait approximately three minutes, then depress the 
F1LAMENTS OFF switch. 

r.. Place the external disconnect switch in the OFF position .. Remove the blocking from the 
lower door interlock switcho Close the lower cabinet door. 

s. Restore the equipment to normal operation as described in Section ill" 

5. 3. 5 WEEKLY INSPECTION - POWER APPLIED. 

The following steps should be performed weekly with power applied to the equipment .. 

a. Perform all the steps outlined for daily inspection with power applied, but do not restore 
the equipment to normal operation as described in step s. 

b. Place Uw DR TUNE-PA TUNE-OPERATE switch in the DR TUNE position and the MULTI
ME TER switch tn the PA LOAD position. 

c9 Set the controls on the associated exciter unit so t.'lat a signal of the proper frequency 
(frequency to which channel A components are tuned) is supplied to the linear power ampHfie:r .. 

d.. Depress the PLATE ON switch� and observe that the PLATE indicator lights within three 
minutes. 

e.. Mte:r the PLATE indicator lights, adjust tt'1e CHANNEL A INPUT AMP TUNING control 
for a maximum tndication on the MULTIMETER. 
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f. Adjust the CHANNEL A DRIVER TUNING control for a maximum indication on the MULTI
METER. 

g. Place the DR TUNE-PA TUNE-OPERATE switch in the PA TUNE position. 

NOTE 

If the equipment is interconnected with a keying relay, the relay 
must be energized to obtain the correct indication in the following 
steps .. 

h. Adjust the CHANNEL A PA TUNE control for a dip in the indication on the MULTIMETER. 

i. Adjust the CHANNEL A PA LOAD control for a zero indication on the MULTIMETER. 

j. Repeat step h. 

k. Place the MULTIMETER switch in the PA SCREEN position, and the DR TUNE-PA TUNE
OPERATE switch in the OPERATE position. 

1. Increase the level of the r-f signal from the associated exciter unit to its normal amplitude. 
Observe that the MULTIMETER is indicating less than 80 milliamperes and that the PLATE 
CURRENT meter is indicating 1. 5 amperes, or less. 

NOTE 

If the MULTIMETER or PLATE CURRENT meter indications exceed. 
the values given, immediately depress the FILAMENTS OFF switcho 
Then check the setting of the TGC adjustment as described in 
paragraph 5. 3o 6. 5. 

m. Place the DR TUNE-PA TUNE-OPERATE switch in the DR TUNE position, the MULTI
METER switch in the PA LOAD position, and the CHANNEL A-CHANNEL B switch in the 
CHANNEL B iX)sition .. 

n. Set the controls on the associated exciter to produce a signal at the frequency to which the 
channel B circuits are tuned and of a normal amplitude. 

o. Adjust t.lJ.e CHANNEL B INPUT AMP TUNING control for a maximum indication on the 
MULTIMETER. 

p. Adjust the CHANNEL B DRIVER TUNING control for a maximum indication on the MULTI
METER. 

q. Place the DR TUNE-PA TU1'.�-0PERATE switch in the PA TUNE position. 

r. Adjust the CHANNEL B PA TUNE control for a dip in the indication on the MULTIM:ETER. 

s. Adjust the CHANNEL B PA LOAD control for a zero indication on the MULTIMETER. 

t. Place the MULTIMETER switch in the PA SCREEN position, and the DR TUNE-PA TUNE
OPERATE switch in the OPERATE position. 

u. Observe that the MULTIMETER is indicating less than 80 milliamperes and that the 
PLATE CURRENT meter is indicating 1. 5 amperes, or less. 

v. Restore the equipment to normal operation as described in Section III. 
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5. 3. 6 MONTHLY INSPECTION - POWER APPLIED. 

The operation of the thermal overload and plate overload circuits and the calibration of the multi
meter, r-f voltmeter, and TGC circuits should be checked at least once a month. Use the 
procedures outlined in the following paragraphs to perform these checks. 

5. 3. 6.1 THERMAL OVERLOAD CIRCUIT CHECK. - Proceed to check the thermal overload 
circuit as follows: 

a. Place the external disconnect switch in the OFF position. 

b. Remove the two plates that cover the rear portion of the top of the cabinet. Connect a 
Weston Model 433 (0 to 15 and 0 to 30-volt scales) a-c voltmeter, or equivalent, between terminals 
1 and 2 on TB13. Connect the meter for operation on the 0 to 30-volt scale. 

NOTE 

The terminals of TB13 are not numbered. Terminal 1 is the 
terminal that has a white wire with brown and orange tracers. 
Terminal 2 is the terminal with a white wire with black and 
green tracers .. 

c. Place the MULTIM:ETER switch in the PA FIL V OLTS position. 

d.. Place the LOCAL-REMOTE switch in the LOCAL position. 

e. Place the DR TUNE-PA TUNE-OPERATE switch in the DR TUNE position. 

f. Determine that the associated exciter is not delivering an r-f signal to the linear power 
amplifier. 

g. Place the external disconnect switch in the ON position, and depress the FILAMENTS ON 
switch. 

h.. Observe that the FILAMENTS indicator is lit and that the MULTIMETER is indicating 
exactly six volts. If necessary, adjust the PA FILAMENT control for the correct indication .. 

i. Depress the PLATE ON pushbutton.. After the PLATE indicator is illuminated, set the 
OVERL OAD control for a reading of 23 volts on the meter. 

j.. Place the MULTIMETER switch in the DRIVER PLATE position, and the DR TlJNE-PA 
TUNE-OPERATE switch in the OPERATE position .. 

k. Observe that the MULTIMETER is indicating approximately 120 milliamperes .. 

NOTE 

If the equipment is interconnected with a keying relay, the 
relay will have to be energized to obtain the proper indication. 
for the following steps .. 

l. Place the MULTIMETER switch in the LT PA CATH position. Observe that the MULTI
METER is indicating exactly 250 milliamperes. S et the LEFT PA BIAS adjustment for a correct 
indication if necessary. 

m., Place the MULT.IMETER switch in the RT PA CATH position. Observe that the MULTI
METER is indicating exactly 250 milliamperes. Set the RIGHT PA BIAS adjustment for a correct 
indication if necessary .. 
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n. Turn the RIGHT PA BIAS adjustment until the MULTIMETER is indicating 350 milli
amperes. Place the MULTIMETER switch in the LT PA CATH position, and adjust the LEFT PA 
BIAS adjustment until the MULTIMETER is indicating 350 milliamperes .. Within one minute, the 
thermal overload circuit will operate removing screen and plate voltage from V4 and V5. :' 
Operation of the overload circuit will be indicated by the PLATE indicator being extinguished.. ,, 

NOTE 

The setting of the OVERLOAD control is a function of ambient 
temperature� The adjustment for an indication of 2� volts applies 
only when the room temperature is 29 degrees C (84 degrees F ) .. 

o. Turn both the LEFT PA BIAS and RIGHT PA BIAS controls counterclockwise" Depress 
the F1LAMENTS OFF switch, and place the external disconnect switch in the OFF positiono 

p., Disconnect the voltmeter from TB13, and replace the two plates on the rear portion of the 
top of the cabinet. 

q. Place the external disconnect switch in the ON position, and depress the PLATE ON 
switch. 

r. Repeat steps t, and m. 

So Return the equipment to normal operation as described in section Ill. 

5. 3. 6. 2 PLATE OVERLOAD CIRCUIT CHECK - Proceed to check the plate overload circuit as 
follows: 

a. Place the external disconnect switch L11 the OFF position. Open the upper cabinet door. 

b. Disconnect the r-f feedback signal at C4 in the grid box. Accomplish this by removing the 

end of C4 that is attached to a mounting post, and by connecting this end of C4 to the grounding post 
provided" Close the upper cabinet door. 

c. Place the MULTIMETER switch in the PA FIL VOLTS position. 

d. Place the LOCA L-REMOTE switch in the LOCAL position. 

e. Place the CHA�"'NEL A-CHANNEL B switch in the CHANNEL A positiono 

f. Place the DR TUNE-PA TUNE-OPERATE switch in the DR TUNE position. 

g. Determine that the associated exciter is not deliverhlg an r-f signal to the linear power 

amplifier 

h.. Place the external discoru1ect swttch in the ON position, and depress the FILAMENTS ON 
switch" 

1� Obse:t"ve that the FILAMENTS indicator is lit and that the M1JLTIMETER is indicating 

six voltso If necessaryf adjust the PA FILAMENT control for the correct indication. 

j. Place the DR TlThi'E-PA TUJ\TE-OPERATE S\vitch in the PA TUNE position. 

k. Depress the PLATE ON switch and observe that the PLATE indicator lights wit.l}in three 
minutes. 
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L. Place the MULTIMETER switch in the LT PA CATH position. Observe that the MULTI 
METER is indicating exactly 250 milliamperes. Set the LEFT PA BIAS adjustment for a correct 
Indication if necessary. 

NOTE 

If the equipment is interconnected with a keying relay, the relay 
will have to be energized to obtain the proper indication in this and 
the following steps. 

m .. Place the MULTIMETER switch in the RT PA CATH position. Observe that the MULTI
METER is indicating exactly 250 milliamperes,. Set the RIGHT PA BIAS adjustment for a correct 
indication if necessary. 

o.. Place the DR TUNE-PA TUNE-OPERATE switch in the DR TUNE position and the MULTI
METER switch in the PA LOAD position,. 

p. Set the controls on the associated exciter unit so that a signal of the proper frequency 
(frequency to which channel A components are tuned) is supplied to the linear power amplifier. 

q. Adjust the CHANNEL A INPUT AMP TUNING control for a maximum indication on the 
MULTIMETER. 

r. Adjust the CHANNEL A DRIVER TUNING control for a maximum indication on the 
MULTIMETER .. 

s. Place the DR TUNE-PA TUNE-OPERATE switch in the PA TUNE position .. 

t. Adjust the CHANNEL A PA TUNE control for a dip in the indication on the MULTIMETER .. 

u.. Adjust the CHANNEL A PA LOAD control for a zero indication on the MULTIM:ETER. 

v. Repeat step t. 

w. Place the MULTIMETER switch in the PA SCREEN position, and the DR TUNE-PA TUNE
OPERATE switch in the OPERATE position .. 

x. Increase the level of the r-f signal from the associated exciter unit to its normal amplitude .. 
Observe that the MULTIMETER is indicating less than 80 milliamperes and that the PLATE 
CURRENT meter is indicating 1. 5 amperes, or less. 

NOTE 

If the MULTIMETER or P LATE CURRENT meter indications 
exceed the stated values, immediately depress the FILAMENTS 
OFF switch. Then check the setting of the TGC adjustment as 
described in paragraph 5. 3. 6. 5. 

y. Increase the r-f signal level at the exciter until the plate overload circuit operates. 
Operation of the over load circuit, which is indicated by the PLATE indicator being e;r.tinguished, 
should occur when the PLATE CURRENT meter is indicating between 1. 6 and 1. 7 an:t,peres. 

CAUTI ON 

Do not let the power amplifier screen current exceed 80 
milliamperes. Reduce the amount of screen current with 
the CHANNEL A PA LOAD control if necessary. 
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z. Depress the FILAMENTS OFF switch, place the external disconnect switch in the OFF 
position, and open tlie upper cabinet door. 

aa. Disconnect C4 in the grid box from the grounding post and attach to its mounting post. 
Close the upper cabinet door o 

ab. Restore the equipment to normal operation as described in Section III. 

5o3.6 .. 3 MULTIMETER CALIBRATION -PA FILAMENT POSITION. -Proceed to check the 
meter calibration circuit that determines the indication on the MULTIMETER when the MULTI
METER switch is in the PA FIL VOLTS position as follows: 

a. Place the external disconnect switch in the OFF position, and open the upper cabinet door. 

b. Open the lower cabinet door, and block the lower door inter lock switch in the closed 
position. 

c. Remove the two access hole cover plates that are located on the shelf that sep arates the 
grid compartment and power supply compartment. 

d. Connect a Weston Model 433 (0 to 15 and 0 to 30-volt scales) a-c voltmeter, or equivalent, 
between terminals 7 and 8 of transformer T4o Connect the meter for operation on the 0 to 15-volt 
scale. 

NOTE 

The meter should be located outside of the cabinet. The meter 
leads extend through one of the access holes, through the power 
supply compartment, and out of the cabinet. 

e.. Place the MULTIMETER switch in the PA FIL VOLTS position. Close the upper cabinet 
door. 

f. Place the external disconnect switch in the ON position, and depress the FILAMENTS ON 
switcho Observe that both the meter connected to transformer T4 and the MULTIMETER are 
indicating some voltage. 

g. Turn the PA FILAMENT control until the meter connected to transformer T4 is indicating 
exactly six volts. Observe that the MULTIMETER is indicating exactly six volts. 

NOTE 

If the MULTIMETER does not indicate exactly six volts, 
adjust the R45, which is located on a mounting �nel in the 
upper left corner of the power supply compartment until it does. 

h. Depress the FILAMENTS OFF switch, and place the external disconnect switch in the OFF 
position. 

i. Open the upper cabinet door, and disconnect the meter from transformer T4,. Replace the 
two access hole cover plates that were removed in step d. 

j. Remove the blocking from the lower door interlock switch. 

k. Close both the upper and lower cabinet doors, and return the equipment to normal operation 
as described in Section III. 
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5. 3. 6o 4 MULTIMETER CALIBRATION - PA LOAD POSITION. - Proceed to check the 
calibration of the r-f voltmeter circuit as follows: 

a. Place the external disconnect switch in the OFF positiono Open the upper cabinet door 0 

b. Disconnect the r-f feedback signal at C4 in the grid box. Accomplish this by removing the 
end of C4 that is attached to a mounting post, and by connecting this end of C4 to the grounding post 
provided. Close the upper cabinet door. 

Co Place the MULTIMETER switch in the PA FIL VOLTS pc.sition. 

d. Place the LOCAL-REMOTE switch in the LOCAL position. 

e. Place the CHANNEL A-CHANNEL B switch in the CHANNEL A position. 

f. Place the DR TUNE-PA TUNE-OPE RATE switch in the DR TUNE position. 

g. Determine that the associated exciter is not delivering an r-f signal to tJ � linear JXJWer 
amplifiero 

h. Place the external disconnect switch in the ON position, and depress the FILAMENTS ON 
switch. 

i. Observe that the FILAMENTS indicator is lit and that the MULTIMETER is indicating 
exactly six volts. If necessary, adjust the PA FILAMENT control for the correct indication. 

j. Place the DR TUNE-PA TUNE-OPERATE switch in the PA TUNE position. 

k. Depress the PLATE ON switch and observe that the PLATE indicator lights within three 
minutes. 

1. Place the MULTIMETER switch in the LT PA CATH position. Observe that the MULTI
METER is indicating exactly 250 milliampereso Set the LEFT PA BIAS adjustment for a correct 
indication if necessary. 

NOTE 

If the equipment is interconnected with a keying relay, the relay 
will have to be energized to obtain the proper indication in this 
and the following steps. 

m. Place the MULTIMETER switch in the RT PA CATH position. Observe that the MULTI
METER is indicating exactly 250 milliamperes. Set the RIGHT PA BIAS adjustment for a correct 
indication if necessary. 

o. Place the DR TUNE-PA TU NE-OPERATE switch in the DR TUNE position and the MULTI
METER switch in the PA LOAD position. 

p. Set the controls on the associated exciter unit so that a signal of the proper frequency 
(f requency to which channel A components are tuned) is supplied to the linear power amplifiero 

q. Adjust the r-f signal level at the exciter until the indication on the MULTIMETER is 
approximately one-third of full scale. 
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r. Adjust the CHANNEL A INPUT AMP TUNING control for a maximum indication on the 
MULTIMETER. 

s. Adjust the CHANNEL A DRIVER TUNING control for a maximum indication on the 
MULTIMETER. 

t. Place the DR TUNE-PA TUNE-OPERATE switch in the PA TUNE position. 

u. Adjust the CHANNEL A PA TUNE control for a dip in the indication on the MULTIMETER. 

v. Adjust the CHANNEL A PA LOAD control for a zero indication on the MULTIMETER. 

w. Place the DR TUNE-PA TUNE-OPERATE switch in the OPERATE position. 

x. Increase the r-f signal level at t.he exciter until the PLATE CURRENT meter is indicating 
0. 8 amperes. 

y. Place the MULTIMETER switch first in the LT PA CATH position and then in the RT PA 
CATH position. If the indications on the MULTIMETER are not approximately equal, adjust the 
PA GD BAL control until the currents are in balance. 

z. Alternately place the MULTIMETER switch in the PA LOAD and PA SCREEN positions and 
incre ase the r-f signal at the exciter unit. Keep adjusting the CHANNEL A PA TUNE control 
for a dip as indicated on the MULTIMETER and monitoring the power amplifier screen current as 
the r-f signal is increased. If necessary, adjust the CHANNEL A PA LOAD control to maintain the 
power amplifier screen current at a maximum of 75 milliamperes. Increase the r-f signal level 
until the PLATE CURRENT meter is indicating 1. 45 amperes. 

aa. Place the MULTIMETER switch in the PA LOAD position. Observe that the needle on the 
MULTIMETER is indicating exactly zero. 

ab. If the MULTIMETER indication is not correct, adjust R42 until the proper indication is 
obtained. 

NOTE 

R42 is located in the grid box, and cannot be adjusted with power 
applied. To make this adjustment: deenergize the equipment, open 
the upper cabinet door, turn the adjustment slightly in one direction, 
reenergize the equipment, and observe the effect. Repeat this 
procedure until the proper indication is obtained. 

ac. Depress the PLATE OFF switch, wait approximately three minutes, then depress the 
FILAMENTS OFF switch. 

ad. Place the external disconnect switch in the OFF position. Open the upper cabinet door. 

ae. Disconnect C4 from the grounding post and attach to its mounting post. Close the upper 
cabinet door, and restore equipment to normal operation as described in Section lli. 

5. 3. 6. 5 TGC CIRCUIT CALIBRATION. - Proceed to check the calibration of the TGC circuit as 
follows: 

a. Place the external disconnect switch in the OFF position. 

·� 

" 

� 

" 

··.)· " 

b. Insert a probe T connector (Hewlett-Packard 455A or equivalent) in series with the trans- s,j 
mission line that is connected to DC2. 
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c. Disconnect the coaxial cable that couples the TGC signal to t.�e channel A frequency source 
at the r-f signal source. Connect a dummy load, which consists of a one megohm resistor and a 
one microfarad capacitor in parallel, across the cable terminals. Connect a Hewlett-Packard 
Model 410B, or equivalent, vacuum tube voltmeter across the dummy loado Connect the meter to 
read a negative voltage of greater than ten volts. 

d. Connect a single-tone, audio signal to the input of the associated exciter unit. Set the 
exciter unit controls to produce a single sideband signal at the frequency to which the channel A 
circuits are tuned. 

e. Connect a Hewlett-Packard Model 410B vacuum tube voltmeter that is equipped with a 
Hewlett-Packard 453A capacitive voltage divider, or equivalent, to the probe T connecter. Set 
the meter to read an a-c voltage of greater than 35 volts. 

NOTE 

The meter will be used to measure a voltage of approximately 
355 volts, but the capacitive voltage divider provides a ten-to
one step-down ratio. 

f. Open the upper cabinet door. Disconnect the r-f feedback signal at C4 in the grid box. 
Accomplish this by removing the end of C4 that is attached to a mounting post, and by connecting 
this end of C4 to the grounding post provided. Close the upper cabinet door. 

g. Place the MULTU.JIETER switch in the PA FIL VOLTS position .. 

h. Place the LOCAL--REM OTE switch in the LOCAL position. 

ie Place the CHANNEL A-CHANNEL B switch in the CHANNEL A position. 

j. Place the DR TUNE-PA TUNE-OPERI:�..TE switch in the DR TUNE position. 

k. Determine that the associated exciter is not delivering an r-f signal to the linear power 
amplifier. 

la Place the external disconnect switch in the ON position, and depress fue FILAM ENTS ON 
switch. 

m. Observe that the FILAMENTS indicator is lit and that the M ULTIMETER is indicating 
exactly six volts. If necessary, adjust the PA FILAMENT control for the correct indication. 

n. Depress the PLATE ON switch, and observe that the PLATE indicator lights witl>J.n three 
minutes. 

o. Place the MULTIMETER switch in the DRIVER PLATE position, and the DR TUNE-PA 
TUNE-OPERATE switch in the OPERATE position. 

Po Observe that the MULTIMETER is indicating approximately 120 milliarnperes. 

NOTE 

If the equipment is interconnected with a keying relay, the 
relay will have to be energized to obtain the proper indication 

for the following steps. 
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q. Place the MULTIMETER switch in the LT PA CATH position. Observe that the MULTI
METER is indicating exactly 250 milliamperes. Set the LEFT PA BIAS adjustment for a correct 
indication if necessary. 

r. Place the MULTIMETER switch in the RT PA CATH position. Observe that the MULTI
METER is indicating exactly 250 milliamperes. Set the RIGHT PA BIAS adjustment for a correct 
indication if necessary. 

s. Place the DR TUNE-PA TUNE-OPERATE switch in the DR TUNE position. 

t. Set the controls on the associated exciter unit so that a signal of the proper frequency 
(frequency to which channel A components are tuned) is supplied to the linear power amplifier o 

u. Adjust the CHANNEL A INPUT AMP TUNING control for a maximum indication on the 
MULTIMETER. 

v. Adjust the CHANNEL A DRIVER TUNING control for a maximum indication on the 
MULTIMETER. 

w. Place the DR TUNE-PA TUNE-OPERATE switch in the PA TUNE position. 

x. Adjust the CHANNEL A PA TUNE control for a dip in the indication on the MULTIMETER. 

y. Adjust the CHANNEL A PA LOAD control for a zero indication on the MULTIMETER. 
Repeat step x. 

z. Place the DR TUNE-PA TUNE-OPERATE switch in the OPERATE position. 

aa. Increase the audio signal level of the input to the exciter until the vtvm that is connected 
to the T connector gives an indication of 3 5o 5 volts. Observe that the other voltmeter is indicating 
exactly -10 volts d-e. If the voltmeter is not indicating exactly -10 volts, turn the TGC adjustment 
until the meter does indicate the correct voltage. 

ab. Reduce the level of the audio signal to the exciter until the voltmeter that is connected to 
the T connector is indicating 31. 6 volts. Observe that the other voltmeter indicates less than 0. 3 

volts d-e. 

ac. Depress the PLATE OFF switch, wait approximately three minutes, and depress the 
F ILAMENTS OFF switch. Place the external disconnect switch in the OFF position. 

ad. Disconnect the voltmeter from the dummy load. 

ae. Disconnect the dummy load from the coaxial cable, and reconnect the cable to the 
associated exciter unit. 

af. Disconnect the voltmeter from the T connector, and remove the T connector from the 
output transmission line. 

ag. Open the upper cabinet door. Disconnect C4 in the grid box from the grounding post and 
attach to its mounting post. Close the upper cabinet door. 

ah. Restore the equipment to normal operation as described in Section ill. 
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SECTION V 

M aintenance 

5. 3o 7 LUBRICATION. 

Depending on use of the transmitter, lubrication of moving parts such as door hinges, tuning shafts 
and gears, will be necessary at various intervals. Hinges and shaft bearings may be lubricated with 
any good light oil, preferably one with rust inhibiting properties. Gears should be lubricated with a 
small amount of general purpose grease. Avoid excessive lubrication of these miscellaneous parts 
to minimize dust collection. 

5. 3. 8 FILTER CLE ANING PROCEDURE . 

Under the normal operating conditions the filter on the linear power amplifier should be cleaned 
approximately every 30 days. To clean the filter proceed as follows: 

ao Remove the filter and immerse in cool clean water. If it is impossible to immerse the 
filter, accumulation may be washed by using a fine spray of water passed through the filter in the 
direction opposite that of the air-flow arrows. 

CAUTION 

Do not direct a high velocity stream of water against the filter. 
Do not disturb the normal distribution of the shredded material 
in the filter. 

b. Gently shake water out of the filter and replace in the blower with the air-flow arrows 
pointing in the direction of air circulation. 

5. 4 CORRECTIVE M AINTENANCE. 

The need for corrective maintenance is evidenced by the failure of the 204F-1 to perform normally. 
Inasmuch as the linear power amplifier is part of a system, it must be determined that the 204F-1 
is at fault and not some item of associated equipment. When this has been determined as described 
in the system instruction book, proceed to isolate the trouble and replace the faulty components as 
described in the following paragraphs. 

5. 4.1 FAULT ISOLATION. 

Most troubles can be isolated by observing and properly analyzing: (1) the response, or lack thereof, 
of equipment indicators to the action of equipment controls; (2) equipment meter readings; and 
(3) condition of circuit breakers and fuses. Therefore, it is recommended that the procedural test 
outlined in table 5-1 be performed. If the desired indication is obtained, proceed to the next 
procedural step. If the desired indication is not obtained, refer to figures 7-1 and 7-2 and perform 
logical circuit tracing in the area of the possible fault. Before starting the procedural test outlined 
in table 5-1, determine that the external disconnect s-witch is in the OFF position, the LOCAL
REMOTE switch is in the LOC AL position, the CHA!-.TNEL A-CHANNEL B switch is in the CHANNEL 
A position, the DR TUNE-PA TUNE-OPER ATE switch is in the DR TUNE position, the MULTI
METER switch is in the PA F1L VOLTS position, the keying relay (if connected to terminal 11 of 
TB2) is energized, the channel selector switch at the remote location (if the equipment is connected 
for remote operation) is in the channel B position, and the associated exciter unit is not supplying 
an r-f signal to the linear power amplifier. 

5.4. 2 COMPONENT REPLACEMENT. 

Once a fault has been traced to a component, the faulty component must be removed from the cabinet 
without damage to any adjacent components, and a new component of the proper type installed. The 
majority of components are accessible by merely opening the upper cabinet door, opening the lower 
cabinet door, or by removing the cover plates on the top of the cabinet. Some components are 
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accessible only after the grid box is removed from the cabinet. This is accomplished by removing six 
'"'') 

twist-lock screws and pulling the grid box straight forward out of the cabinet. However, the knob on 
the MULTIMETER switch must be removed before the grid box is pulled outward, and a coaxial 
cable disconnected before the grid box can be completely removed from the cabinet. Other 

components are accessible only after the two power amplifier tubes are removed. Reference to the 
parts in identification illustrations of Section VI will assist in the location of a given component. 
It is recommended that all wires be tagged before removal from a component so that they may be 
easily replaced on the new component. Replacement components shall be of the type specified in 
Section VI. 

I 

TABLE 5-l. LINEAR POWER AMPLIFIER 204F-l, FAULT ISOLATION TEST PROCEDU RE 

STEP CONTROL SETTING AND INSTRUCTION NORMAL INDICATION POSSIBLE FAULT 

1 Place external disconnect switch in ON FILAMENTS indicator Check source of 
position. Depress FILAMENTS ON lit. power, fuses in 
switch. disconnect switch, 

fuse Fl, indicator 
lamp DSl, air 
chimney and door 
interlock switches, 
and relay Kl. 

2 Observe MULTIMETER in PA Meter indicates Set to correct 
F ILAMENT position. exactly six volts. voltage with PA 

FILAMENTS 
control. Check 
blower, fuses F3 
and F4, air inter-
lock switch S6, 
and meter M2. 

3 Depress PLATE ON switch. PLATE indicator Check circuit 
lights in approxi- breaker CBl, 
mately three thermal switch S5, 
minutes. relays K3 and K8, 

time delay relay 
K2, and indicator 
lamp DS2. 

4 Place MULTIMETER switch in PA MULTIMETER Check relays K4 
PLATE V OLTS position. indicates approxi- and K6, fuse F5, 

mately 3200 volts. and high voltage 
powe r supply 
circuit. 

5 Place MULTIMETER switch in MULTIMETER Check V2 and V3. 
DRIVER PLATE position. Place indicates approxi- Also check 300-volt 
DR TUNE-PA TUNE-OPERATE mately 120 rna. power supply. 
switch in OPERATE position. 

6 Place MULTIMETER switch in LT MULTIMETER Check setting of 
PA CATH position. indicates exactly LEFT PA BIAS 

I 
250 rna. adjustment. Set 

for proper 

I 
indication if 

1 necessary. 
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(� TABLE 5-l. LINEAR POWER AMPUFIER 2 04F-1, FAULT ISOLATION TEST PROCEDURE (Cont) 

\\j 

\}J 

"'-1 

{. 

STEP CONTROL SETTING AND INSTRUCTION I NORMAL INDICATION I POSSIBLE FAULT 

I 
! 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Place MULTIMETER switch in RT PA 
CATH position. 

Place MULTIMETER switch in PA 
PA GRID position. 

Place MULTIMETER switch in PA 
SCREEN position. 

Place DR TUNE-PA TUNE-OPERATE 
switch in DR TUNE position. Place 
MULTIMETER switch in PA LOAD 
position. Set exciter for channel A 
frequency and increase level. 

11 I Rock CHANNEL A INPUT AMP 
TUNING control. 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

Rock CHANNEL A DRIVER 
TUNING control. 

Place the DR TUNE-PA TlJNE
OPERATE switch in the PA TUNE 
position. Rock the CHANNEL A 
PA TUNE control. 

Rock the CHA NNEL A PA LOAD 
control. 

Place the DR TUNE-PA TUNE-

I. OPERATE switch in the OPERATE 
position. And the MULTIMETER 
switch in the PA SCREEN position. 
Increase the r-f signal level until the 
PLATE CURRENT meter is indicating 
1. 45 amperes. 

Place DR TUNE-PA TUNE-OPERATE 
switch in DR TUNE position, MULTI

\ METER switch in PA LOAD position, 

i and CHANNEL A-CHANNEL B switch in 

MULTIMETER 
indicates exactly 250 
ma. 

MULTIMETER 
indicates zero ma. 

MULTIMETER 
indicates zero ma. 

MULTIMETER 
indication directly 
proportional to r-f j signal input. 

I 

MULTI.METER 
indication decreases 
as control is moved 

I either side of setting. 

MULTIMETER 
indication decreases 

I 

I 
as control is moved 
eitr'1er side of setting. 

MULTIMETER 
indication increases 
either side of setting. 

MULTIMETER 
indication increases 
either side of setting. 

MULTIMETER 
indication does not 
exceed 75 rna� 

. MULTIMETER 
1 indication directly 

proportional to r-f 
signal input. 

Check setting of 
RIGHT PA BIAS 
adjustment. Set for 
proper indication if 
necessary. 

Check V4 and V5. 

Check V4 and V5. 

I 
Check signal input 

I cable, input 
amplifier and 

I driver amnlifier 
I circuits. • 

Check tuning of 
input amplifier 
stage. 

Check tuning of 
i driver amplifier 

stage. 

Check tuning of 
output net<.vork. 

Check tuning of 
output network. 

Check setting of 
TGC adjustment. 
See paragraph 
5.3.6.5. 

input j 
cable, input 

I 
I the CHANNEL B POSITION. Reduce I signal level at exciter. Set exciter for . . 

L I channel B frequency and increase level. i 1 

i amplifier and 
driver amplifier 
circuitso 
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TABLE 5-l. LINEAR POWER AMPUF IER 204F-1, FAULT ISOLATION TEST PROCEDURE (Cont) 

STEP CONTROL SETTING AND INSTRUCTION NORMAL INDICATION POSSIBLE FAULT 

17 Rock CHANNEL B INPUT AMP TUNING MULTIMETER Check tuning of 
control. indication decreases input amplifier 

as control is moved stage. 
either side of setting. 

18 Rock CHANNEL B DRNER TUNING MULTIMETER Check tuning of 
control. indication decreases driver stage. 

as control is moved 
either side of setting. 

19 Place the DR TUNE-PA TUNE- MULTIMETER Check tuning of 
0 PERA TE switch in the PA TUNE indication increases output network. 
position. Rock the CHANNEL B PA I either side of setting. 
TUNE control. 

20 Rock the CHANNEL B PA LOAD MULTIMETER Check tuning of 
control. indication increases output network. 

either side of setting. 
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Linear Power Amplifier 204F-l 

ITEM 

B1 

C1 

C2 

C3 

C4 
C5 

C6 

C7 
C8 
C9 

C10 
Cll 

Cl2 

Cl3 
Cl4 
C15 
C16 

Cl7 

C18 

C19 
C20 
C21 
C22 
C23 

C24 
C25 

C26 

C27 
C28 

C29 

C30 
C31 
C32 
C33 
C34 
C35 

C36 
C37 
C38 
C39 
C40 

C41 

C42 

C43 
C44 

C45 
C46 
C47 
C48 
C49 

cso 
C51 
C52 
C53 

DESCRIPTION COLLINS 
PART NUMBER 

LINEAR POWER AMPLIFIER 204F-1 522 1130 00 
Single Input and Output 

BJ,.OWER ASSEMBLY, CENTRIFUGAL: Input 009 1402 00 
Voltage, 230 VAC; Input Current 0. 37 amp; 

I Speed, 3350 rpm 
912 2055 00 I CAPACITOR, FIXED, MICA: 0.001 uuf, 

±10%; 1000 vdcw 
CAPACITOR, FABRICATED UNIT: Consists 

, of Following: 

I CAPACITOR, FEEDBACK, ADJUST 544 5820 002 
BRACKET, FEEDBACK CAPACITOR 544 5828 002 
CAPACITOR, FEEDBACK 544 5920 002 

1 CAPACITOR, FIXED, CERAMIC: 0.005 uf, 1 913 1187 00 
1 +100 -20%; 500 vdcw r 

Same as C3 

I CAPACITOR, FIXED, CERAMIC: 0.02 uf, 913 2142 oo 
+100 -20%; 500 vdcw 
CAPACITOR, VARIABLE, AIR: 13- 320 uuf, 921 0141 00 

I No. Plates 43 per Section 
Same as C6 

1 Same as C3 

I CAPACITOR, FIXED, MICA: 0.001 uf, 912 2055 00 
±10%, 1000 vdcw 

1 CAPACITOR, FABRICATED UNIT: 544 5740 00 

I CAPACITOR, FIXED, MICA: 100 uuf, ±20%; 912 3602 00 
500 vdcw 
CAPACITOR, FIXED, CERAMIC: 2 uuf, 916 0075 00 
±1/4 uuf; 500 vdcw 
Same as C5 
Same as C6 
Same as C6 
CAPACITOR, VARIABLE, AIR: 4.6- 51 uuf; I 922 0080 00 
No. Plates 19 I CAPACITOR, FIXED, CERAMIC: 1000 uuf, 913 3508 00 
±20%; 2500 vdcw 
CAPACITOR, FABRICATED UNIT: Consists 
of Following: 

CAPAC!TOR-NEUT, ADJUST 
PLATE - CAPACITOR, COUNTERSUNK 

Same as C5 
NOT USED 
Same as C5 
NOT USED 
CAPACITOR, FIXED, CERAMIC: 0. 001 uf, 
+80 -20%; 500 vcdw 
NOT USED 
CAPACITOR, FIXED, CERAMIC: 6800 uuf, 
-20 +40')(; 3. 5 KV 

±5%; 5000 vdcw 
Same as C29 
Same as C29 
Same as C29 
Same as C28 
Same as C29 
CAPACITOR, FIXED, CERAMIC: 25 uuf, 
±5%; 2500 vdcw 
Same as C29 
Same as C29 
Sam.e as C35 
Same as C29 

544 5819 002 
544 5916 002 

913 1292 00 

913 3612 00 

913 4253 00 

I 
I 

CAPACITOR, VARIABLE, AIR: 
Air Gap, 0. 075 
CAPACITOR, VARIABLE, AIR: 

100 - 950 uuf, , 920 0139 00 

80 - 930 uuf, 920 0142 00 
No. Plates 71 per Section 
CAPACITOR, FIXED, GLASS: 800 uuf, ±5%; 
2000 vdcw 

I 1 914 0702 00 

Same as C42 
CAPACTI'OR, 
2000 vdcw 
Same as C44 
Same as C29 

FIXED, GLASS: 1600 uuf, ±5%; 1 914 0703 00 

Same as C35 
Same as C23 
CAPACITOR, FIXED, 
±20%; 500 vdcw 
Same as C49 
Same as C49 
Same as C23 
Same as C23 

I 
PAPER: 0.10 uf, 1241 0090 00 

I 
I 

I 

I 

I 
i 

I 
I 

I 
I 

SECTION Vl 
Parts List 

ITEM DESCRIPTION 
COLLINS 

PART NUMBER 

C54 Same as C49 
Thru 

I 
coo 
C61 Same as C23 
C62 CAPACITOR, FIXED, CERAMIC: 0. 002 uf, 913 3540 00 

±20%; 6000 vdcw 
I C63 I CAPACTI'OR, FIXED, CERAMIC: 0. 001 uf, 913 1292 00 

+80 -20%; 500 vdcw 

I C64 Same as C23 
C65 CAPACITOR, FIXED, FILM: 0.2 uf, ±10%; 933 0085 00 

I 7500 vdcw 
CAPACITOR, FIXED, PAPER: 4 uf, ±10%; 962 4216 00 
4000 vdcw 

C67 Same as C66 

� C66 

I C68 Same as C66 1 183 1801 00 � C69 CAPACTI'OR, FIXED, GLASS: .100 uf, 55%; 
350 vdcw I 962 4007 oo I C70 CAPACITOR, FIXED, PAPER: 4 uf, ±20%; 
600 vdcw 

C71 Same as C69 
C72 Same as C69 
C73 I CAPACITOR, FIXED, ELECTROLYTIC: 200 183 1802 00 

• uuf, 55%; 100 vdcw 
C74 I CAPACITOR, FIXED, FILM: 0. 1 uf, ±10%; 

7500 vdcw 
C75 i Same as C23 
C76 I Same as C5 

1 933 0084 00 

C77 
C78 
C79 
cso 
C81 
C82 
C83 
C84 
C85 
C86 
C87 
C88 
C89 
C90 
C91 
C92 

; C93 I 
C94 

Same as C23 
Same as C5 
Same as C5 

i Same as C5 I Same as C5 
Same as C5 

I Same as C63 

I Same as C5 
Same as C5 
Same as C69 

1 Same as C3 I Same as C3 

I Same as C29 
Same aa C29 
Same as C29 

I Same as C35 
j CAPACITOR, FIXED, CERAMIC: 0. 5 uf, 
I ±2%; 500 vdcw I Same as C23 

Same as C23 . 

916 5312 00 

C95 
C96 
C97 

C98 
C99 

I Same as C23 I 
I CAPACITOR, FIXED, ELECTROLYTIC: 25 1 183 1356 00 
I uf, -0 +100%; 50 vdcw 

I Same as C49 

I 
CAPACTI'OR, FIXED, CERAMIC: 68 uuf, 

1
916 5314 00 

±1 %; 500 vdcw 
C100 Same as C99 I C101 Same as C23 . 
C 102 I Same as C23 I Cl03 1 Same as C84 

I. Cl04 ' I Same as C24 I C105 1 CAPACITOR, FIXED, ELECTROLYTIC: 10 183 1358 00 

I I uf, -0 +JOO%: 150 vdcw 
C106 Same as C105 I ' C 107 J Same as C23 I Cl08 , CAPACITOR, FIXED, CERAMIC: 1000 uuf 1913 1292 00 

I I +80% ·-20%; 500 vdcw I Cl09 Same ao C23 I I CBl I CIRCUIT BREAKER: Trip Rating, 25 amp AC: 1 260 2695 00 

I I !.lax Operating Voltage, 230 vdcw; Interrupting 
Capacitv, 500 amp 

CR1 RECTIFIER, SILICON: Peak Inverse Voltage, j353 1550 00 
Thru J-!00; Max Current Rating, 1. Sat lOO"C j l CR12 ,. ambient I CR13 RECTIFIER, GERMANIUM: 1N198 diode 1353 0160 00 
CR14 1 RECTIFIER, GERMANIUM: Matched pair of 1 353 0185 00 

j I 1Nl98 diodes 

I 
CR15 I NOT USED 
CR16 i RECTIFIER, GERMANIUM: RMSinput Voltage , 353 1021 00 1140; DC OutputVoltage, 63 ±3 Volts; DC Out- I 

1 put Current, 500 rna I 
400 ; Max Current Rating, 0. 5 amp 

CR18 Same as CR 17 

I 
I 

I I CR17 !I RECTH"IER, SILICON: Peak Inverse Voltage. 353 1567 oo 

CR19 j Same as CR17 
CR20 1 Same as CR17 
CR40 I Same as CR13 

262 3310 00 I 
262 0259 :__j DSl I LIGHT BULB: Candelabra Base; Current 

I 0. 027; 125 vdcw; 3 w 

I DS2 I Same as DSl 

, 

E1 LENS HOLDER: Color, RED; for use with DSl 
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SECTION VI 
Parts List 

Linear Power Amplifier 204F-1 

I 

ITEM 

E2 

E35 
F 1  

F 2  

F3 
F4 
F5 

F6 

J1 

J2 
J3 
J4 

J5 

J6 

J7 
J8 
K 1  

! K' 
I -

K3 

1 K4 

K5 

K6 

Kl 

KS 

K9 

K10 

"-:l1 

Kl::! 

K13 

K14 

Ll 
! L:2 � L3 

' I 
! L4 
I 

L5 

L6 
L7 
L8 
L0 
LlO 
!.11 
Ll2 
Ll3 

DESCRIPTION 

LENS HOLDER: Color GREEN; For use with 
DS2 
ARRESTOR: Carbon Block 
FUSE, CARTRIDGE: Resistance, 0. 5 ohm; 
Current Rating, ·1. 00 amp; 250 vdcw, max 
FUSE, CARTRIDGE: Resistance, 29 ohms; 
Current Rating, 0.125 amp; 250 vdcw, max 
Same as F1 
Same as F 1  
FUSE, CARTRIDGE: Resistance, 1 .  7 5  ohms; 
Current Rating, 0. 500 amp; 250 vdcw, max 
FUSE, CARTRIDGE: Dual Element Time 
Delay; Current Rating, 4 amp; Max Voltage 
Rating, 32 
CONNECTOR, RECEPTACLE: UG-912/U, 
Type IlNC; Single Contact 
Same as J1 
Same as J1 
CONNECTOR, RECEPTACLE: Chassis 
Mounting Socket with Angle Brackets; Twelve 
Prongs 
SOCKET, CRYSTAL: Two Terminal Crystal 
Socket for 0. 125 diameter pins spaced 0. 500 
In. 
CON:\ECTOR, RECEPTACLE: UG-352A/U 
Type LC receptacle 
Same as J1 
Same as J6 
CONTACTOR, POWER: Contact arrangement, 
4 pole, normally open; Contact rating, 10 amp; 
Coil Voltage, 113 Volts, �10 -15 
RELAY, TIME DELAY: Contact arrangement, 
1C (SPDT); Contact rating, 10 amp at 115 
Volts AC: Coil Voltage, 115 Volts AC; Time 
dela y ,  3 minutes ±10 
RELAY, GEi'IERAL PURPOSE: Contact 
arrangement, 4C (4PDT); Contact rating, 10 
amp at 115 Volts AC; Coil Voltage, ll5 Volts 
AC. Coil Resistance, 330 ohms, ±10% 
CO:-.'TACTOR, POWER: Contact arrangement, 
4 pole, normally open; Contact rating, 25 amp; 
Cot! Voltage, 115 Volts, -10 -15 
RELAY, SE�SITIVE: 1 amp 28 Volts DC or 
ll5 Volts AC: Operate current, . 70 rna De 
max 

COLLINS 

PART NUMBER 

262 0258 00 

541 6779 002 
264 4280 00 

264 4230 00 

264 4260 00 

264 OllO 00 

357 9307 00 

366 2120 00 

292 0017 00 

357 9187 00 

401 1357 00 

402 0337 00 

970 1933 00 

401 1369 00 

408 1073 00 

RELAY, SPECIAL PCRPOSE Contact arrange-1970 1930 00 
ment, SPST; Contact rating, 25 amp at 28 I 
VDC or 115 VAC: Coil Voltage, 48 Volts DC ; 
Coil Resistance, 600 ohms, ±10% 
RELAY, GEXERAL Pl'RPOSE: Contact 
arrangement, 2C (DPDT), Contact ratmg, 10 1 970 1934 00 
amp at 115 VAC, Cot! Voltage, 28 Volts DC or 1 115 Volts -\C, Coil Reststance, 390 ohms, ±10% 
RELA\, GE�ERAL PURPOSE '408 1080 00 

! CO�TACT, CfRCCIT CONTROL: Contact 1 970 1932 00 
; 3.rrangement, 4C: Contact rating, 0. 2 amp at 

I 
1300 VDC and 2 amp RF; Coil Voltage, ll5 
1 Volts AC; Coil Resistance, 220 ohms, ±10% 
1 Same as K9 
'RE L-\ Y, SOLENOID. Pull Type Solenoid, Voltage, 1 411 0018 00 
I 115V">C. 50;60cps.Current, 2 5amp surge 
I Same as K7 1 

I 
�OT l'SED I 
RELA\ CfRCCIT CO�TROL· Contact arrange-1 970 1931 00 
ment, 2C: Contact ratmg, 2 amp at 300 VDC, 
Coil Voltage, 115 Volts AC; Coil Resistance, 
400 ohms. ±10o/c 
COIL ASSEMBLY: 1544 5984 003 
Same as Ll 
CHOKE. RADIO FREQCENCY: Inductance, 
4-00uh; DC Resistance, 2.1 ohms max; Current 
rating, 700 rna 
CHOKE, RADIO FREQCENCY: Inductance, 
5.6 ±lOo/c ; DC Resistance, 0.95 ohms; max DC 

current, 1300 rna 
CHOKE. RADIO FREQUE;o(CY: Inductance, 
2� uh ±lOq.; DC Resistance, 0. 3 ohms; max 
DC Current, 1800 rna 
Same as Ll 
Same as Ll 
S.1me as L3 
Same as L3 
Same as L3 

1 240 0023 00 

240 0179 00 

240 0186 00 

Sam(' as L3 I COIL ASSEMBLY: 544 5988 003 
CHOKE, RADIO FREQL'E;o.;CY Inductance,!. 0 240 031:! 00 

I mh ± lO'f, "Q" 70 min at 790 KC; Current 
C:lpaCity, GO rna 

L_ __ _L __________________________ _L ________ j 
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ITEM 

L14 

L15 
L16 

L17 

L18 
L19 
L20 
L21 

L22 

L23 

L24 

L25 

L26 
L27 
L28 
L29 

L30 

L31 

M1 

M2 

M3 
M4 

R1 

R2 

R3 

R4 

R5 

R6 

R7 

RS 

R9 

RIO 
Rll 
H!2 
R13 

I R14 
R1 5 

R16 

R17 
Rl8 

R19 
R20 

R21 

R22 

R23 

DESCRIPTION 
COLLINS 

PART NUMBER 

INDUCTOR, RADIO FREQUENCY: RF fixed I 980 0120 00 
tank inductor; 3 external spacer bar type 
Construction; approx inductance, 20 uh 
Same as Ll4 
CHOKE, RADIO FREQUENCY: Inductance, I 240 0807 00 
approx 44 uh; DC Resistance, 3. 54 ohms; 
Current Capacity, 1. 6 amp max DC 
COIL, RADIO FREQCENCY: single layer I 240 0807 00 
wound; two #18 AWG x 1-1/2 in. lg terminals; 
44 uh inductance; 1. 6 amp de current 
Same as L5 
Same as L5 
Same as L5 
REACTOR, FILTER: Inductance, 0. 25; Rated 
Current, 1. 6 amp d-e; DC Resistance, 5 ohms 
max at +25"C 
REACTOR, FILTER: Inductance, 4.0; Rated 
Current, 1. 6 amp d-e; DC Resistance, 25 
ohms max at +25oC 
REACTOR, FILTER: Inductance, 2.0; Rated 
Current, 1. 8 amp d-e; DC Resistance, 11 
ohms max at .-.-zsoc 
REACTOR, FILTER: Inductance, 8.0; Rated 
Current, 55 rna DC; DC Resistance, 225 ohms 
max at 25"C · 
CHOKE, RADIO FREQUENCY: Inductance, 
200 uh ±5'!: Current Capacity, 100 rna 
Same as L25 
Same as L3 
Same as L3 
COIL, PA, FIXED TUR..c'l: Left-hand wound; 
1 turn soft copper tubing, bright alloy plated, 
3/8 in. dia by . 032 in. thk wall 
COIL, PA, FIXED TURN: Right-hand wound: 
1 turn soft copper tubing, bright alloy plated, 
3/8 in. dia by . 032 in. thk wall 
CHOKE, RADIO FREQUENCY: Inductance, 
4. 7 uh ±10o/c or 3. 9 uh ±10% as selected by 
production test 
METER, DC AMMETER: D'Arsonval move
ment; Range, 0-2 amp; Scale div 40; Meter 
Resistance, 0. 025 ohms; Accuracy, ±2% i 
METER, DC: Meter Range, 0-200 V ADC, I Adjust to 40-0-160 l'A; Meter Resistance, 
1000 ohms, ±5o/c; Accuracy, ±2% of full scale I deflection 
i'/OT USED 
METER, ELAPSED TIME: Meter Range, I 
0-10, 000 hours in 0. 1 hour steps 

I RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: 220 ohms, 
±10o/c; l/2 w I 
RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: 82 ohms, 
±10%; 1/2 w 
RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: 39,000 
ohms, ±10o/r; 1/2 w 
RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: 2500 
ohms, ±lOo/c; 1 4 w 
RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: 1 
megohm, ±10%; 1/2 w 
RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: 5600 
ohms, ±10o/c; l/2 w 

I RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: 1000 I ohms, ±10o/r; 2 w 
RESISTOR, FIXED, FILM: 1100 ohms, ±1%; 
1/4 w 
RESISTOR, FIXED, 
ohms, ±10o/c; 2 w 
Same as R9 

. Same as R4 
I Same as R4 

NOT USED 
:-.'OT USED 

COMPOSITION: 270 

RESISTOR, VARIABLE, WfRE WOCND: 7500 
ohms, ±10%; 2 w 
RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: 33 ohms, 
±10o/c; 1/2 w 
Same as R7 
RESISTOR, FIXED, WfRE WOUND: 0.4 ohm, 
±1%; 3 w 
Same as R7 
RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: 15 ohms, 
±10%; l w 
RESISTOR, FIXED, WfRE WOUND: 4.1 ohms, 
±10%, Rated amp, 7. 6 
RESISTOR, VARIABLE, WIRE WOUND: 1000 
ohms, ±10'{; Rated amp, 0. 16 
RESISTOR, VARIABLE, WfRE WOUND: 25 
ohms, ±10%, Rated amp, 1.0 

I 
I 

668 0343 00 

668 0341 00 

668 0342 00 

678 9001 00 

240 0198 00 

544 5992 003 

544 5991 003 

240 0145 00 
240 0144 00 

450 0099 00 

458 0474 00 

458 0900 00 

745 1324 00 

745 1307 00 

745 1419 00 

747 0772 00 

745 14 78 00 

745 1384 00 

745 5652 00 

705 7098 00 

745 5628 00 

7 50 0544 00 

745 1289 00 

747 9623 00 

745 3275 00 

714 1613 00 

735 0050 00 

735 0039 uo 

·� 

\.0 i 
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Linear Power Amplifier 204F-l 

ITEM 

R24 

R25 
R26 

R27 

R28 

R29 
R30 

R31 
R32 
R33 
R34 
R35 

R36 

R37 
R38 

R39 

R40 
R41 
R42 

R43 

R44 

R45 

R46 

R47 

R48 

R49 

R50 
R51 

R52 
R53 
R54 

R55 
R56 

R57 
R58 
R59 
R60 
R61 
R62 

R63 

R64 

R65 

R66 
R67 
R68 
R69 

R70 

R71 
R72 
R73 
R74 
Thru 
R78 
R79 

R80 

S1 

S2 

S3 

DESCRIPTION 

RESISTOR, FIXED, WIRE WOUND: 20,000 
ohms, ±5%; 210w 
Same as R24 
RESISTOR, FIXED, WffiE WOUND: 2000 
ohms, ±5%; 113 w 

COLLINS 
PART NUMBER 

746 6723 00 

747 3706 00 

RESISTOR, FIXED, WffiE WOUND: 0.4 ohms,/ 747 9535 00 
±3%; 25 w 
RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPaliTION: 2700 
ohms, ±10%; 2 w 
Same as R7 
RESISTOR, FIXED, FILM: 4. 9 meghoms, 
±1%; 2 w 
Same as R30 
Same as R30 
Same as R30 
Same as R30 

745 5670 00 

705 4255 00 

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: 470,000 1 745 3464 00 
ohms, ±10%; 1 w 
RESISTOR, FIXED, WffiE WOUND: 0. 2 ohms, 747 9707 00 
±1%; 5 w 
Same as R36 
RESISTOR, FIXED, WffiE WOUND: 630 ohms, I 747 0247 00 
±5%; 11 w 
RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPaliTION: 4700 
ohms, ±10�; 1/2 w 
Same as R4 
Same as R15 
RESISTOR, VARIABLE, COMPaliTION: 
10,000 ohms, ±20%; 1/2 w 
RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: 1000 
ohms, ±10%; 1/2 w 
RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: 470 
ohms, ±10%; 1/2 w 

745 1380 00 

380 6277 00 

745 1352 00 

745 1338 00 

RESISTOR, VARIABLE, COMPOSITION: 100 1 380 5269 00 
ohms, ±20%; 1 w 
RESISTOR, FIXED, WIRE WOUND: 2.2 ohms, 747 9536 00 
±3%; 25 w 
RESISTOR, FIXED, WIRE WOUND: 5 ohms, 747 0718 00 
±10%; 14 w 
RESISTOR, FIXED, wiRE WOUND: 25 ohms, I 747 1654 00 
±5%; 26 w 
RESISTOR, FIXED, WIRE WOUND: 41. 6 
ohms, ±1%; 3 w 
NOT USED 
RESIS'I:OR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: 8200 
ohms, ±10%; 2 w 
NOT USED 
NOT USED 

747 9689 00 

745 5691 00 

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: 47 ohms, I 745 1296 00 
±10%; 1/2 w 
Same as R54 
RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: 1200 
ohms, ±5%; 2 w 
Same as R56 
Same as R56 
Same as R56 
Same as R56 
Same as R56 
RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: 2200 
ohms, ±10%; 2 w 
RESISTOR, VARIABLE, COMPOSITION: 
10, 000 ohms, ±20%; 1/2 w 
RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: 18,000 
ohms, ±10%; 2 w 
RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: 5. 6 
ohms, ±10%; 1/2 w 
Same as R65 
NOT USED 
NOT USED 
RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: 39,000 
ohms, ±10%; 1 w 

745 5655 00 

745 5666 00 

380 6290 00 

745 5705 00 

745 1546 00 

745 3415 00 

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: 10 ohms, I 745 3268 00 
±10%; 1 w 
Same as R70 
Same as R70 
Same as R70 
NOT USED 

RESISTOR, VARIABLE, COMPOSITION: 100 380 5269 00 
ohms, ±20%; 1 w 
RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: 680 ohms, 745 5645 00 
±10%; 2 w 
SWITCH, PUSHBUTTON: Pushbutton Station; 260 2030 00 
Normally open and closed; Color, Red Button 
SWITCH, PUSHBUTTON: Pushbutton Station; 260 2020 00 
Normally open and closed; Color, Red Button 
Same as S2 

ITEM 

S4 

S5 

S6 

S7 

S8 

S9 

S10 

Sll 
S12 
T1 

T2 

T3 

T4 

T5 

T6 

TB1 

TB2 

TB3 

TB4 

TB5 

TB6 

TB7 

TB8 

TB9 

TB10 

TBll 
TB12 
TB13 
TB14 

TB15 

V1 

V2 

V3 
V4 
V5 
V6 
V7 

SECTION VI 
Parts List 

DESCRIPTION 
COLLINS 

PART NUMBER 

Same as S 1  
SWITCH, CARTRIDGE: Thermo Switch; I 267 0088 00 
Opening Temperature 257•F ±10•F, Non-
adjusting; Electrical Rating, 1 amp at 115 
V AC and 32 VDC 
SWITCH, MICRO: Snap Action Single Pole I 260 0700 00 
Double Throw Micro Switch; Rating, 5 amp; 
250 Volts AC 
SWITCH, TOGGLE: SPDT; Current Capacity, I 266 3075 00 
4.0 amp 
SWITCH, THERMOSTATIC: Opening Tern- 266 0072 00 
perature ±1o•c ±3•; Closing Temperature, 
+20 ±a•c; Operating Volt DC, 6, 12, 30, 50; 
AC, 125, 250 
SWITCH, ROTARY, WAFER: 2 Circuit (2 I 259 1002 00 
pole), 3 Position, 1 section with 30• Detent 
and stops 
SWITCH, ROTARY, WAFER: 2 Circuit I 259 1001 00 
(2 pole), 8 Position, 1 section with 20• Detent 
and stops 
SWITCH ASSEMBLY, SHORTING: I 543 1460 003 
Same as Sll 
TRANSFORMER, STEP-DOWN: Primary 662 0338 00 
Leads 1 and 2, 200 Volts; 1 and 3, 210 Volts; 
1 and 4, 220 Volts; 1 and 5, 230 Volts; 1 and 6, 
240 Volts; 1 and 7, 250 Volts; Secondary Leads 
8 and 9, 115 Volts ±2 
TRANSFORMER, FILAMENT: Primary. I 672 0406 00 
Voltage, 115; Secondary Voltage, 5, CT 
TRANSFORMER, POWER: Primary Leads 1 662 0336 00 
and 2, Primary Voltage, 230; Secondary 
Leads 3 and 4, Necessary as to Application 
TRANSFORMER, FILAMENT: Primary I 662 0337 00 
Leads 1 and 2, Primary Voltage, 220; 
Secondary Leads 3 and 4, 9 and 10, 6. 3 ±3% 
Volts; Secondary Leads 5 and 6, 7 and 8, 6 .  0 
±3% Volts 
TRANSFORMER, POWER: Primary Leads 1 I 662 0339 00 
and 2, Primary Voltage, 230; Secondary 
Leads 3 and 4, Necessary Voltage as needed 
for Application 
TRANSFORMER, POWER: Primary Leads 1 I 662 0340 00 
and 2, Primary Voltage, 200; 1 and 3, 210; • 

1 and 4, 220; 1 and 5, 230; 1 and 6, 240; 1 and 
7, 250; Secondary Leads 8 and 10, Necessary 
as to Application 
TERMINAL BOARD: Barrier Type Terminal 1 306 0778 00 
Board with 4 Screw Terminals 
TERMINAL, STANDOFF: Center Conductor; 367 0442 00 
Voltage Rating, 1000 VDC; Capacity, 5 uuf to 
Base 
TERMINAL STRIP: Telephone Type terminal 367 0432 00 
strip with 8 row of 20 terminals each 
TERMINAL STRIP: Single Screw Barrier 367 0565 00 
Terminal Strip; 6 Terminals 
TERMINAL BOARD: Hollow Lug Terminal 306 0294 00 
Board with Double Ground Lug and Two Mount-
ing Posts 
TERMINAL BOARD: For Mounting Resistors 1 544 5954 002 
R30 Thru R35 
TERMINAL STRIP: Mounting Strip with 4 306 9032 00 
Solder Lug Terminals; One Terminal as a 
Ground 
TERMINAL STRIP: 3 Solder Lug Terminal 1 306 0001 00 
Strip with one Lug as a Ground 
TERMINAL, TURRET: Cold Headed Turret 306 0550 00 
Type Terminal for Staking into Terminat" or 
Printed Board 
TERMINAL BOARD, ASSEMBLY: Board 544 5776 004 
contains 20 Terminals 
TERMINAL BOARD, ASSEMBLY: 544 5948 002 
TERMINAL BOARD, ASSEMBLY: 544 5949 002 
Same as TB3 
TERMINAL STRIP: Barrier Type; No. of 367 0438 00 
Terminals, 10 
TERMINAL STRIP: Two Solder Lug Terminal 306 0168 00 
Strips with Separate Ground Lug 
ELECTRON TUBE: Type 6CL6; 9 Pin 255 0216 00 
Miniature 
ELECTRON TUBE: Type 6146; 7 Pin 256 0101 00 
Miniature 
Same as V2 
ELECTRON TUBE: Type 4CX1000A 1 256 0123 00 
Same as V4 
ELECTRON TUBE: Type 872A 256 0037 00 
Same as V6 
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SECTION VI 
Parts List 

Linear Power Amplifier 204F-1 

ITEM DESCRIPTION 

VB ELECTRON TUBE: Type 5726; 7 Pin 
Miniature 

XDS1 LAMPHOLDER: Panel mounting type 
lampholder 

XDS2 Same as XDSl 
XF1 FUSE HOLDER: Extractor post fuse holder 

for use with 3AG fuses; Rating, 15 amp; 125 
Volts 

XF2 Same as XF1 

COLLINS 
PART NUMBER 

253 0003 00 

262 0255 00 

265 1019 00 

I 
I XV1 SOCKET, ELECTRON TUBE: 9 Pin Miniature 220 1337 00 

XV2 SOCKET, ELECTRON TUBE: Eight Prong 220 1005 00 

I 

I 

XV3 
XV4 
XV5 
XV6 

XV7 
XVB 
Z1 

Z2 
Z3 
Z4 
Z5 

Z6 

C75 
DC1 

DC2 
J9 
Thru 1 
J11 
K13 

K14 
Kl5 

Octal Tube Socket 
Same as XV2 
SOCKET, ELECTRON TUBE: For use with V4 
Same as XV4 
SOCKET, TUBE: Bayonet Lock, Four Prong 
Base for Tubes with 50 Watt Base 
Same as XV6 
SOCKET, ELECTRON TUBE: 7 Pin Miniature 
SUPPRESSOR, ASSEMBLY: Resistance, 56 
ohms; 1/2 w 
CONNECTOR PLATE: 
SUPPRESSOR: Resistance, 10 ohms 
Same as Z3 
SUPPRESSOR, PA GRID: Three turns of #18 
AWG copper wire on 12 ohm ±10%, 1 w com-
position resistor 
Same as Z5 

The above parts list represents the basic 
symbolized items of the transmitter assembly 
in this publication, except as modified for each 
additional captioned item of equipment. 

LINEAR POWER AMPLIFIER 204F-1 
Dual Input-Output with Directional Coupler 
(changes from 522 1130 00) 

NOT USED 
DIRECTIONAL COUPLER: See separate parts 
list for component listing 
Same as DC1 
Part of K13 

RELAY, COAXIAL: Contact arrangement, 
lC; contact rating, 100 watts, at 160 me; Coil 
Voltage, 28 Volts DC; Coil Resistance, 280 
ohms, ±10% 
NOT USED 
RELAY, ANTENNA INTERLOCK: 

Single Input-Output with Recycle Overload Unit 
(changes from 522 1130 00) 

RECYCLE OVERLOAD UNIT: See separate 
parts list for component listing 

LINEAR POWER AMPLIFIER 204F-l 
Dual Input-Output with Recycle Overload Unit 
(changes from 522 1130 00 are those listed 
under 522 1130 011 and 522 1130 012) 

LINEAR POWER AMPLIFIER 204F-1 
Dual Input-Output with Wattmeter in Door 
(changes from 522 1130 00 are those listed 
under 522 1130 011, 522 1130 015, and the 
following) 

i 

220 1333 00 

220 5420 00 

220 1203 00 
545 6157 002 

544 5769 002 
544 5778 002 

545 7768 002 

522 1130 011 I 
I 

544 5707 004 I 
I 

410 0129 00 I 
I 
I 
I 

970 1934 00 ! 

522 1130 012 

544 9493 00 

522 1130 013 

522 1130 014 

T 
i 

V7 Same as V6 
V6 ELECTRON TUBE: Type 4B32 1256 009�7 00 ' 

DC1 
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LINEAR POWER AMPLIFIER 204F-1 
Single Input-Output with Wattmeter in Door 
(changes from 522 1130 00) 

DIRECTIONAL COUPLER: See separate parts 
list for component listing 

522 1130 015 

544 5707 004 

ITEM 

M3 

R75 

R76 
R77 
R78 
S15 

C1 

C2 
C3 

C4 
C5 

C6 

C7 

cs 

C9 

C10 
C11 

C12 

CR1 

CR2 

J1 

J2 

L1 

L2 
R1 

�: 
I*R3 

*R3 

*R3 

*R3 

*R3 

�: 

I fo.::: 
R4 
R4 
R4 
R4 
R4 
R4 

�! 
R5 

R6 

DESCRIPTION COLLINS 
PART NUMBER 

METER, DC MICROAMMETER: Meter Scale, I 458 0475 00 
0-5KV; Meter Range, 0-100 UA DC; Meter 
Resistance, 2000 ohms ±5%; Accuracy, ±2% of 
full scale deflection 
RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: 2000 I 745 0759 00 
ohms, ±5%; 1/4 w 
Same as R75 
Same as R75 
Same as R75 
SWITCH, ROTARY, WAFER: 5 Circuit \ 259 1202 00 
(5 pole), 4 Position, 1 section with 20• Detent 
and stops 

DIRECTIONAL COUPLER 

CAPACITOR, ASSEMBLY: c/o brass plate 
0.064 in. thk, 9/16 in. od, 8-32 NC-2B id, 
brass stud externally thd 8-32 NC-2B, 3/4 in. 
lg 
CAPACITOR, ASSEMBLY: same as C1 
CAPACITOR, FIXED, MICA: 100 uuf, ±20%, 
500 v de 
CAPACITOR, FIXED, MICA: same as C3 
CAPACITOR, FIXED, ELECTROLYTIC: 
aluminum; 8 uf, -15% +100%, 120 cps, 6 v de 
CAPACITOR, FIXED, ELECTROLYTIC: same,. 
as C5 
CAPACITOR, FIXED, CERAMIC: 39 uuf, 1 
±1%, 500 v de 
CAPACITOR, FIXED, CERAMIC: same as 
C7 
CAPACITOR, FIXED, CERAMIC: 1000 uuf, 
+80% -20%, 500 v de 
CAPACITOR, FIXED, CERAMIC: sam e as C9 
CAPACITOR, FIXED, CERAMIC: 68 uuf, 
±1%, 500 v de 
CAPACITOR, FIXED, CERAMIC: same as 
Cll 
SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICE, DIODE: germa
nium; Sylvania type 1N60 
SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICE, DIODE: same as 
CR1 
CONNECTOR, RECEPTACLE, ELECTRICAL: 
1 rd female contact, 50 ohms, straight shape 
CONNECTOR, RECEPTACLE, ELECTRICAL: 
same as J1 
COIL, RADIO FREQUENCY: universal wound, 
4 pi; 139 turns 1136 A WG each section; 2. 0 mh . 

544 5707 004 

543 3492 002 

543 3492 002 
912 0669 00 

912 0669 00 
183 1167 00 

183 1167 00 

916 4350 00 

916 4350 00 

913 1292 00 

913 1292 00 
916 4786 00 

916 4786 00 

353 2010 00 

353 2010 00 

357 9187 00 

357 9187 00 

240 0134 00 

COIL, RADIO FREQUENCY: same as L1 240 0134 00 
inductance, 50,000 ohms; 100 rna current I RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: 10 ohms, 714 1075 00 
±1%. 2 w I RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: same as 714 1075 00 
R1 
RESISTOR, FIXED, FILM: 18,700 ohms, ±1%, ·

�
705 7157 00 

1/4 w 1 RESISTOR, FIXED, FILM: 19,600 ohms, ±1%, 705 7158 00 
1/4 w 
RESISTOR, FIXED, FILM: 20,500 ohms, ±1%, 705 7159 00 
1/4 w 

RESISTOR, FIXED, FILM: 21,500 ohms, ±1%, 705 7160 00 
1/4 w 
RESJSTOR, FIXED, FILM: 18,200 ohms, ±1%, 705 7298 00 
1/4 w 
RESISTOR, 
1/•l w 
RESISTOR, 
1/4 w 

FIXED, FILM: 19,100 ohms, ±1%. 1 705 7303 00 

FIXED, FILM: 20,000 ohms, ±1%, 1 705 7304 00 

I. RESISTOR, FIXED, FILM: 21,000 ohms, ±1%, 1 705 7305 00 
l/4 w 
RESISTOR, FIXED, FILM: 22,100 ohms, ±1%, 705 7306 00 
1/4 w 
RESISTOR, FIXED, FILM: same as *R3 
RESISTOR, FIXED, FILM: same as "R3 
RESISTOR, FIXED, FILM: same as "R3 
RESISTOR, FIXED, FILM: same as *R3 
RESISTOR, FIXED, FILM: same as *R3 
RESISTOR, FIXED, FILM: same as *R3 
RESISTOR, FIXED, FILM: same as *R3 
RESISTOR, FIXED, FILM: same as *R3 
RESISTOR, FIXED, FILM: same as *R3 
RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: 1000 
ohms, ±10%, l/2 w 

705 7157 00 
705 7158 00 
705 7159 00 
705 7160 00 
705 7298 00 
705 7303 00 
705 7304 00 
705 7305 00 
705 7306 00 
745 1352 00 

RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION: same as 1745 1352 00 
R5 !•R3, R4 value selected in final test. 

' '. ,·,") 

i 

� 
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Linear Power Amplifier 204F-1 

ITEM 

B1 
C1 

I 
I 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

DESCRIPTION 

RECYCLE OVERLOAD UNIT 

RELAY, TIMER: 
CAPAC ITOR, FIXED, ELECTROLYTIC: 
60 uf, -0 +100o/c; 50 vdcw 

I 
I 

I I I 

COLLINS 

PART NUMBER 

544 9493 00 

402 0124 00 
183 1351 00 

I 

ITEM 

K1 

K2 
R1 

TB1 

I I 

DESCRIPTION 

RELAY: Coil Voltage, 26.5 V; Coil Resist
ance 380 ohms, ±10%; C Type Contacts 
S ame as K1 
RESISTOR, FIXED, C OMPOSITION: 5600 
ohms, ±lOo/c; 1 v.. 

TERMINAL STRIP: 6 Terminal; 3-1/16 in. 
long 

SECTION V I  
Parts List 

COLLINS 

PART NUMBER 

972 1168 00 

745 3384 00 

367 0434 00 

I , , 
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SECTION Vll 
lllustrations 

I ----------------� 

I 
TB2 I 

r----
1 
I 
I

IIOVAC 

I 

PLATE 
OFF 

10 9 B 6 
0 0 

7 12 

o-{] 

POWER SUPPLY COMPARTMENT 

2 5 

A lB 
CHANNEL � 4 

SELI!!CT l 
PLATE 

ON 

3 II 

KEY 
LINE 

REMOTE LOCATION 

4 

0 

L ___________ _ 

I 

I 
_J 

I 

I o��PLATEI 
' ON I 

¢ ALARM 

I 
I BUZZER 
I 

.,.� 

Figure 7-3. Linear Power Amplifier 204F-1, Typical Remote Control Circuit Connections 
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( 204F-l CABLE CHART 

FROM TO 
WffiE 

FROM TO 
WffiE 

CODE 
CODE 

C23 J4-3 RB905 C61 Kl2-5 RB936 

C23 K7-8 RB905 C63 R42-2 RA95 

C48 E3 RB912 C63 89-2 RB925 

C48 J4-9 RB912 C64 J4-1 RB925 

C48 TB10-26 RB912 C64 810-15 RB925 

C48 810-11 RB906 C65-1 L21-2 LE9 

C49 Rl5-2 RB906 C65-2 R48-1 LE9 

C49 TBl0-13 RB906 C66-2 T6-9 VE91 

C50 P4-6 RB96 C67-2 Ml-2 VE91 

C50 89-11 RB96 C68-2 R24-1 VE91 

C50 XV3-2 RB90 C69-2 (+) TB12-4 RB912 

C51 P4-5 RB91 C71-1 (+) E42 RB923 

C51 XV3-7 RB91 C71-1 (+) TBll-4 RB923 

( 
C52 810-2 RB915 C71-2 (-) E41 RB916 
C52 TB10-25 RB915 C71-2 (-) L24-2 RB916 

C53 K12-7 RA89 C72-2 (+) R26-1 RB912 

� C53 TB10-6 RA89 C73 (-) K6-4 RB9 
' C54 El6 RB902 C73 (+) K6-3 RB902 

C55 E4 RB913 C75 K12-3 RB926 
C55 J4-2 RB913 C77 R63-2 RB916 
C56 810-12 RB935 C77 TBl0-2 RB916 
C57 810-13 RB926 C83 P4-9 RB912 
C58 K2-l RB93 C93-1 T5-4 RB91 
C58 TB4-3 RB93 C93-1 TB12-l RB91 
C58 M4-2 RB93 C93-2 T5-3 . RB91 
C58 T4-1 RB93 C93-2 TB12-2 RB91 
C59 J4-7 I RB92 C94-l 812C-2 RB92 
C59 M4-1 I RB92 C95-1 86-2 ·RB93 
C59 T3-1 j RB92 C98 R41-2 RB903 
C60 K9-2 RA925 C98 TB10-15 RB903 
C60 Kl0-2 RA9313 C101 T1-4 RB902 '" C60 P4-4 RB936 C102 K3-9 RB903 
C61 J4-4 �B936 C107 E35 RB95 
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204F-1 CABLE CHART (Cont) i' ';' 

F ROM TO 
WffiE 

FROM TO 
WffiE 

CODE CODE 

Cl07 J4-10 RB95 E4 R26-2 RB913 

C108 TB15-3 RB92 E4 S10-9 RB913 

C109 TB15-1 RB92 E4 SllB RB913 

CB1-1 TBl-2 VG90 E4 TB6-1 RB913 

CB1-2 TB1-3 VG91 E5 E1 RB9 

CBl-3 K4-2 VG92 E5 K5-3 RB9 

CBl-4 K4-1 VG93 E5 T1-8 RB9 

CB1-5 TB13-3 RB903 E7 KS-5 RB91 

CBl-6 KS-2 RB903 E7 M1-1 VE90 

C R16-1 K4-9 RB902 E8 SUA LE9 

DC1 (fwd) TB14-6 RAS92 E9 K10-1 RA9 

DC1 (gnd) TB14-8 s E13 E42 RB93 � 
'� 

DC1 (refl) TB14-7 RAS91 E13 S10-5 RB93 
(Y) 

DC2 (fwd) TB14-10 RAS90 E14 S10-13 RB926 

DC2 (gnd) TB14-8 s E16 C54 RB902 

DC2 (refl) TB14-9 RAS9 E17 TB2-1 RB9 
'�) 

DS1-1 El RB9 El8 TB4-8 RB902 

DS1-2 S2-2 RB93 E19 T4-5 RB935 

DS2-l E1 RB9 E20 T4-7 RB926 

DS2-2 K2-4 RB902 E35 C107 RB95 

El DS1-1 RB9 E35 E40 RB9 

E1 DS2-1 RB9 E38 K12-4 RB95 

E1 E5 RB9 E39 GND (C49) s 

E2 K1-10 RB9 E39 GND (J2) s 

E2 K4-10 RB9 E40 E35 RB9 

E2 TB1-1 VG9 E41 C71-2 RB916 

E3 C48 RB912 E42 E13 RB93 

E3 KS-4 RB91 E42 C71-1 (+) RB923 

E3 R26-1 RB912 E43 K3-10 RB923 

E3 S10-16 RB912 F1-1 TB1-2 RC90 

E4 C55 RB913 F1-2 T1-1 RC90 

E4 K5-1 RB913 F2-1 K1-6 RB9356 

E4 K7-1 RB913 F2-2 T3-2 RB90 
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( 

( '' 

C\) 
"' 
� 

(, 

FROM 

GND (C49) 

GND (C53) 

GND (J2) 

GND (J2) 

GND (J7) 

Jl 

J2 

J3 

J4-1 

J4-2 

J4 -3 

J4-4 

J4-5 

J4-6 

J4-7 

J4-8 

J4-9 

J4-10 

J7 

Kl-1 

Kl-2 

Kl-3 

Kl-4 

Kl-4 

Kl-5 

Kl-6 

Kl-6 

Kl-7 

Kl-7 

Kl-7 

Kl-8 

Kl-8 

Kl-9 

204F-l CABLE CHART (Cont) 

TO WillE 
CODE 

E39 s 
TBI0-12 s 
E39 s 
GND (J7) s 
GND (J2) s 
J7 RG-58C/U 

K12-8 RAS90 

K12-6 RAS92 

C64 RB925 

C55 RB913 

C23 RB905 

C61 RB936 

T4-4 RB91 

T4-3 RB96 

C59 RB92 

T4-2 RB90 

C48 RB912 

C107 RB95 

J1 RG-58C/U 

TB1-3 RB91 

TBl-2 RC90 

TBl-5 RC92 

Kl-9 RB93 

K3-2 RB93 

TB3-3 RB91 

F2-l RB9356 

TB4-1 RC913 

K2-2 RB93 

T3-l RB92 

TB4-4 RB92 

K3-3 RB902 

82-1 �-' RB902 

Kl-4 RB93 
- ------------ - -�-----

FROM TO WffiE 
CODE 

Kl-9 S2-2 RB93 

Kl-10 E2 RB9 

K2-l C58 RB93 

K2-2 Kl-7 RB93 

K2-3 S6-l RB93 

K2-4 DS2-2 RB902 

K2-4 K4-9 RB902 

K2-4 TB2-4 RB902 

K3-2 Kl-4 RB93 

K3-3 K1-8 RB902 

K3-5 84-1 RB96 

K3-6 S12C-1 RB95 

K3-6 KS-1 RB912 
K3-8 TB13-l RB913 
K3-9 C102 RB903 
K3-10 E43 RB923 

K3-12 K6-4 RB90 
K3-13 TB13-4 RB92 
K3-14 K5-2 RB9 
K4-1 CBl-4 VG93 
K4-2 CB1-3 VG92 
K4-4 TB14-l RB926 
K4-5 T6-5 VG93 
K4-6 R21-1 VG92 
K4-8 TB14-2 RB925 
K4-9 CR16-l RB902 
K4-9 K2-4 RB902 
K4-10 E2 RB9 
K4-10 K6-4 RB9 

I K5-l E4 RB913 I ' 
I K5-2 K3-14 RB9 
I K5-3 E5 RB9 

J K5-5 810-14 RB905 J 
----- ------------.....__..___ _____ �----- --- ----
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FROM 

K6-l 

K6-2 

K6-3 

K6-4 

K6-4 

K6-4 

K7-1 

K7�2 

K7-4 

K7-5 

K7-7 

K7-8 

KS-1 

KS-1 

KS-2 

KS-4 

KS-5 

K 9-1 

K9-2 

. Kl0-1 
I I Kl0-2 
' 

KllA-2 

KllA-4 

Tr"1., "T""t 2 I Kll-3 

I 
K 1 2-1 
K12-2 

I 

I 

K12-3 

K12-3 

K12-4 

I K12-4 
I 

KJ 2-5 
Kl2-5 

84 

TO 

R21-l 

R21-2 

C73 (+) 

C73 (-) 

K3-12 

K4-10 

E4 

Kll-3 

TB14-5 

TB14-4 

TB2-11 

C 23 

K3-6 

84-2 

CBl-6 

E3 

E7 

TB7-2 

C60 

E9 

1 C60 

K12-5 

810-3 

K12-3 
K'7-?. K7-2 

TB2-3 

I SSA-3 

1 C75 
KllB-2 
E38 
S8B-3 
C61 
K1 1 A- 2 

2 04F-1 CABLE CHART (Cont) 

WillE 
CODE 

VG92 

VG92 

RB902 

RB9 

RB90 

RB9 

RB913 

RB923 

RB906 

RB903 

RB936 

RB905 

RB912 

RB902 

RB903 

RB91 

RB91 

RA9 

RA925 

RA9 

RA936 

RB936 
I 

I RB923 

RB926 

RB9.::.,:, 

I 
RB9':3 
RB9 

I RB926 I RB926 
I RB95 I H.B93 
! I RB936 I RB936 
I 

FROM 

K12-6 

K12-7 

K12-8 

K13-2 

L21-1 

L21-2 

L21-2 

L22-1 

L22-2 

L23-1 

L23-2 

I L24-1 

i L24-2 

l\11-1 
Ml-2 

l\12-1 
M2-2 

l l\14-
l 

1\14-2 

P4-1 
P4-2 

II P4-3 
II P4-4 
I ULi__c; 

�� P4-6 
I P4-7 
l 

P4--8 
P4-9 
P4-10 
P7 II P7 

I F4 

I, 
!I 

Rl2 

I 

I 
' 

TO 

C50 
R23·-l 

R23-2 
I C83 
j S9-4 
I TB9-3 I TB9-4 
I ;B9-� 

TB7-3 

WillE 
CODE 

RAS92 

RAS9 

RAS90 

RB90 

LE9 

LE9 

LE9 

LE9 

LE9 

RB913 
RB913 

RB916 
RB916 
VE90 

VE91 

RB936 

RB956 
RB92 
RB93 
RB92.5 
RB913 

I RB905 
RB936 
"T""l"1"""'1{)"1 

1- RB% 
RB92 

IRB90 
I 

RB912 
RB95 ! 

Is 
I RG-f.i8C/U 

RA96 
RA926 

' 

I 

l 
I 

I 
I 
I I 
' 

! 

I 
I I ; I 

I 
l 
I 
! 
! 
I 

i I 
I 
i 

,, 
5' 'Ji 

� 
� 
� 

) 



r 

( 

t..l 
G\ 
"' 

( 

( 

FROM 

R15-2 

R21-l 

R21-1 

R21-2 

R21�2 

R23-1 

R23-2 

R24-1 

R26-1 

R26-1 

R26-2 

R26-2 

R41-2 

R42-2 

R45-2 

R47-1 

R47-1 

R48-1 

R48-1 

R48-1 

R63-2 

81-1 

82-1 

82-1 

82-2 

82-2 

83-1 

84-1 

84-2 

84-2 

86-1 

86-2 

87-2 

--�----------

TO 

C49 

K4-6 

K6-1 

K6-2 

T6-1 

P4-7 

P4-8 

C68-2 

C72-2 (+) 

E3 

E4 

R47-1 

C98 

C63 

810-17 

L23-2 

R26-2 

C65-2 

L22-2 

811A 

C77 

811C-2 

K1-8 

83-1 

D81-2 

Kl-9 

82-1 

K3-5 

K8-1 

88C-2 

K2-3 

C95-1 

TB2-2 

204F-1 CABLE CHART (Cont) 

WffiE 
F.ROM CODE 

RB906 88A-2 

VG92 88A-3 

VG92 88B-1 

VG92 88B-1 

VG92 88B-3 

RB92 88B-3 

RB90 88B-3 

VE91 88C-2 

RB912 88C-3 

RB912 88D-1 

RB913 880-2 

RB913 88D-3 

RB903 89-2 

RA95 89-4 

RB902 89-6 

RB913 89-8 

RB913 89-11 

LE9 89-12 

LE9 810-1 

LE9 810-2 

RB916 810-3 

RB92 810-5 

RB902 810-9 

RB95 810-10 

RB93 810-11 

RB93 810-12 

RB95 810-13 

RB96 810-13 

RB9�2 810-14 

RB902 810-15 

RB93 810-16 

RB93 810-17 

RB93 810-18 
-� 

� 

TO WffiE 
CODE 

TB2-5 RB95 

K12-2 RB9 

811C-1 RB92 

TB2-10 RB92 

Kl2-4 RB93 

Tl-9 RB93 

TB2-9 RB903 

84-2 RB902 

TB2-12 RB906 

TB2-8 RB913 

TB2-7 RB916 

TB2-6 RB915 

C63 RB925 

P4-10 RB95 

P4-3 RB905 

P4-2 RB913 

C50 RB96 

P4-1 RB925 

M2-2 RB956 

C52 RB915 

KllA-4 RB923 

E13 RB93 

E4 RB913 

M2-1 RB936 � 
C48 RB906 

C56 RB935 

C57 RB926 

E14 RB926 

K5-5 RB905 

C64 RB925 

E3 RB912 

R45-2 RB902 

TB6-2 RB91 

85 



204F-1 CABLE CHART (Cont) 

TO WffiE 
FROM FROM 

CODE 

S11A E8 LE9 T4-8 

SllA R48-1 LE9 T4-8 

SllA S12A LE9 T4-9. 

SllB E 4  RB913 T4-10 

SUB S12B RB913 T5-1 

S11C-1 SSB-1 RB92 T5-2 

S11C-2 S1-1 RB92 T5-3 

S12A SllA LE9 T5-4 

S12B SUB RB913 T6-1 

S12C-1 K3-6 RB95 T6-1 

S12C-2 C94-1 RB92 T6-5 

T1-1 F1-2 RC90 T6-5 

T1-4 C101 RB902 T6-8 

T1-5 K1-3 RC92 T6-9 

T1-5 TB1-3 RC91 T6-10 

T1-7 TB13-2 RB905 TB1-1 

T1-8 E5 RB9 TB1-2 

T1-9 SSB-3 RB93 TB1-2 

T2 (C. T. ) L21-1 LE9 TB1-2 

T3-1 C 59 RB92 TB1-3 

T3-1 K1-7 RB92 TB1-3 

T3-2 F2-2 RB90 TB1-3 

T3-3 TBll-2 RB915 TB2-1 

T3-4 TBll-1 RB915 TB2-2 

T4-1 C58 RB93 TB2-3 

T4-2 J4-8 RB90 TB2-4 

T4-3 J4-6 RB96 TB2-5 

T4-4 J4-5 RB91 TB2-6 

T4-5 E19 RB935 TB2-7 

T4-5 XV4-2 RE90 TB2-8 

T4-6 XV4-1 RE95 TB2-9 

T4-7 E20 RB926 TB2-10 

T4-7 XV5-2 RE91 TB2-11 
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TO 

E18 

XV 5-1 

TB10-5 

TB10-3 

T6-1 

TB4-5 

C93-2 

C93-1 

R21-2 

T5-1 

K4-5 

TB4-6 

V7 

C66-2 

V6 

E2 

CB1-1 

F1-1 

K1-2 

CB1-2 

K1-1 

T1-5 

E17 

S7-2 

K12-1 

K2-4 

SSA-2 

S8D-3 

SSD-2 

SSD-1 

SSB-3 

SSB-1 

K7-7 

-
WIRE 
CODE 

RB902 

RE96 

RB956 

RB923 

RC92 

RC95 

RB91 

RB91 

VG92 

RC92 

VG93 

RC95 

LE9 

VE91 

LE9 

VG9 
I 

VG90 

RC90 

RC90 

VG91 

RB91 

RC91 

RB9 

RB93 

RB96 

RB902 

RB95 

RB915 

RB916 

RB913 

RB903 

RB92 

RB936 
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FROM 

TB2-12 

TB2-14 

TB3-2 

TB3-3 

TB4-1 

TB4-2 

TB4-3 

TB4-4 

TB4-5 

TB4-6 

TB6-1 

TB6-2 

TB7-2 

TB7-3 

TB9-3 

TB9-4 

TB9-5 

TB10-2 

TB10-3 

TB10-5 

TBl0-6 

TB10-12 

TB10-13 

TB10-15 

TB10-25 

TB10-26 

TBll-1 

TBll-2 

TB11-3 

TBll-4 

TB12-1 

TB12-2 

TB12-3 

TO 

S8C-3 

K13-2 

TB4-2 

K1-5 

K1-6 

TB3-2 

C58 

K1-7 

T5-2 

T6-5 

E4 

S10-18 

K9-1 

R12 

P7 

P7 

R4 

C77 

T4-10 

T4-9 

C53 

GND (C53) 

C49 

C98 

C52 

C48 

T3-4 

T3-3 

L24-1 

C71-1 (+) 

C93-1 

C93-2 

L23-1 

204F-1 CABLE CHART (Cont) 

WIRE 
FROM CODE 

RB906 TB12-4 

RB90 TB13-1 

RB91 TB13-2 

RB91 TB13-3 

RC913 TB13-4 

RB91 TB14-1 

RB93 TB14-2 

RB92 TB14-4 

RC95 TB14-5 

RC95 TB14-6 

RB913 TB14-7 

RB91 TB14-8 

RA9 TB14-8 

RA926 TB14-9 

s TB14-10 

RG-58C/U TB15-1 

RA96 TB15-3 

RB916 V6 

RB923 V7 

RB956 XV1-4 

RAS9 XV1-5 

s XV2-2 

RB906 XV2-2 

RB903 XV2-7 

RB915 XV2-7 

RB912 XV3-2 

RB915 XV3-2 

RB915 XV3-7 

RB916 XV3-7 

RB923 XV4-1 

RB91 XV4-2 

RB91 XV5-1 

RB913 XV5-2 

TO WIRE 
CODE 

C69-2 (+) RB912 

K3-8 RB913 

T1-7 RB905 

CB1-5 RB903 

K3-13 RB92 

K4-4 RB926 

K4-8 RB925 

K7-5 RB903 

K7-4 RB906 

DC-1 (refl) RAS92 

DC-1 (fwd) RAS91 

DC-1 (gnd) s 

DC-2 (gnd) s 

DC-2 (refl) RAS9 

DC-2 (fwd) RAS90 

C109 RB92 

C108 RB92 

T6-10 LE9 

T6-8 LE9 

XV2-2 RA90 

XV2-7 RA91 

XV1-4 RA90 

XV3-2 RA90 

XV1-5 RA91 

XV3-7 RA91 

C50 RB90 

XV2-2 RA90 

C51 RB91 

XV2-7 RA91 

T4-6 RE95 

T4-5 RE90 

T4-8 RE96 

T4-7 RE91 
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